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Chapter 1
Categories of motives
Let k be a perfect field. In this chapter we will recall the definitions, main properties,
and relationships between various categories of motives over Specpkq used in the
sequel. We shall see that all categories are idempotent complete and have a tensor
structure, which allows us to define symmetric powers Symn. The symmetric powers
on Choweffpkq, DMeffgmpkq b Q and DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq are compatible in the sense that
there are tensor functors:
Ψ : Choweffpkq ÝÑ DMeffgmpkq b Q and
Φ : Choweffpkq ÝÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
commuting with Symn for all non-negative integers n. We stress that all material pre-
sented here is revision: none of the concepts or results in this chapter is due
to the author. The material on symmetric powers in general additive idempotent
complete Q-linear categories is a superficial generalisation of the classical construc-
tion of symmetric powers in the category of R-modules, as treated for example in [8].
The definition of the category of Chow motives is originally due to Grothendieck, and
details of its construction can be found for example in the article [34] or the book [2].
The construction and results concerning the categories DMeffgmpkq and DM
eff
,τpk, Rq
are all due to Voevodsky, and the main reference is [39].
Let us now describe more precisely the content of each section. It is convenient
to introduce the following notation.
Notation 1.0.1. For any additive category C , we denote by C b Q the category
whose objects are identical to those of C , and whose morphisms are given by:
MorCbQpX, Y q :“ MorC pX, Y q bQ,
1
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and borrow the notation C b Q from Kahn and Barbieri-Viale [5, Definition 1.1.3]
to denote the idempotent completion of C bQ. △
(i) In the first section, we recall the definitions of the symmetric powers Symn for
an idempotent complete, Q-linear tensor category, following Biglari [6, §2.5]. This
general construction will be used to define symmetric powers in the (Q-linear versions
of the) categories of motives discussed in subsequent sections.
(ii) In the second section, we recall the constructions and main properties of
the categories Choweffpkq and Chowpkq of Chow motives. Note that there are two
conflicting sets of conventions on the definition of Chow motives, which differ in two
points. Classically, categories of Chow motives are (i) Q-linear, and defined in such
a way that (ii) the natural functor h : SmProj{k Ñ Chowpkq is contravariant.
This is the case for example in the papers [34] of Scholl, [20] of Ku¨nnemann, and
[11] of Deninger and Murre, upon which our exposition is closely modelled. However,
under the modern convention, used by Voevodsky [39, Preamble to Proposition 2.1.4],
Chow motives are (i) Z-linear, and defined in such a way that (ii) the natural functor
h : SmProj{k Ñ Chowpkq is covariant. We are ultimately interested in Voevodsky
motives with Q-coefficients, and the category of Chow motives is a stepping stone.
Hence we mix the conventions, defining Chow motives to be covariant, but Q-linear.
(iii) In the third section, we recall the definition of the category DMeffgmpkq of
effective geometric Voevodsky motives, as well as that of the category DMeff,τpk, Rq
of Voevodsky motivic complexes, where τ stands for either the e´tale or Nisnevich
topologies on Sm{k, and R is a ring containing Z. These categories were first defined
by Voevodsky in [39], and are both tensor triangulated and idempotent complete.
Consequently, the Q-linear categories:
DMeff,τ pk,Qq and DM
eff
gmpkq b Q
each possess symmetric powers as defined in the first section, where the symbol
“DMeffgmpkq b Q” denotes the idempotent completion of DM
eff
gmpkq b Q. We also
recall the construction of an exact tensor functor:
j : DMeffgmpkq b Q ÝÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq.
(iv) In the fourth section, we will see that there is a natural tensor functor Ψ :
Choweffpkq Ñ DMeffgmpkq b Q which commutes with symmetric powers; composing
with j : DMeffgmpkq b QÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq then yields a tensor functor:
Φ : Choweffpkq ÝÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq,
which will function as a bridge between the worlds of Chow and Voevodsky motives
in the fourth chapter.
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1.1 Alternating and symmetric powers
Let C be an additive, Q-linear, and idempotent complete tensor category. The goal
of this section is to define certain endofunctors Symn, for each non-negative n, which
we refer to as symmetric powers. They generalise the familiar constructions of the
symmetric powers associated for example to a Q-vector space. In particular, we
will see below that these constructions may be applied in the categories of Chow
motives Choweffpkq and Chowpkq, as well as for the categories DMeffgmpkq b Q and
DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of Voevodsky motives. The exposition follows that of Biglari [6, §2.5]
in large part, although we note that the categories we work in are not required to be
triangulated.
1.1.1 The symmetric and alternating functors
Definition 1.1.1. We refer to a symmetric monoidal category as defined in [17, §1.1]
as a tensor category. △
Notation 1.1.2. For a positive integer n, we denote by Sympnq the group of per-
mutations on n letters. △
Notation 1.1.3. Let pC ,b,1q be a Q-linear tensor category and n a positive integer.
Let us agree to the convention that the tensor product of three or more objects
X1 bX2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXn means by definition the object:
pp. . . ppX1 bX2q bX3q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXnq (left bracketing).
When all Xi are the same object X , we denote this by X
bn. We employ the conven-
tion that zeroth tensor powers of all objects and morphisms are equal to 1 and 11,
respectively. △
Notation 1.1.4. As the permutation group Sympnq is generated by transpositions,
the transposition and associativity isomorphisms:
tXY : X b Y
»
ÝÑ Y bX and aX,Y,Z : X b pY b Zq
»
ÝÑ pX b Y q b Z
which are built into the definition of C induce well-defined isomorphisms:
X1 bX2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXn
»
ÝÑ Xσp1q bXσp2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXσpnq
for any n objects X1, . . . , Xn in C , which we think of as reordering of factors. This
gives a representation:
Sympnq ÝÑ EndpXbnq.
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We denote by σX the endomorphism of X
bn associated to σ P Sympnq by this
representation. We recall that since C is Q-linear, EndpXbnq is a Q-algebra. △
Notation 1.1.5. Let C be a Q-linear tensor category, let X be an object in C , and
let n denote a non-negative integer. We define:
snX :“
#
11, if n “ 0,
1
n!
´ř
σPSympnq σX
¯
, if n ą 0.
We will sometimes omit the subscript “X”, where this is clear from the context. △
Proposition 1.1.6 (Classical). Let C be a Q-linear tensor category, X an object
in C , and let n denote a positive integer. Then the morphism:
snX : X
bn ÝÑ Xbn
of Notation 1.1.5 is idempotent.
Proof. This is well-known for example in the category of Q-vector spaces. The proof
in this more general context is formally similar. Indeed, for any σ P Sympnq, we have:
snX ˝ σX “
1
n!
ÿ
τPSympnq
pτX ˝ σXq “
1
n!
ÿ
τPSympnq
τX “ s
n
X ,
since multiplying all the τX by σX merely rearranges the order of the summands. It
follows that:
psnXq
2 “
1
n!
ÿ
σPSympnq
snX ˝ σX “
1
n!
ÿ
σPSympnq
snX
“
1
n!
´
n! ¨ snX
¯
“ snX ,
showing that snX is idempotent.
Definition 1.1.7 (Classical). Let C be an idempotent complete Q-linear tensor
category, X an object in C , and let n denote a positive integer. We define:
SymnpXq :“ im
´
snX
¯
.
This image exists, due to Proposition 1.1.6 and idempotent completeness of the
category C . Thus by definition the endomorphism snX of X
bn can be thought of as
a morphism from Xbn to SymnpXq, which we denote by:
πnX : X
bn ÝÑ SymnpXq.
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We refer to this as the canonical projection associated to SymnpXq. By definition of
a categorical image, we also have morphism:
ιnX : Sym
npXq ÝÑ Xbn,
which we refer to as the canonical embedding associated to SymnpXq. By construc-
tion, we have πnX ˝ ι
n
X “ 1SymnpXq. △
Remark 1.1.8. Let C be an idempotent complete Q-linear tensor category, X an ob-
ject in C , and let n denote a positive integer. One can alternatively define SymnpXq
to be kerppnXq, where: p
n
X :“ 1X ´ s
n
X . To see that this is equivalent to Definition
1.1.7, we first show that pn :“ pnX is an idempotent in EndpXq. Indeed, by bilinearity
of the composition in the additive category C , we have in EndpXq the relation:
ppnXq
2 “ p1X ´ s
n
Xq
2 “ 1X ´ 2s
n
X ` ps
n
Xq
2
“ 1X ´ s
n
X ,
where the last equality follows from idempotency of snX (Proposition 1.1.6). Thus sn
and pn are mutually orthogonal idempotents, from which it follows that kerpp
n
Xq “
im psnXq. △
Proposition 1.1.9 (Classical). Let X and Y be objects of an idempotent complete
Q-linear tensor category C , and let n be a non-negative integer. For any morphism
f : Xbn Ñ Y satisfying f ˝ σX “ f for all σ P Sympnq, and for any morphism
g : Y Ñ Xbn satisfying σX ˝ g “ g for all σ P Sympnq, there exist unique morphismsrf : SymnpXq Ñ Y and rg : Y Ñ SymnpXq such that the diagrams :
Xbn
πn
X //
f
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
● Sym
npXq
rf

Y
and Y
rg

g
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
SymnpXq
ιn
X
//Xbn
commute.
Proof. This follows from the universal property of the categorical image SymnpXq “
im psnXq.
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Proposition 1.1.10 (Classical). Let X and Y be objects of an idempotent complete
Q-linear tensor category C , and let n be a positive integer. For any morphism f :
X Ñ Y , there exists a unique morphism:
Symnpfq : SymnpXq Ñ SymnpY q
such that the diagram:
Xbn
πnX //
fbn

SymnpXq
Symnpfq

ιnX //Xbn
fbn

Y bn
πnY
// SymnpY q
ιnY
// Y bn
commutes. Consequently, Symn is an endofunctor C Ñ C .
Proof. Evidently πnY ˝ f
bn ˝ σX “ π
n
Y ˝ f
bn, and so by Proposition 1.1.9 there is a
unique morphism Symnpfq : SymnpXq Ñ SymnpY q such that the left-hand square
commutes. The proof that the right-hand square commutes is similar.
Notation 1.1.11. For any object X of an idempotent complete Q-linear tensor
category C , we use the notation:
SympXq :“
à
ně0
SymnpXq,
provided this direct sum exists. By the universal property of the direct sum, this is
extends to an endofunctor of Sym : C Ñ C . △
Remark 1.1.12. From now on, we will always assume that the direct sum ‘ in an
idempotent complete Q-linear tensor category C distributes over the tensor product
b. △
Notation 1.1.13. Let Z be an object of an idempotent complete Q-linear tensor
category C , and let m and n be non-negative integers. We denote by:
ψ
m,n
Z : Sym
mpZq b SymnpZq ÝÑ Symm`npZq
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the unique morphism of Proposition 1.1.9 such that the diagram:
Zbm b Zbn
πm
Z
bπn
Z // SymmpZq b SymnpZq
ψ
m,n
Z

ZbN
πm`n
Z
// Symm`npZq
commutes. By distributivity of b over ‘, the tensor product SympZq b SympZq
is canonically isomorphic to the direct sum of the SymmpZq b SymnpZq; let im,nZ :
SymmpZq b SymnpZq Ñ SympZq b SympZq be the canonical inclusion morphism.
We denote now by:
ψZ : SympZq b SympZq ÝÑ SympZq
the unique morphism induced by the universal property of the direct sum which
makes the diagram:
SymmpZq b SymnpZq
i
m,n
Z //
ψ
m,n
Z

SympZq b SympZq
ψZ

SymNpZq
im`n
Z
// SympZq
commute, for all non-negative m and n. △
Notation 1.1.14. Let X and Y be objects of an idempotent complete Q-linear
tensor category C , and let jX : X Ñ X ‘ Y and jY : Y Ñ X ‘ Y be the natural
inclusion morphisms. Let us denote by:
ψX,Y : SympXq b SympY q Ñ SympX ‘ Y q
the composite morphism:
SympXq b SympY q
SympjXqbSympjY q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SympX ‘ Y q b SympX ‘ Y q
ψX‘Y
ÝÝÝÑ SympX ‘ Y q.
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Moreover, for all non-negative m and n, we denote by:
ψ
m,n
X,Y : Sym
mpXq b SymnpY q Ñ Symm`npX ‘ Y q
the composite morphism:
SymmpXq b SymnpY q
SymmpjXqbSym
npjY q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SymmpX ‘ Y q b SymnpX ‘ Y q
ψ
m,n
X‘Y
ÝÝÝÑ Symm`npX ‘ Y q
and further, by:
ψNX,Y :
à
m`n“N
SymmpXq b SymnpY q ÝÑ SymNpX ‘ Y q
the unique morphism, induced by the universal property of the direct sum, such that
the diagram:
SymmpXq b SymnpY q
i
m,n
X,Y //
ψ
m,n
X,Y
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
à
m`n“N
SymmpXq b SymnpY q
ψNX,Y

SymNpX ‘ Y q
commutes. △
Notation 1.1.15. Let Z be an object of an idempotent complete Q-linear tensor
category C , and let m and n be non-negative integers of sum N . We denote by:
ξ
m,n
Z : Sym
NpZq ÝÑ SymmpZq b SymnpZq
the unique morphism of Proposition 1.1.9 such that the diagram:
Zbpm`nq
πm`n
Z //
sm`n
Z

Symm`npZq
ξ
m,n
Z

Zbpm`nq Zbm b Zbn
πm
Z
bπn
Z
// SymmpZq b SymnpZq
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commutes. Letting again im,nZ : Sym
mpZq b SymnpZq Ñ SympZq b SympZq be the
canonical inclusion morphism, we write:
ξZ : SympZq ÝÑ SympZq b SympZq
for the unique morphism induced by the universal property of the direct sum SympZq “À
SymnpZq such that the diagram:
Symm`npZq
im`n
Z //
ξ
m,n
Z

SympZq
ξZ

SymmpZq b SymnpZq
i
m,n
Z
// SympZq b SympZq
is commutative. △
Notation 1.1.16. Let X and Y be objects of an idempotent complete Q-linear
tensor category C , and let pX : X ‘ Y Ñ X and pY : X ‘ Y Ñ Y be the natural
projection morphisms. Let us denote by:
ξX,Y : SympX ‘ Y q ÝÑ SympXq b SympY q
the composite morphism:
SympX ‘ Y q
ξX‘Y
ÝÝÝÑ SympX ‘ Y q b SympX ‘ Y q
SymppXqbSymppY q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SympXq b SympY q;
moreover, for all non-negative m and n with sum N , we write:
ξ
m,n
X,Y : Sym
N pX ‘ Y q ÝÑ SymmpXq b SymnpY q
for the composite morphism:
SymNpX ‘ Y q
ξ
m,n
X‘Y
ÝÝÝÑ SymN pX ‘ Y q b SymNpX ‘ Y q
SymmppXqbSym
nppY q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SymmpXq b SymnpY q.
Finally, we denote by
ξNX,Y : Sym
NpX ‘ Y q ÝÑ
à
m`n“N
SymmpXq b SymnpY q
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the sum of
`
i
m,n
X,Y ˝ ξ
m,n
X,Y
˘
: SymNpX ‘ Y q Ñ
à
m`n“N
SymmpXq b SymnpY q over all m
and n with sum N . △
Remark 1.1.17. We remark here that the morphism:
ξZ : SympZq ÝÑ SympZq b SympZq
of Notation 1.1.16 is not the same as the comultiplication map:
∆ : SympZq Ñ SympZq b SympZq
associated with the standard Hopf algebra structure on SympZq. △
Proposition 1.1.18 (Classical). Let X and Y be objects of an idempotent complete
Q-linear tensor category C . Then for all non-negative integers m and n with sum
N , the morphisms :
ψNX,Y :
à
m`n“N
SymmpXq b SymnpY q ÝÑ SymNpX ‘ Y q and
ξNX,Y : Sym
NpX ‘ Y q ÝÑ
à
m`n“N
SymmpXq b SymnpY q
are mutually inverse isomorphisms. Consequently,
ψX,Y : Sym
mpXq b SymnpY q ÝÑ SympX ‘ Y q and
ξX,Y : SympX ‘ Y q ÝÑ SympXq b SympY q
are also mutually inverse isomorphisms.
Proof. A version of this proposition is proved in [8, Chapter III, §6.6] over the
category of modules over a commutative ring. The proof in our situation is formally
identical.
Definition 1.1.19 (Classical). Let pC ,bC q and pD ,bDq be tensor categories. Then
a functor F : C ÝÑ D is called a tensor functor if the diagram:
C ˆ C
´bC´ //
FˆF

C
F

D ˆD
´bD´
// D
of categories commutes up to natural isomorphism of functors. △
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Proposition 1.1.20 (Classical). Let pC ,bC q and pD ,bDq be idempotent complete
Q-linear tensor categories, and let :
F : C ÝÑ D
be a tensor functor. Then F commutes with Symn; i.e. the diagram:
C
Symn //
F

C
F

D
Symn
// D
commutes up to natural isomorphism of functors. Consequently, F commutes also
with Sym.
Proof. A proof is given in [6, Proposition 2.5.9]. Note that although the formulation
of this result requires that the source category C be a triangulated category, the proof
goes through without this assumption.
1.2 Categories of Chow motives
Let k be a perfect field. In this section we recall the definitions and main properties
of the categories Chowpkq and Choweffpkq of Chow motives over k and effective
Chow motives over k, respectively.
Notation 1.2.1. We write Sch{k for the category whose objects are schemes of
finite type over k, and whose morphisms are ordinary morphisms of schemes. The
full subcategory of Sch{k whose objects are smooth schemes over k we denote by
Sm{k, and the the full subcategory of Sch{k whose objects are smooth projective
k-schemes we denote by SmProj{k. △
To define Chow motives over k, the basic idea is to turn the category SmProj{k
into an additive category by replacing usual morphisms of schemes with correspon-
dences, which are (equivalence classes of) formal sums of closed subschemes. Our
exposition is closely modelled on those of Scholl [34], Ku¨nnemann [20], and Deninger
and Murre [11], but with one important caveat:
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Convention 1.2.2. The categories Chowpkq and Choweffpkq will be defined to be
Q-linear, and such that the functor:
h : SmProj{k ÝÑ Chowpkq
is covariant (see Definition 1.2.20). The covariance of h agrees with Voevodsky’s
definition of Chow motives [39, preamble to Proposition 2.1.4], but conflicts with the
classical literature. On the other hand, Q-linearity belongs to the classical definition,
whereas Voevodsky’s category of Chow motives is merely Z-linear. △
Aside from this convention, all of the definitions and results here are classical, and
can be found in the above references. Throughout, X will denote a smooth projective
k-scheme.
1.2.1 Category CSmProj{k of Chow Correspondences
Let k be a perfect field. We review the construction of the categories Chowpkq of
Chow motives over k, and the subcategory Choweffpkq of effective Chow motives.
Definition 1.2.3 (Classical). Let X be smooth projective scheme over k and let
r be a non-negative integer. We recall that a cycle in X means a formal Z-linear
combination Z “
ř
i nirZis of integral closed subschemes. The support of Z is the
set of Zi for which ni ‰ 0. If all elements of the support are r-dimensional, then
we say that Z is an r-dimensional cycle. We denote by CHrpXq the Chow group of
cycles of dimension r in X , which is the group of r-dimensional cycles in X modulo
rational equivalence. △
Notation 1.2.4 (Scholl). Let X and Y be smooth projective schemes over k and
let r be a non-negative integer. Write Xi for the connected components of X , and
let dXi :“ dimpXiq. Following [34, §1], we set:
CorrChpX, Y q :“
à
i
CHdXi`rpXi ˆ Y q.
This is called the group of Chow correspondences of degree r from X to Y . △
Definition 1.2.5 (Classical). Let X, Y and Z be smooth projective k-schemes,
and assume X and Y are connected. For non-negative integers r and s, we define
following [34, §1] a composition:
´ ˝ ´ : CHspY ˆ Zq ˆ CHrpX ˆ Y q ÝÑ CHr`spX ˆ Zq
pβ, αq ÞÝÑ ppXZq˚pp
˚
XY pαq ¨ p
˚
Y Zpβqq
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where the morphisms pXY , pXZ and pY Z denote the canonical projections from
X ˆ Y ˆ Z onto the product of the two factors indicated by the subscript, and
p˚XY pαq ¨ p
˚
Y Zpβqq denotes the intersection product (see [13, §6.1]). By definition of
the group of Chow correspondences in Notation 1.2.4, composition extends bilinearly
to a composition:
´ ˝ ´ : CorsCh{kpY ˆ Zq ˆ Cor
r
Ch{kpX ˆ Y q ÝÑ Cor
r`s
Ch{kpX ˆ Zq
pβ, αq ÞÝÑ ppXZq˚pp
˚
XY pαq ¨ p
˚
Y Zpβqq,
where X and Y are not necessarily connected. △
Definition 1.2.6 (Classical). Following [34, §1], we define the categoryCSmProj{k
of Chow correspondences as follows. The objects of CSmProj{k are smooth projec-
tive schemes over k. The set of morphisms from a smooth projective scheme X to a
smooth projective scheme Y is defined to be:
MorCSmProj{kpX, Y q “ Cor
0
ChpX, Y q,
and composition of morphisms is given by Definition 1.2.5. Observe thatCSmProj{k
is an additive category. △
Remark 1.2.7. There is a natural functor SmProj{k Ñ CSmProj{k which is the
identity on objects, and which sends a morphism f : X Ñ Y of smooth projective k-
schemes to (the rational equivalence class of) its graph rΓpfqs P Cor0ChpX, Y q. Note
that the identity morphism X Ñ X in CSmProj{k is given by rΓp1Xqs, where
1X : X Ñ X is the identity morphism in SmProj{k. △
Definition 1.2.8 (Classical). We define a direct sum on CSmProj{k, as follows.
On objects, we set X ‘ Y :“ X > Y . To define the direct sum:
f ‘ g P Cor0Ch{kpX1 >X2, Y1 > Y2q
of two morphisms f P Cor0Ch{kpX1, Y1q and g P Cor
0
Ch{kpX2, Y2q, we observe first that
by Definition 1.2.6 of the morphisms for CSmProj{k, we may assume that X1 and
X2 are connected. In view of the general relations:
CHnpA >Bq » CHnpAq ‘ CHnpBq and
pX1 >X2q ˆ pY1 > Y2q » pX1 ˆ Y1q > pX1 ˆ Y2q > pX2 ˆ Y1q > pX2 ˆ Y2q,
it then follows that:
Cor0Ch{kpX1 >X2, Y1 > Y2q »CHdX1
`
X1 ˆ pY1 > Y2q
˘
‘ CHdX2
`
X2 ˆ pY1 > Y2q
˘
»CHdX1
`
X1 ˆ Y1
˘
‘ CHdX1
`
X1 ˆ Y2
˘
‘ CHdX2
`
X2 ˆ Y1
˘
‘ CHdX2
`
X2 ˆ Y2
˘
.
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Therefore:
CHdX1 pX1 ˆ Y1q ‘ CHdX2 pX2 ˆ Y2q “ Cor
0
Ch{kpX1, Y1q ‘ Cor
0
Ch{kpX2, Y2q
is a natural direct summand of Cor0Ch{kpX1 >X2, Y1 > Y2q, and so there is a natural
map:
´‘´ : Cor0Ch{kpX1, Y1q ˆ Cor
0
Ch{kpX2, Y2q ÝÑ Cor
0
Ch{kpX1 >X2, Y1 > Y2q
defining direct sum of morphisms in CSmProj{k. △
Definition 1.2.9 (Classical). Given smooth projective k-schemes X and Y , and
non-negative integers r and s, there is a natural product:
´ˆ´ : CHrpXq ˆ CHspY q ÝÑ CHr`spX ˆ Y q
pα, βq ÞÝÑ α ˆ β
induced by the fibre product of a closed subscheme of X with a closed subscheme of
Y . △
Notation 1.2.10. Let X “ X1 ˆ Y1 and Y “ X2 ˆ Y2 be smooth projective k-
schemes, with all Xi and Yi connected, and let r and s be non-negative integers.
Then the product of Definition 1.2.9 induces a map:
´b´ : CHkpX1 ˆ Y1q ˆ CHℓpX2 ˆ Y2q
´ˆ´
ÝÝÝÑ CHk`ℓpX1 ˆ Y1 ˆX2 ˆ Y2q
τ
ÝÑ CHk`ℓpX1 ˆX2 ˆ Y1 ˆ Y2q,
where τ is the isomorphism exchanging the middle two factors. Using Definition 1.2.6
of Chow correspondences, we extend this bilinearly to produce a tensor product:
´b´ : CorrCh{kpX1, Y1q ˆ Cor
s
Ch{kpX2, Y2q ÝÑ Cor
r`s
Ch{kpX1 ˆX2, Y1 ˆ Y2q,
for all integers r and s, where the Xi and Yi are not necessarily connected. △
Definition 1.2.11 (Classical). We define a tensor product structure on the cate-
gory CSmProj{k as follows. On objects, we define X b Y :“ X ˆ Y . To define the
tensor product on morphisms, let X1, Y1, X2 and Y2 be smooth projective k-schemes.
Setting r “ dimpX1q and s “ dimpX2q in Notation 1.2.10 gives us a tensor product:
´b´ :Cor0Ch{kpX1, Y1q ˆ Cor
0
Ch{kpX2, Y2q ÝÑ Cor
0
Ch{kpX1 ˆX2, Y1 ˆ Y2q.
The identity object for b is 1CSmProj{k “ Specpkq. △
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1.2.2 The category of effective Chow motives
Definition 1.2.12 (Classical). Let k be a perfect field. The category Choweffpkq
of effective Chow motives over k is defined to be the idempotent completion of the
category CSmProj{k bQ. △
Remark 1.2.13. By definition Choweffpkq is Q-linear, whereas CSmProj{k was
merely Z-linear. Since Choweffpkq is moreover idempotent complete, there exist
symmetric powers SymnpXq in the sense of Definition 1.1.7. △
Remark 1.2.14. By [4, Definition 1.2], Choweffpkq can be realised as the category
whose objects consist of pairs pX, pq, where X is a smooth projective scheme over k
and p P Cor0ChpX,Xq is an idempotent, and the morphisms are given by:
MorChoweffpkqppX, pq, pY, qqq “ q ˝MorCSmProj{kpX, Y q ˝ p
“ q ˝ Cor0Ch{kpX, Y q ˝ p.
Note that since p2 “ p and q2 “ q, we have:
MorChoweffpkqppX, pq, pY, qqq “ tf P MorCSmProj{kpX, Y q | q ˝ f “ f “ f ˝ pu,
for all objects pX, pq and pY, qq of Choweffpkq. △
Remark 1.2.15. Let pX, pq be an effective Chow motive, and suppose we have a
morphism s : pX, pq Ñ pX, pq in Choweffpkq, which is itself idempotent. Then we
have s ˝ p “ p ˝ s and s2 “ s, implying that the diagram:
X
s //
p

X
s˝p

X s
// X
commutes. Hence s can also be regarded as a morphism pX, pq Ñ pX, s ˝ pq. One
can check that pX, s ˝ pq is the categorical image of s. △
Definition 1.2.16 (Classical). Following [34, Theorem 1.6], we note that there is
a direct sum structure on Choweffpkq coming from the one on CSmProj{k, defined
as follows. On objects one sets:
pX, pq ‘ pY, qq :“ pX > Y, p‘ qq,
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where the direct sum of p and q is taken in the sense of the natural Q-linear extension
of the Definition (1.2.8), and the direct sum f ‘ g of two morphisms f and g in
CSmProj{k is also in the sense of Definition (1.2.8). △
Definition 1.2.17 (Classical). As noted in [34, §1.9], the category Choweffpkq also
inherits a tensor product structure from CSmProj{k, defined as follows. Given two
objects pX, pq, pY, qq P Choweffpkq, set:
pX, pq b pY, qq :“ pX ˆ Y, pb qq,
where pbq is the natural Q-linear extension of the tensor product of Notation 1.2.10.
Given two morphisms f P Cor0ChpX1, Y1q and g P Cor
0
ChpX2, Y2q, the tensor product
f b g is also taken in the sense of Notation 1.2.10. △
1.2.3 The category of Chow motives
Definition 1.2.18 (Classical). Following [34, §1.4], we recall the definition of the
category Chowpkq of Chow motives over k. The objects are triples of the form
M :“ pX, p,mq, where the pair pX, pq is an effective Chow motive and m is an
integer. The morphisms are given by:
MorChowpkqppX, p,mq, pY, q, nqq :“ tf P Cor
n´m
Ch{kpX, Y q | p ˝ f “ f “ f ˝ qu,
which is interpreted as zero when n ´ m is negative. This is equal to the set p ˝
Corn´mCh{kpX, Y q ˝ q, since p and q are projectors. △
Remark 1.2.19. In the special case m “ n “ 0, the definition of the morphism set
MorChowpkqppX, p, 0q, pY, q, 0qq agrees with the definition of MorChoweffpkqppX, pq, pY, qqq.
Thus the assignment pX, pq ÞÑ pX, p, 0q induces a natural embedding of categories
e : Choweffpkq Ñ Chowpkq. △
Definition 1.2.20 (Classical). We define:
h : SmProj{k ÝÑ Chowpkq
to be the (covariant) functor sending a smooth projective scheme X to the triple
pX, 1X , 0q and a morphism f : X Ñ Y to its graph Γpfq P Cor
0
Ch{kpX, Y q. By its
definition, this functor factors through the subcategory Choweffpkq of effective Chow
motives, and so we are free to consider h also as a functor SmProj{k Ñ Choweffpkq.
△
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Definition 1.2.21 (Classical). Following [34, §1.9], we define the Lefschetz motive
in Chowpkq to be:
L :“ pSpecpkq, 1Specpkq, 1q.
For all integers n, we adopt Scholl’s convention of writing:
Ln :“ pSpecpkq, 1Specpkq, nq,
to ease the notation. Our definition of the Lefschetz motive differs by a sign from
Scholl’s: L “ pSpecpkq, 1Specpkq,´1q, since his Chow motives are contravariant, whereas
ours are covariant. After we have defined the tensor product of Chow motives in Def-
inition 1.2.28, it will be apparent that Ln “ Lbn. △
Construction 1.2.22 (Classical). Let X be an irreducible smooth projective k-
scheme of dimension d, equipped with a fixed k-rational point x0 : Specpkq Ñ X .
Then both pX0 :“ rX ˆ tx0us and p
X
2d :“ rtx0 ˆ Xus are idempotent elements of
CHdpX ˆXqQ “ Cor
0
Ch{kpX,Xq. Following [34, §1.13], we define objects:
h0pXq :“
`
X, pX0 , 0
˘
and h2dpXq :“
`
X, pX2d, 0
˘
.
By Remark 1.2.19, they are effective Chow motives. Note that the roles of pX0 and
pX2d, hence of h
0pXq and h2dpXq are reversed compared to Scholl’s definition [34, §1.11
and 1.13], because our Chow motives are covariant and his are contravariant. △
Proposition 1.2.23 (Classical). Let X be an irreducible smooth projective k-scheme
of dimension d, equipped with a fixed k-rational point x0 : Specpkq Ñ X. Then:
(i) There are isomorphisms 1Ch » h
0pXq and Ld » h2dpXq.
(ii) There is a direct sum decomposition:
hpXq » h0pXq ‘RpXq ‘ h2dpXq
» 1Ch ‘RpXq ‘ L
d,
where RpXq :“
`
X, qX , 0
˘
and qX :“ 1X ´ p
X
0 ´ p
X
2d.
(iii) If X “ P1 then RpXq vanishes, and we have:
hpP1q » 1Ch ‘ L.
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Proof. (i) See [34, §1.11 – 1.13]. More precisely, the fact that the k-rational point
x0 is a section to the structure morphism π : X Ñ Specpkq is used in [34, §1.11] to
define h0pXq and h2dpXq to be subobjects of hpXq which are isomorphic to 1Ch and
Ld, respectively. It is then shown in [34, §1.13] that one also has 1Ch »
`
X, pX0 , 0
˘
and Ld »
`
X, pX2d, 0
˘
.
(ii) Follows immediately from the fact that pX0 , p
X
2d and q
X are mutually orthog-
onal idempotents with sum 1X .
(iii) [34, §1.13].
Remark 1.2.24. Note that if pC, x0q is a smooth projective pointed curve, then we
write h1pCq in place of the notation RpCq in Proposition 1.2.23, and pC1 in place of
qC . The result then reads:
hpCq “ h0pCq ‘ h1pCq ‘ h2pCq,
where h1pCq :“
`
C, pC1 , 0
˘
, and pC0 , p
C
2 and p
C
1 :“ 1C´p
C
0 ´p
C
2 are mutually orthogonal
idempotents. △
Notation 1.2.25. Let pC, x0q be a smooth projective pointed curve and 0 ď i ď 2.
Then since pCi is a projector in CorCh{kpC,Cq, the diagram:
C
pCi

pCi // C
1C

C
pCi
// C
commutes, and hence pCi determines a morphism from h
ipCq to hpCq, which we
denote by:
jCi : h
ipCq ÝÑ hpCq.
It also determines a morphism from hpCq to hipCq, which we will continue to denote
by pCi : hpCq Ñ h
ipCq. △
Proposition 1.2.26. Let pC, x0q be a smooth projective pointed curve over k with
structure morphism πC. Define the projector p : C Ñ C to be the composite mor-
phism:
p : C
πCÝÑ Specpkq
x0ÝÑ C.
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Then the image and kernel of the idempotent morphism hppq in the category Choweffpkq
are given by :
hpπCq : hpCq ÝÑ 1Ch and j
C
1 ‘ j
C
2 : h
1pCq ‘ h2pCq ÝÑ hpCq,
respectively.
Proof. In general, if pX, p, 0q is an effective Chow motive, then the image of the
idempotent hppq : hpXq Ñ hpXq is given by:
rΓppqs : hpXq “ pX, 1X , 0q ÝÑ pX,Γppq, 0q.
Observe now that since p : C Ñ C factors through Specpkq, we have rΓppqs “
rC ˆ tx0us “ p
C
0 . The image of hppq is thus:
pC0 : hpCq ÝÑ pC, p
C
0 , 0q “ h
0pCq “ 1Ch,
which is equal to hpπCq : hpCq Ñ hpSpecpkqq “ 1Ch. By Remark 1.2.24, the mor-
phisms pC0 , p
C
1 and p
C
2 are mutually orthogonal idempotents with sum 1C . It follows
that the kernel of hppq is given by:
jC1 ‘ j
C
2 : h
1pCq ‘ h2pCq ÝÑ hpCq.
This completes the proof.
Definition 1.2.27 (Classical). Following [34, §1.14], we define a direct sum on
Chowpkq as follows. Suppose first thatM :“ pX, p,mq and N :“ pY, q, nq are Chow
motives. If m and n are equal, set:
M‘N :“ pX, p,mq ‘ pY, q,mq :“ pX > Y, p‘ q,mq . (1.1)
Suppose now that n ą m. By Proposition 1.2.23 Part (i), we have:
Ln´m “ h2pP1qbpn´mq “
´
pP1qn´m, ppP
1
2 q
bpn´mq, 0
¯
.
Since Ln´m “
`
Specpkq, 1Specpkq, n´m
˘
, it follows that:
N :“ pY, q, nq “ pY, q,m` pn´mqq “ pY, q,mq b
`
Specpkq, 1Specpkq, n´m
˘
“ pY, q,mq b Ln´m “ pY, q,mq b
´
pP1qn´m, ppP
1
2 q
bpn´mq, 0
¯
“
´
Y ˆ pP1qn´m, q b ppP
1
2 q
bpn´mq, m
¯
.
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By 1.1, we therefore have:
M‘N “ pX, p,mq ‘
´
Y ˆ pP1qn´m, q b ppP
1
2 q
bpn´mq, m
¯
“
´
X >
 
Y ˆ pP1qn´m
(
, p‘
!
q b ppP
1
2 q
bpn´mq
)
, m
¯
.
The direct sum and tensor product in Chowpkq are compatible with those defined
for Choweffpkq, in the sense that the natural embedding:
e : Choweffpkq Ñ Chowpkq
of Remark 1.2.19 is an additive tensor functor. △
Definition 1.2.28 (Classical). Following [34, §1.9], we define a tensor product on
the category Chowpkq as follows. On objects we set:
pX, p,mq b pY, q, nq :“ pX ˆ Y, pb q,m` nq,
where the tensor product pbq of the projectors p P Cor0Ch{kpX,Xq and q P Cor
0
Ch{kpY, Y q
is understood in the sense of Definition 1.2.11. For morphisms:
f P MorChowpkqppX1, p1, m1q, pY1, q1, n1qq Ď Cor
n1´m1
Ch{k pX1, Y1q and
g P MorChowpkqppX2, p2, m2q, pY2, q2, n2qq Ď Cor
n2´m2
Ch{k pX2, Y2q
the tensor product:
f b g P Corn1`n2´m1´m2Ch{k pX1 ˆX2, Y1 ˆ Y2q,
is defined in the sense of in Notation 1.2.10. Clearly the object:
1Ch :“ pSpecpkq, 1Specpkq, 0q “ hpSpecpkqq
is the identity for b, where 1Specpkq is the symbol defined in Notation 1.2.7. △
Remark 1.2.29. Since the categories Choweffpkq and Chowpkq are Q-linear, ad-
ditive and idempotent complete by construction, they possess symmetric and alter-
nating powers in the sense of Definition 1.1.7. Recall the morphism:
snX : X
bn Ñ Xbn
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from Notation 1.1.5, and let pX, p, 0q be an effective Chow motive such that the
relation snX ˝ p
bn “ pbn ˝ snX is satisfied. Thus s
n
X can be regarded as a morphism
snX : pX
bn, pbnq Ñ pXbn, pbnq. We therefore have:
SymnppX, p, 0qq “ im psnXq “ pX
bn, snX ˝ p
bn, 0q,
by the Definition 1.1.7 and Remark 1.2.15. Moreover, Remark 1.2.15 also says that
the canonical projection mapping:
πnpX,p,0q : pX, p, 0q
bn “ pXbn, pbn, 0q ÝÑ SymnppX, p, 0qq
is also equal to snX . △
1.3 Categories of triangulated Voevodsky motives
Let k be a perfect field. We recall the definition of the categoryDMeffgmpkq of effective
geometric Voevodsky motives, following Voevodsky [39, §2].
1.3.1 Finite correspondences
Definition 1.3.1 (Voevodsky). Let X and Y be smooth schemes over k. Following
[39, §2.1], a finite correspondence is defined to be a formal Z-linear combinationř
niZi of integral closed subschemes of X ˆ Y , such that each Zi is finite and
surjective over a connected component of X . △
Notation 1.3.2. We denote by CorVo{kpX, Y q the set of all finite correspondences
from X to Y . Note that it is an abelian group with respect to formal addition. △
Remark 1.3.3. Since a subscheme Z of X ˆ Y which is finite and surjective over
a connected component Xi of X has the same dimension as Xi, there is a natural
morphism:
CorVo{kpX, Y q ÝÑ CorCh{kpX, Y q
for all smooth projective k-schemes X and Y , which assigns to every integral closed
subscheme Z of X ˆ Y its rational equivalence class rZs. △
Remark 1.3.4. Let X and Y be smooth schemes over k. Observe that the fibre
product of schemes induces a well-defined product:
´ˆ´ : CorVo{kpXq ˆ CorVo{kpY q ÝÑ CorVo{kpX ˆ Y q
pα, βq ÞÝÑ αˆ β.
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because the product of two finite and surjective morphisms of schemes is again finite
and surjective. △
Definition 1.3.5 (Voevodsky). Let X, Y and Z be smooth k-schemes. Following
[39, §2.1], we define a composition law of finite correspondences:
´ ˝ ´ : CorVo{kpY, Zq ˆ CorVo{kpX, Y q ÝÑ CorVo{kpX,Zq
pβ, αq ÞÝÑ ppXZq˚ pp
˚
XY pαq ¨ p
˚
Y Zpβqq .
Here p˚XY pαq ¨ p
˚
Y Zpβq denotes the intersection product in X ˆ Y ˆ Z (see [13, §6.1])
and the morphisms pXY , pXZ and pY Z denote the three canonical projections from
X ˆ Y ˆ Z onto the specified two factors. △
Definition 1.3.6 (Voevodsky). Following [39, §2.1], we define the category SmCor{k
of smooth correspondences over k as follows. The objects are the smooth schemes of
finite type over k, and the morphisms between two such schemes X and Y are the
finite correspondences. Composition of morphisms is given by Definition 1.3.5. △
Remark 1.3.7. As in the categories Choweffpkq and Chowpkq, the role of the
identity morphism in CorVo{kpX,Xq is played by the Γp1Xq, where 1X : X Ñ X
is the identity morphism in the category Sch{k. △
Definition 1.3.8. We define a functor:
r ¨ ssc : Sm{k ÝÑ SmCor{k
as follows. On objects, we set rXssc :“ X . On morphisms, rf : X Ñ Y ssc is defined
to be the graph Γpfq of the morphism f . △
Definition 1.3.9 (Voevodsky). Following [39, §2.1], we define a direct sum in
SmCor{k. On objects, we set rXssc ‘ rY ssc :“ rX > Y ssc. To define the direct sum:
f ‘ g P CorVo{kpX1 >X2, Y1 > Y2q
of two morphisms f P CorVo{kpX1, Y1q and g P CorVo{kpX2, Y2q, we note the general
relations:
CorVo{kpA >Bq » CorVo{kpAq ‘ CorVo{kpBq and
pX1 >X2q ˆ pY1 > Y2q » pX1 ˆ Y1q > pX1 ˆ Y2q > pX2 ˆ Y1q > pX2 ˆ Y2q,
analogous to those in Definition 1.2.8, imply that there is a natural inclusion:
´‘´ : CorVo{kpX1, Y1q ˆ CorVo{kpX2, Y2q ÝÑ CorVo{kpX1 >X2, Y1 > Y2q,
which defines f ‘ g. △
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Definition 1.3.10 (Voevodsky). Let X1, Y1, X2 and Y2 be smooth schemes over k.
Following [39, §2.1], we define a product:
´b´ : CorVo{kpX1, Y1q ˆ CorVo{kpX2, Y2q ÝÑ CorVo{kpX1 ˆ Y1, X2 ˆ Y2q
pα ˆ βq ÞÝÑ τpα ˆ βq,
where:
τ : CorVo{kpX1 ˆ Y1, X2 ˆ Y2q ÝÑ CorVo{kpX1 ˆX2, Y1 ˆ Y2q
denotes the morphism induced by the map:
X1 ˆ Y1 ˆX2 ˆ Y2 ÝÑ X1 ˆX2 ˆ Y1 ˆ Y2
exchanging the middle two factors. It is known as the external product of finite
correspondences. △
Definition 1.3.11 (Voevodsky). We define a tensor product in SmCor{k. On
objects, the tensor product is given by rXssc b rY ssc :“ rX ˆ Y ssc. Tensor product
of morphisms is taken in the sense of Definition 1.3.10. △
1.3.2 Effective geometric Voevodsky motives
Definition 1.3.12 (Voevodsky). Let HbpSmCor{kq denote the homotopy cate-
gory of bounded complexes over SmCor{k. Let T be the smallest thick subcategory
of HbpSmCor{kq containing objects of the following two kinds:
(i) For any smooth scheme X over k, the complex:
rX ˆ A1ssc
prXÝÝÑ rXssc
(ii) For any smooth scheme X and any open covering X “ U Y V of X :
rU X V ssc
rjU ssc‘rjV ssc
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rUssc ‘ rV ssc
riU ssc‘p´riV sscq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rXssc,
where jU and jV denote the inclusions of U X V into U and V , respectively,
and iU and iV denote the embeddings of U and V into X , respectively.
Following [39, Definition 2.1.1], we define the category DMeffgmpkq of effective ge-
ometric Voevodsky motives to be the idempotent completion of the localisation
HbpSmCor{kqrT ´1s of HbpSmCor{kq at T . △
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Remark 1.3.13. The categoryDMeffgmpkq has a direct sum induced by disjoint union
of smooth k-schemes, and a tensor product structure induced by the tensor product
of Definition 1.3.10 for finite correspondences. △
Notation 1.3.14. We denote by Mgm : Sm{k ÝÑ DM
eff
gmpkq the functor which
assigns to a smooth scheme X the complex consisting of X concentrated in de-
gree zero. Abusing notation, we shall also denote by Mgm the analogous functor
SmCor{k ÝÑ DMeffgmpkq. △
Proposition 1.3.15 (Voevodsky). The category DMeffgmpkq of effective geometric
Voevodsky motives is a tensor triangulated category, and the functor :
Mgm : SmCor{k ÝÑ DM
eff
gmpkq
is an additive tensor functor.
Proof. Additivity of Mgm is clear. The rest is [39, Proposition 2.1.3].
Notation 1.3.16 (Voevodsky). We denote MgmpSpecpkqq by 1, since it is the unit
of the tensor product in DMeffgmpkq. For any smooth k-scheme X , let rMgmpXq denote
the complex rXssc Ñ rSpecpkqssc, concentrated in degrees zero and one, and set
1p1q :“ rMgmpP1qr´2s. The object 1p1q is known as the Tate object. All this notation
is borrowed from [39, Remarks after Proposition 2.1.3], except that Voevodsky writes
“Z” instead of “1”. △
Remark 1.3.17. From the definition of 1p1q, it follows that there is a direct sum
decomposition MgmpP
1q “ 1‘ 1p1qr2s. △
Remark 1.3.18. Recall from Notation 1.0.1 thatDMeffgmpkqbQ denotes the idempo-
tent completion of DMeffgmpkq bQ. The category DM
eff
gmpkq b Q inherits a structure
of tensor triangulated category from DMeffgmpkq. Moreover, since it is idempotent
complete by definition, it also possesses, symmetric powers SymnpXq in the sense of
Definition 1.1.7. Note that here one uses the result [4] of Balmer and Schlichting
that the idempotent completion of a triangulated category is again a triangulated
category. △
1.3.3 The Voevodsky category of motivic complexes
We recall Voevodsky’s definition [39, §3] of the triangulated category of effective mo-
tivic complexes. Throughout, the symbol τ will denote either the e´tale or Nisnevich
topology on Sm{k, and R will be a ring containing the integers Z.
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Definition 1.3.19 (Nisnevich). Recall that an e´tale covering pi : tUi Ñ XuiPI is
said to be a Nisnevich covering if for all x P X , there exists an i P I and u P Ui
such that pipuq “ x, and the induced morphism kpxq Ñ kpuq of residue fields is an
isomorphism. △
Definition 1.3.20 (Voevodsky). Following [39, Definition 3.1.1], the category
PShTpk, Rq of (R-module-valued) presheaves with transfers is defined to be the cat-
egory of all contravariant functors from SmCor{k to the category of R-modules.△
Definition 1.3.21 (Voevodsky). An R-module-valued presheaf with transfers is
said to be a τ sheaf with transfers if the associated presheaf of R-modules on Sm{k
is a sheaf in the τ topology. We denote this category by ShTτ pk, Rq. Note that
ShTτ pk, Rq is an abelian category: this is proved in [39, Theorem 3.1.4] for the τ
Nisnevich case and is similar in the e´tale case. △
Remark 1.3.22. Since Nisnevich coverings are special kinds of e´tale coverings, every
e´tale sheaf is a Nisnevich sheaf. Thus there is a natural functor ShTe´tpk, Rq ÝÑ
ShTNispk, Rq. △
Proposition 1.3.23 (Voevodsky). Two τ sheaves with transfers are isomorphic if
and only if the underlying ordinary τ sheaves are isomorphic.
Proof. This follows from [39, Lemma 3.1.5] in the case of the Nisnevich topology.
The proof for the e´tale topology is similar.
Notation 1.3.24 (Voevodsky). Following [39, Remark after Definition 3.1.1], we
denote by:
L : pSmCor{kqop ÝÑ PShTpk, Rq
the functor assigning to an object X the presheaf CorVo{kp , Xq that it represents.
By abuse of notation, we also regard L as a functor from pSm{kqop to PShTpk, Rq.
△
Proposition 1.3.25 (Voevodsky). For any smooth scheme X over k, the presheaf
LpXq is a sheaf in both the Nisnevich and e´tale topologies.
Proof. This is proved for the Nisnevich topology in [39, Lemma 3.1.2] and for the
e´tale topology in [23, Lemma 6.2], both in the special case R “ Z. The proof for
general coefficients R is similar.
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Definition 1.3.26 (Voevodsky). Let X‚ and Y ‚ be objects of D´pShTτ pk, Rqq
with projective resolutions P ‚ and Q‚, respectively. Then we define:
X‚ bL Y ‚ :“ TotpP ‚ bQ‚q,
where TotpP ‚ bQ‚q denotes the total complex of the bicomplex P ‚ bQ‚. △
Proposition 1.3.27 (Voevodsky). The category D´pShTτ pk, Rqq is tensor trian-
gulated with respect to bL.
Proof. [23, Proposition 8.8].
Definition 1.3.28 (Voevodsky). For any smooth scheme X , let pX : X ˆA
1 Ñ X
denote projection onto the first factor. We say that a presheaf F P PShTpk, Rq is
homotopy invariant if for all X , the induced morphism:
F ppXq : F pXq ÝÑ F pX ˆ A
1q
is an isomorphism. We denote by HIpk, Rq the full subcategory of ShTτ pk, Rq con-
sisting of homotopy invariant sheaves. △
Notation 1.3.29. Let X‚ be a complex in D´pShTτ pk, Rqq. The i
th cohomology
sheaf H ipX‚q is by definition the quotient sheaf:
H
ipX‚q :“ kerpdiq{im pdi´1q,
where di denotes the ith differential, for all integers i. △
Definition 1.3.30 (Voevodsky). Following [39, Remark after Proposition 3.1.12],
we defineDMeff,τpk, Rq to be the full subcategory of the derived category D
´pShTτ pk, Rqq
consisting of complexes X‚ such that the ith cohomology sheaf H ipX‚q is homotopy
invariant for all i P Z. △
Proposition 1.3.31 (Voevodsky). The category DMeff,τ pk, Rq is a triangulated
subcategory of D´pShTτ pk, Rqq.
Proof. This is proved for the Nisnevich topology and R “ Z in [39, Proposition
3.1.12]; the proof for the e´tale topology and for general coefficients is similar.
Notation 1.3.32. Let k be a fixed algebraic closure of the perfect field k, and let
π : Specpkq Ñ Specpkq be the induced morphism of schemes. This induces pullback
functors:
π˚ : She´tpSm{kq ÝÑ She´tpSm{kq and
π˚ : DMeff,e´tpk, Rq ÝÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk, Rq.
For all F P She´tpSm{kq and X P DM
eff
,e´tpk, Rq, we write Fk in place of π
˚pF q and
Xk in place of π
˚pX q. △
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Lemma 1.3.33. Let k be a fixed algebraic closure of the perfect field k. A morphism
f : F ÝÑ G of e´tale sheaves F ,G P She´tpSm{kq is an isomorphism provided that
its base-extension:
fk : Fk ÝÑ Gk
is an isomorphism in the category She´tpSm{kq.
Proof. The morphism f : F Ñ G of sheaves on the big e´tale site pSm{kqe´t is
an isomorphism if and only if, for every k-scheme X and every geometric point
x : SpecpKq Ñ X , the induced map fx : Fx Ñ Gx of stalks is an isomorphism. Let
us fix an embedding k ãÑ k. Now, since fk : Fk Ñ Gk is an isomorphism of sheaves
on pSm{kqe´t, it follows that:
pfkqx1 : pFkqx1 ÝÑ pGkqx1
is an isomorphism, where x1 : SpecpKq Ñ Xk is the unique map such that the
diagram:
SpecpKq
x
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
x1

Xk π
// X
commutes, which is induced by the universal property of the fibre product Xk “
Xˆkk. Here π denotes the projection onto X . But there are canonical isomorphisms
of stalks:
Fx
»
ÝÑ pFkqx1 and Gx
»
ÝÑ pGkqx1,
and so the fact that pfkqx1 is an isomorphism implies that fx is also.
Proposition 1.3.34. Let k be a fixed algebraic closure of the perfect field k. A
morphism f : X Ñ Y of e´tale motives X ,Y P DMeff,e´tpk, Rq is an isomorphism
provided that its base-extension:
fk : Xk ÝÑ Yk
is an isomorphism in the category DMeff,e´tpk, Rq.
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Proof. Suppose fk : Xk Ñ Yk is an isomorphism inDM
eff
,e´tpk, Rq. SinceDM
eff
,e´tpk, Rq
is a full subcategory of the derived category D´pShTe´tpk, Rqq, this implies that:
Hnpfkq : H
npXkq ÝÑ H
npYkq
is an isomorphism of sheaves on the big e´tale site pSm{kqe´t, for all integers n. By
Lemma 1.3.33, it follows that:
Hnpfq : HnpX q ÝÑ HnpYq
is an isomorphism of sheaves on the big e´tale site pSm{kqe´t, for all integers n, which
means that f : X Ñ Y is an isomorphism in DMeff,e´tpk, Rq.
Definition 1.3.35 (Voevodsky). For any non-negative integer n, let An be the
k-algebra:
krT0, . . . , Tns
MC˜ nÿ
i“0
ti
¸
´ 1
G
and let ∆n be the affine scheme SpecpAnq. We set for all 0 ď i ď n:
δni : A
n ÝÑ An´1
tj ÞÝÑ
$&%
tj , if j ă i,
0, if j “ i,
tj´1, if j ą i,
and
dn :“
nÿ
i“0
p´1qiδni .
Then pA‚, d‚q is a complex of algebras. Following [39, Preamble to Lemma 3.2.1] we
define a functor:
C˚ : PShTpk, Rq ÝÑ D
´pPShTpk, Rqq
by setting, for any n P Z, for any F P PShTpk, Rq and for any smooth scheme U
over k,
CnpF qpUq :“ F pU ˆ∆
nq,
and observing that the maps:
Bn :“ F pidU ˆ Specpd
nqq
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turn CnpF q into a chain complex of sheaves with transfers, since pA
‚, d‚q is a complex
of algebras. Clearly C˚ restricts to a functor:
ShTτ pk, Rq ÝÑ D
´pShTτ pk, Rqq,
which we also denote by C˚. △
Notation 1.3.36 (Voevodsky). Let X be a smooth scheme over k, let F P
PShTpk, Rq a presheaf with transfers, and let i be an integer. Following [39, Pream-
ble to Lemma 3.2.1], we use the notation:
(i) MpXq :“ C˚pLpXqq P D
´pShTτ pk, Rqq.
(ii) hτi pF q :“ H
´ipC˚pF qq P ShTτ pk, Rq.
If F :“ LpXq, then we will write hτi pXq in place of h
τ
i pLpXqq. △
Proposition 1.3.37 (Voevodsky). For any τ sheaf with transfers F P ShTτ pk, Rq
and any integer i, the sheaf hτi pF q is homotopy-invariant. In particular, for any
smooth scheme X over k, the sheaf with transfers :
hτi pXq “ H
´ipC˚pLpXqqq
is homotopy-invariant, and so MpXq is an object in DMeff,τ pk, Rq.
Proof. This is proved for the Nisnevich topology and R “ Z in [39, Lemma 3.2.1];
the proof in the case of a general coefficient ring R and for the e´tale topology is
similar.
Proposition 1.3.38 (Voevodsky). Let T be the minimal thick triangulated sub-
category of D´pShTτ pk, Rqq containing all complexes of the form:
LpprXq : LpX ˆ A
1q ÝÑ LpXq
for all smooth schemes X. The quotient category D´pShTτ pk, Rqq{T inherits a
structure of tensor category from pD´pShTτ pk, Rqq,b
Lq.
Proof. This is proved for the e´tale topology and R “ Z in [23, Corollary 9.6]. The
proof in the case of a general coefficient ring R and for the Nisnevich topology is
similar; c.f. [23, Definition 14.2].
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Proposition 1.3.39 (Voevodsky). Denote by :
i : DMeff,τpk, Rq ÝÑ D
´pShTτ pk, Rqq
the natural embedding functor and by :
q : D´pShTτ pk, Rqq ÝÑ D
´pShTτ pk, Rqq{T
the natural quotient functor. Then the composition:
q ˝ i : DMeff,τpk, Rq ÝÑ D
´pShTτ pk, Rqq{T
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. That this composition is an equivalence is [39, Proposition 3.2.3] in the case
of the Nisnevich topology and and R “ Z; the proof for a general coefficient ring R
and for the e´tale topology is similar.
Proposition 1.3.40 (Voevodsky). The categoryDMeff,τ pk, Rq is tensor-triangulated
and idempotent complete. Consequently, if R contains Q there exist symmetric pow-
ers on DMeff,τ pk, Rq in the sense of Definition 1.1.7.
Proof. By Proposition 1.3.38, D´pShTτ pk, Rqq{T inherits a structure of tensor cat-
egory from D´pShTτ pk, Rqq. SinceDM
eff
,τpk, Rq is equivalent to D
´pShTτ pk, Rqq{T
by Proposition 1.3.39, we see that DMeff,τpk, Rq has a structure of tensor triangu-
lated category. The tensor product in DMeff,τ pk, Rq works as follows: observing that
C˚ is an inverse equivalence to f :“ q ˝ i, one sets for all objects X
‚ and Y ‚ in
DMeff,τ pk, Rq:
X‚ b Y ‚ :“ C˚ pf pX
‚q b f pY ‚qq .
The definition for the tensor product of morphisms in DMeff,τ pk, Rq is the same.
That DMeff,τ pk, Rq is idempotent complete is [39, Lemma 3.1.13] in the Nisnevich
case and for R “ Z; the proof is similar for general coefficients and in the e´tale
case.
Remark 1.3.41. By the proof of Proposition 1.3.40, the functor q ˝ i of Proposition
1.3.39 is a tensor functor. Note however that the embedding i : DMeff,τ pk, Rq ÝÑ
D´pShTτ pk, Rqq is not a tensor functor; c.f. [39, Remark following Lemma 3.2.5].△
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Notation 1.3.42. We denote by:
ℓτ : DM
eff
gmpkq ÝÑ DM
eff
,τpk,Zq
the functor which assigns to a complex of smooth schemes pX iqiPZ the complex
consisting of the corresponding representing sheaves pLpX iqqiPZ. △
Proposition 1.3.43 (Voevodsky). (i) The natural embedding :
i : DMeff,τ pk,Zq ÝÑ D
´pShTτ pk,Zqq
possesses a left-adjoint :
RC˚ : D
´pShTτ pk,Zqq ÝÑ DM
eff
,τ pk,Zq
which restricts to C˚ on the subcategory ShTτ pk,Zq.
(ii) The functor ℓτ : DM
eff
gmpkq Ñ DM
eff
,τ pk,Zq is a tensor functor, and the fol-
lowing diagram commutes :
HbpSmCor{kq L //

D´pShTτ pk,Zqq
RC˚

DMeffgmpkq ℓτ
//DMeff,τ pk,Zq.
Moreover, RC˚pLpXqq is canonically isomorphic to C˚pXq.
Proof. This is proved in [39, Theorem 3.2.6] in the Nisnevich case. The proof of the
e´tale case is similar.
1.4 Chow and Voevodsky motives with Q-coefficients
In this section, we recall the construction of a functor Φ from the categoryChoweffpkq
of effective Chow motives to the Voevodsky category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of motivic com-
plexes.
Proposition 1.4.1 (Voevodsky). The functor ShTe´tpkq Ñ ShTNispkq of Remark
1.3.22 induces an equivalence:
DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
»
ÝÑ DMeff,Nispk,Qq
of tensor triangulated categories.
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Proof. This is [39, Proposition 3.3.2] or [23, Theorem 14.30].
Convention 1.4.2. For the rest of this thesis, we work exclusively with the e´tale
topology. Since in subsequent we are mainly interested in the categoryDMeff,e´tpk,Qq,
we could equivalently work over the Nisnevich topology, by Proposition 1.4.1. How-
ever, since group schemes are naturally sheaves on the big e´tale site over Specpkq,
this standpoint is more natural for us. △
Notation 1.4.3. We denote by:
a : DMeffgmpkq ÝÑ DM
eff
gmpkq bQ,
b : DMeff,e´tpk,Zq ÝÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq, and
c : DMeffgmpkq bQ ÝÑ DM
eff
gmpkq b Q
respectively, (a) the functor of Notation 1.0.1, (b) the functor induced by the functor
ShTτ pk,Zq Ñ ShTτ pk,Qq which is the identity on morphisms, and on objects sends
a sheaf F of abelian groups to the sheaf F bQ of vector spaces, and (c) the natural
functor from a category to its idempotent completion. △
Construction 1.4.4. We construct a functor:
j : DMeffgmpkq b Q ÝÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq
as follows. Denote by: rℓe´t : DMeffgmpkq bQÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
the Q-linear extension of the composite functor b ˝ ℓe´t : DM
eff
gmpkq Ñ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq,
where ℓe´t is the functor of Notation 1.3.42. Since DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq is idempotent com-
plete by Proposition 1.3.40, the universal property of the idempotent completion
DMeffgmpkq b Q implies there is a unique functor:
j : DMeffgmpkq b Q ÝÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq
such that the diagram:
DMeffgmpkq bQ
rℓe´t //
c

DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
DMeffgmpkq b Q
j
88qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
is commutative. △
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Remark 1.4.5. The functor:
j : DMeffgmpkq b Q ÝÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq
of Construction 1.4.4 is tensor triangulated, because all functors involved in its con-
struction are tensor triangulated. △
Construction 1.4.6 (Voevodsky). LetX and Y be two smooth projective varieties
over a perfect field k. We recall here the construction given in [39, Proposition 2.1.4]
of the functorial morphism:
ΨZX,Y : MorChoweff
Z
pkqpX, Y q ÝÑ MorDMeffgmpkqpMgmpXq,MgmpY qq,
where ChoweffZ pkq denotes the category of Z-linear effective Chow motives favoured
by Voevodsky. Firstly, we write:
r0 : X ˆ Y ÝÑ X ˆ A
1 ˆ Y and r1 : X ˆ Y ÝÑ X ˆ A
1 ˆ Y
for the morphisms obtained by restricting XˆA1 toXˆt0u andXˆt1u, respectively.
Now denote by:
gX,Y : CorVo{kpX ˆ A
1, Y q ÝÑ CorVo{kpX, Y q
the difference pr0q
˚ ´ pr1q
˚ of the induced pullback morphisms on Voevodsky corre-
spondences, and denote by:
fX,Y : CorVo{kpX, Y q ÝÑ MorDMeffgmpkqpMgmpXq,MgmpY qq
the morphism determined by the functor Mgm : SmCor{k Ñ DM
eff
gmpkq of Notation
1.3.14. Since the category DMeffgmpkq is defined so that:
MgmpprXq : X ˆ A
1 ÝÑ X
is an isomorphism, it follows that fX,Y factors through the cokernel of gX,Y , yielding
a morphism:
ψX,Y : coker pgX,Y q ÝÑ MorDMeffgmpkqpMgmpXq,MgmpY qq.
But by the definition of rational equivalence, there is a canonical homomorphism
cX,Y : coker pgX,Y q ÝÑ Cor
0
Ch{kpX, Y q, which is an isomorphism, by the deep result
[12, Theorem 7.1]. Let us now define:
ΨZX,Y : Cor
0
Ch{kpX, Y q ÝÑ MorDMeffgmpkqpMgmpXq,MgmpY qq
to be the composition ψX,Y ˝ c
´1
X,Y . △
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Notation 1.4.7. Observing that Choweffpkq “ ChoweffZ pkq b Q, let us denote by:
ΨX,Y : MorChoweffpkqpX, Y q ÝÑ MorDMeffgmpkqbQpMgmpXq,MgmpY qq
the morphism ΨZX,Y b Q, where Ψ
Z
X,Y was defined in Construction 1.4.6. △
Proposition 1.4.8 (Voevodsky). The morphism:
ΨX,Y : MorChoweffpkqpX, Y q ÝÑ MorDMeffgmpkqbQpX, Y q
of Notation 1.4.7 induces a functor :
Ψ : Choweffpkq ÝÑ DMeffgmpkq b Q
Objects: pX, pq
Morphisms: f
ÞÝÑ
prXssc, rpsscq
ΨX,Y pfq,
where the symbol rXssc here denotes the object of SmCor{k considered as a complex
concentrated in degree zero. Moreover, Ψ is additive and monoidal, and the diagram
of functors :
SmProj{k 
 //
h

Sm{k
Mgm

Choweffpkq
Ψ
//DMeffgmpkq b Q
commutes, meaning there is a canonical isomorphism Fgm : Ψ ˝ hÑMgm.
Proof. In [39, Proposition 2.1.4] it is proved that the Z-linear counterpart ΨZ of Ψ
of Construction 1.4.6 is a functor, and also that the associated diagram of functors
is commutative. That ΨZ is additive and monoidal is [39, §2.2 “Relations to Chow
motives”]. The corresponding statements for our Q-linear functor Ψ follow formally
by applying bQ.
Proposition 1.4.9. The functor :
Ψ : Choweffpkq Ñ DMeffgmpkq b Q
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of Proposition 1.4.8 commutes with Symn and Sym, for all non-negative integers n,
in the sense that the diagrams of functors :
Choweffpkq Ψ //
Symn

DMeffgmpkq b Q
Symn

Choweffpkq
Ψ
//DMeffgmpkq b Q
and Choweffpkq Ψ //
Sym

DMeffgmpkq b Q
Sym

Choweffpkq
Ψ
//DMeffgmpkq b Q
both commute up to natural isomorphism.
Proof. Since Ψ is an additive tensor functor by Proposition 1.4.8, it follows by
Propositions 1.1.20 that it commutes with symmetric powers.
Notation 1.4.10. Let us denote by:
Φ : Choweffpkq ÝÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
the composite of the functors j : DMeffgmpkqb QÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq from Construction
1.4.4 and Ψ : Choweffpkq Ñ DMeffgmpkq b Q of Proposition 1.4.8. △
Proposition 1.4.11 (Voevodsky). The functor :
Φ : Choweffpkq ÝÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
of Notation 1.4.10 is an additive tensor functor, and for all non-negative integers n,
the diagrams:
Choweffpkq Φ //
Symn

DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
Symn

Choweffpkq
Φ
//DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
and Choweffpkq Φ //
Sym

DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
Sym

Choweffpkq
Φ
//DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
both commute up to natural isomorphism. Moreover, there is a natural isomorphism
F : M Ñ Φ ˝ h of functors.
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Proof. Since:
j : DMeffgmpkq b QÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq and
Ψ : Choweffpkq Ñ DMeffgmpkq b Q
are both additive tensor functors by Remark 1.4.5 and Proposition 1.4.8, respectively,
so too is their composition Φ. It now follows from Proposition 1.1.20 that Φ commutes
with symmetric powers. The natural isomorphism F : Φ ˝ h Ñ M comes from
applying the functor j to the natural isomorphism Fgm : Ψ˝hÑMgm of Proposition
1.4.8.
Chapter 2
Motives of commutative group
schemes
Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over a perfect field k,
by which we mean that the associated e´tale scheme rGtr with transfers is homotopy
invariant (see Definition 2.4.4). In this chapter we construct, using work of Barbieri-
Viale/Kahn [5], Spieß/Szamuely [37], and Suslin/Voevodsky [38], a morphism:
ϕG : MpGq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of triangulated motives, which is functorial in G and
compatible with products of group schemes. The object M1pGq is defined as follows:
in the fourth section a construction is given of a certain e´tale sheaf rGtr with transfers,
whose underlying ordinary sheaf is rGtr “ MorSch{kp , Gq; we set M1pGq :“ rGtr,
regarded as a complex in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq concentrated in degree zero. Let us outline
the structure of the chapter.
(i) In the first section of this chapter we review two equivalent definitions of
a group scheme G over a general base scheme S. Firstly, we can think of G as
an honest S-scheme equipped with extra data in the form of various morphisms
satisfying commutative diagrams reflecting the axioms of a group. Alternatively, one
can regard a group scheme as a representable functor from the category of S-schemes
to the category of groups. We recall the result, due to Grothendieck, that such a
functor is a sheaf on the big e´tale site over Sch{S. This observation is important
because it is most natural when working in the category of e´tale motives to regard
group schemes as e´tale sheaves.
(ii) Although we are ultimately concerned only with group schemes over the
spectrum of a perfect field, it will be necessary for us to discuss the nth symmetric
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power SnpX{Sq over a general base scheme S, which is the subject of the second
section.
(iii) In the third section, we recall the construction, due to Suslin and Voevodsky
[38, §6], of the morphism:
θWX,Y : X ÝÑ S
dpY q.
This morphism, which is associated to a degree d correspondence W in the product
X ˆ Y of two smooth separated k-schemes, will be used in subsequent sections to
construct a canonical morphism αG : MpGq ÑM1pGq in the categoryDM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq.
(iv) In the fourth section, we recall, following Spie and Szamuely [37], that the
associated ordinary e´tale sheaf rG has a natural structure of sheaf with transfers.
More precisely, there is a sheaf rGtr with transfers extending rG. Moreover, Orgogozo
[32] has proven that if G is a semiabelian, then rG is homotopy invariant, hence
defines an object in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
(v) & (vi) In the fifth section, we recall the construction of a canonical morphism
γG : LpGq Ñ rGtr. Under the assumption that rG is a homotopy invariant sheaf
with transfers, we use γG in the sixth section to construct a canonical morphism
αG : MpGq Ñ M1pGq. Again both morphisms are taken from Spie and Szamuely
[37].
(vii) & (viii) We use the morphism αG : MpGq ÑM1pGq in the seventh section
to construct a canonical morphism ϕG : MpGq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq. In the eighth sec-
tion, we show that ϕG also preserves products of group schemes.
We emphasize that, with the exception of the construction of the morphism ϕG :
MpGq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq and associated functoriality results in the eighth section,
none of the material in this chapter is original. In particular: the presentations of
group schemes and quotients by group schemes in the first and second sections follow
closely those found in [29, Chapter 0] of the book of Fogarty, Kirwan and Mumford;
all material concerning symmetric powers in various categories is classical, and the
third section on the morphism θWX,Y is simply an expanded account of a construc-
tion [38, Preamble to Theorem 6.8] of Suslin and Voevodsky. As mentioned above,
Sections four to six are largely revision of material from Spie and Szamuely [37].
Remark 2.0.12. Throughout this chapter, k will be a perfect field and G and H will
represent quasi-projective commutative group schemes over k. All motives are taken
to be in the categoryDMeff,e´tpk,Qq. SinceDM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq is idempotent complete and
Q-linear by Proposition 1.3.40, the symmetric power functors Symn are well-defined
in this category. △
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2.1 Group schemes
Notation 2.1.1. Throughout this section S will be an arbitrary base scheme. For
any S-scheme X , the presheaf of sets:
MorSch{Sp , Xq : pSch{Sq
op ÝÑ Sets
will be denoted by rX . △
Definition 2.1.2 ([29, Definition 0.1]). A group scheme over S is an S-scheme
G, together with an identity section eG : S Ñ G, inverse morphism iG : GÑ G, and
multiplication law mG : GˆS GÑ G such that the diagrams:
(a) GˆS GˆS G
mGˆ1G

1GˆmG // GˆS G
mG

GˆS G mG
// G
(b) G
πG

∆G{S // GˆS G
1GˆSiG

iGˆS1G

S
eG

G oo mG GˆS G
(c) G
» //
»
 1G
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP S ˆS G
eGˆS1G // GˆS G
mG

GˆS S
1GˆSeG

GˆS G mG
// G
commute. Here, πG : G Ñ S and ∆G{S : G Ñ G ˆS G are the structure and
diagonal morphisms, respectively. We say that G is a commutative group scheme if
the diagram:
GˆS G
τG

mG // G
GˆS G
mG
<<③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③
is also commutative, where τG : GˆS GÑ GˆS G is the morphism exchanging the
factors. △
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Remark 2.1.3. The functor Sch{S Ñ FunppSch{Sqop,Setsq sending X to rX pre-
serves products and is fully faithful, by the Yoneda Lemma. Consequently, we can
equivalently define a group scheme over S as a representable functor from pSch{Sqop
to the category Gp of abstract groups. If the functor factors through the subcate-
gory of abelian groups, then we call it a commutative group scheme. △
Proposition 2.1.4 (Grothendieck). Let G be a group scheme over S. Then rG is
a sheaf both on the big e´tale and on the big flat sites pSch{Sqe´t and pSch{Sqfl over
S.
Proof. [3, Expose´ VII, §2].
2.2 Symmetric powers of a quasiprojective scheme
The purpose of this section is to define, for any non-negative integer n and quasipro-
jective k-scheme X , the nth symmetric power SnpXq.
2.2.1 Quotients of schemes by group actions
Definition 2.2.1 ([29, Definition 0.3]). Let X be a scheme over S and G be
a group scheme over S with identity section eG : SpecpSq Ñ G and group law
mG : GˆSGÑ G. An action of G on X is a morphism of S-schemes ρ : GˆSX Ñ X
such that the diagrams:
GˆS GˆS X
1GˆSρ //
mGˆS1X

GˆS X
ρ

GˆS X ρ
// X
and X
1X

» // S ˆS X
eGˆS1X

X oo ρ GˆS X
commute. △
Remark 2.2.2. Let Γ be an abstract group and denote by Γcs the associated constant
group scheme over S. Then we define an action of Γ on an S-scheme X to be an
action ρ : Γcs ˆS X Ñ X in the sense of Definition 2.2.1. Equivalently, an action of
Γ on X can be regarded as a morphism of monoids:
ρ : Γ ÝÑ EndSch{SpXq.
We will somtimes abuse notation by writing g in place of ρpgq. △
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Notation 2.2.3 ([29, Definition 0.4]). Let X be a scheme over S and let G be
a group scheme over S. Denote by Ψ “ ΨG,X : G ˆS X Ñ X ˆS X the unique
morphism, induced by the universal property of the fibre product, such that the
diagram:
GˆS X
pX

Ψ
ρ


X ˆS X
p2
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
p1
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
X X
is commutative. △
Definition 2.2.4 (Geometric quotient – see [29, Definition 0.6]). Let X be a
scheme over S, let G be a group scheme over S and let ρ : GˆX Ñ X be an action of
G on X . Given a pair pY, qq consisting of an S-scheme Y and morphism q : X Ñ Y ,
we say that Y is a (geometric) quotient of X by G with canonical projection q if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i) The diagram:
GˆS X
ρ //
pX

X
q

X q
// Y
commutes.
(ii) The scheme-theoretic image of the morphism Ψ : GˆSX Ñ XˆSX of Notation
2.2.3 is X ˆY X .
(iii) The map of topological spaces underlying q is open and surjective.
(iv) The induced sheaf morphism q# : OY Ñ q˚OX identifies OY with the subsheaf
OGX of OX of G-invariant sections.
In this case we write Y “ X{G. △
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Proposition 2.2.5 (Mumford). Let ρ : G ˆS X Ñ X be an S-group scheme
action, suppose that the quotient X{G exists, and denote by q “ qX{G : X Ñ X{G
the associated quotient map. Then for any morphism r : X Ñ Z of S-schemes such
that the diagram:
GˆS X
ρ //
pX

X
r

X r
// Z
commutes, there exists a unique morphism s : X{G Ñ Z such that r “ s ˝ q.
Consequently, the quotient X{G is unique up to unique isomorphism.
Proof. [29, Proposition 0.1].
Remark 2.2.6. The universal condition in Proposition 2.2.5 is the definition of the
categorical quotient of X by G, due to Mumford [29, Definition 0.5]. The proposition
therefore says that the geometric quotient of Definition 2.2.4 is also a categorical
quotient. △
Remark 2.2.7. Let ρ : ΓˆSX Ñ X denote an action of an abstract group on an S-
scheme X , such that X{Γ exists. Then Proposition 2.2.5 implies that X{Γ possesses
the following universal property. For any morphism of S-schemes f : X Ñ Y such
that f ˝ g “ f for all g P Γ, there exists a unique morphism h : X{GÑ Y such that
h ˝ qX{G “ f . In other words, there exists an h such that the upper triangle in the
diagram:
X
qX{G //
g

f
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇ X{G
h

X
f
// Y
commutes, provided the lower one does, for all g P Γ. △
Proposition 2.2.8. Let Γ be a finite group acting on a quasiprojective S-scheme X.
Then the quotient X{Γ exists.
Proof. This follows from [1, Expose´ V, Proposition 1.8].
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2.2.2 Symmetric powers
For a positive integer n, we denote by Sympnq the symmetric group on n letters.
Given an S-scheme X , we define in this subsection the nth symmetric power SnpX{Sq.
Notation 2.2.9. Let X be a quasiprojective scheme over S and let n be a positive
integer. Then Sympnq acts on
Xn :“ X ˆS ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆS Xloooooooomoooooooon
n copies
by permutation of the factors. We define SnpX{Sq :“ Xn{Sympnq, which we call the
nth symmetric power of X . We denote the quotient Xn Ñ SnpX{Sq by qnX in place
of qX{SnpX{Sq. We also set S
0pX{Sq :“ S and define q0X to be the identity morphism
1S : S Ñ S. △
Remark 2.2.10. LetX be a quasiprojective S-scheme and let n be a positive integer.
Then the universal property of Remark 2.2.7 reads as follows. Let f : X Ñ Y be a
morphism of S-schemes such that the lower triangle in the diagram:
Xn
qnX //
σ

f
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋ S
npX{Sq
h

Xn
f
// Y
commutes, for all σ P Sympnq. Then there exists a unique morphism h : SnpX{Sq Ñ
Y such that the upper triangle commutes as well. Using this property, the symbol
Sn can be extended to a functor from the category of quasiprojective S-schemes to
the category of S-schemes. Indeed, if f : X Ñ Y is a morphism of S-schemes then
qnY ˝ f
n ˝ σ “ qnY ˝ f
n, for all σ P Sympnq. This induces a unique morphism:
Snpfq : SnpX{Sq ÝÑ SnpY {Sq
such that the diagram:
Xn
qn
X //
fn

SnpX{Sq
Snpfq

Y n
qn
Y
// SnpY {Sq
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commutes. △
Remark 2.2.11. Let n be a positive integer. Recall the construction of the nth
symmetric power in the category of sets: if X is a set, then SnpXq is defined to
be the set of all unordered n-tuples of elements of X . Formally, it is the quotient
of Xn by the equivalence relation identifying any two n-tuples whose elements are
identical up to a permutation σ P Sympnq. We denote the image of a typical n-
tuple px1, . . . , xnq P X
n under the obvious projection Xn Ñ SnpXq by x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn
(juxtaposition of entries). We also set S0pXq :“ S. △
Remark 2.2.12. Let X be a quasiprojective scheme over S, and let n be a positive
integer. Define for any S-scheme T a morphism of sets:
ψ : rXpT qn ÝÑ ČSnpX{SqpT q
pf1, . . . , fnq ÞÝÑ q
n
X ˝ f,
where qnX : X
n Ñ SnpX{Sq is the canonical projection and f is the unique map,
induced by the universal property of the fibre product Xn over S, such that the
diagram:
T
f

fi
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
Xn pri
// X
commutes for all 1 ď i ď n. Then by the universal property of the symmetric power
of sets, there is a unique morphism:
ϕ : Sn
´ rXpT q¯ ÝÑ ČSnpX{SqpT q
such that the diagram:
rXpT qn
ψ
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
qnĂXpT q // Sn
´ rXpT q¯
ϕ
ČSnpX{SqpT q
commutes. △
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Notation 2.2.13. We use the notation:
S8pY {Sq :“
ž
dě0
SdpY {Sq
for any quasiprojective S-scheme Y . △
Remark 2.2.14. For any quasiprojective S-scheme Y , the S-scheme S8pY {Sq is a
monoid scheme, in the sense that the associated presheaf:
ČS8pY {Sq : Sch{S ÝÑ Sets
factors through the category of monoids. Indeed, for any S-scheme T and any pair
of non-negative integers d and e, there is a natural composition law:
Sd
´rY pT q¯ˆ Se ´rY pT q¯ ÝÑ Sd`e ´rY pT q¯´
px1 ¨ ¨ ¨xdq, py1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yeq
¯
ÞÝÑ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xd y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ye,
which by Remark 2.2.12 induces a monoid structure:
SdpY {Sq ˆ SepY {Sq ÝÑ Sd`epY {Sq
on the presheaf S8pY {Sq. Consequently, for any S-scheme X , the set:
MorSch{S pX, S
8pY {Sqq
is a monoid. △
Construction 2.2.15. Let d and e be non-negative integers. We define a morphism
of functors:
Σd,e : Sd ˝ Se ÝÑ Sde
as follows. If X is a quasiprojective S-scheme, then the diagram:
pXeqd
pqeXq
d
// SepX{Sqd
qd
SepX{Sq //
f

SdpSepX{Sqq
Σd,epX{Sq

Xde
qde
X
// SdepX{Sq SdepX{Sq.
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defines a morphism Σd,epX{Sq : SdepX{Sq Ñ SdpSepX{Sqq. Here, the vertical mor-
phism f in the middle is the d-fold monoid composition:
SepX{Sqd “ SepX{Sq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SepX{Sqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
d copies
ÝÑ SdepX{Sq
of Remark 2.2.14, and Σd,epX{Sq is defined to be the unique morphism, induced by
the universal property of SdpSepX{Sqq, such that the right-hand square commutes.
Since the diagram is constructed using universal properties, it is easy to see that the
morphism Σd,epX{Sq is functorial in X . That is, for any morphism f : X Ñ Y of
quasiprojective k-schemes, the diagram:
SdpSepX{Sqq
Σd,epX{Sq //
SdpSepfqq

SdepX{Sq
Sdepfq

SdpSepY {Sqq
Σd,epY {Sq
// SdepY {Sq
commutes. △
Notation 2.2.16. Let G be a commutative quasiprojective group scheme over S, let
n be a non-negative integer, and denote by mnG : G
n Ñ G the n-fold group law. We
define mnG : S
npG{Sq Ñ G to be the induced multiplication law on SnpG{Sq. That
is, it is the unique morphism making the diagram:
Gn
qnG //
mn
G
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
SnpG{Sq
mnG

G
commute. △
Proposition 2.2.17. Let G be a commutative quasiprojective group scheme over S,
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and let d and e be non-negative integers. Then the following diagram commutes :
SdpSepG{Sqq
SdpmeG{Sq //
Σd,epG{Sq

SdpG{Sq
md
G

SdepG{Sq
mde
G
// G.
Proof. This can be checked by a diagram chase, using the universal properties of the
morphisms Σd,epXq and mdG described in Construction 2.2.15 and Notation 2.2.16,
respectively. Alternatively, for an arbitrary S-scheme T , it is enough by Remark
2.2.12 to show that the diagram:
Sd
´
Sep rGpT qq¯ SdpmeG{SqpT q//
Σd,e
G
pT q

Sd
´ rGpT q¯
mdGpT q

Sde
´ rGpT q¯
mdeG pT q
// rGpT q
commutes, which is clear.
2.3 The morphism θWX,Y
Let k be a perfect field, let X and Y be two smooth schemes over k, and let W be a
smooth integral subscheme of X ˆ Y which is finite and surjective over a connected
component of X . Denote by d be the degree of the resulting projection W Ñ X .
We recall the construction, due to Suslin and Voevodsky [38, Preamble to Theorem
6.8], of the map:
θWX,Y : X ÝÑ S
dpY q
appearing in the paper [37, Lemma 3.2] of Spieß and Szamuely.
Proposition 2.3.1. Let W and X be k-schemes, with W integral and X smooth,
and suppose f : W Ñ X is a finite flat morphism of constant degree d. Then
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A :“ f˚pOW q is a locally free sheaf on X of OX-algebras of constant rank d, and
W “ SpecpA q.
Proof. The result is implied by [14, Corollary 1.3.2], since the finite morphism f is
affine.
Notation 2.3.2. Let X be a scheme over a perfect field k, let F be a locally free
sheaf of OX-algebras on X , and let n be a non-negative integer. The following are
standard definitions.
(i) The tensor algebra sheaf TpF q associated to F is the direct sum
À
ně0 F
bn,
of sheaves of OX-modules, with the usual convention F
b0 :“ OX .
(ii) The exterior algebra sheaf
Ź
F is the sheaf attached to the presheaf U ÞÑ
TpF qpUq{IpUq, where IpUq is the two-sided ideal I generated by all elements
of the form xb x, with x P F pUq. The image of the composition:
F
bn ÝÑ TpF q ÝÑ
ľ
F ,
where the morphism on the right is the natural projection, is denoted
ŹnpF q,
and called the nth exterior power of F .
(iii) By pFbnqSympnq we denote the subpresheaf of Fbn invariant under the action
of the symmetric group Sympnq on n letters.
Following Suslin and Voevodsky [38, Preamble to Theorem 6.8], we observe that the
algebra multiplication law on Fbn induces a bilinear pairing:
p ¨ , ¨ qF ,n : pF
bnqSympnq bOX
nľ
F ÝÑ
nľ
F
of OX-modules. △
Construction 2.3.3 (Suslin and Voevodsky). We recall a construction of Suslin
and Voevodsky [38, Preamble to Theorem 6.8]. Let W and X be k-schemes, with W
integral and X smooth, let f : W Ñ X be a finite surjective morphism, write:
d :“ rkpW q : kpXqs,
and set A :“ f˚pOW q, so that W “ SpecpA q, by Proposition 2.3.1. We construct a
morphism:
tX,W : X ÝÑ S
dpW {Xq
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of k-schemes as follows. Firstly, we note that it is shown in [38, Preamble to Theorem
6.8] that one may assume the morphism f is flat and of constant degree d. By
Notation 2.3.2, we have a bilinear pairing of OX-modules:
p ¨ , ¨ qA ,n : pA
bdqSympdq bOX
dľ
A ÝÑ
dľ
A .
This pairing induces, by adjunction of Hom and b in the category of OX-modules,
a representation:
ρA : pA
bdqSympdq ÝÑ EndOX
˜
dľ
A
¸
“ OX ,
where the isomorphism holds because A is a locally free OX-algebra of degree d.
Now, one can check that:
SpecpOXq » X and SpecpSym
dpA qq » SdpSpecpA qq » SdpW {Xq,
where Spec denotes the sheaf-spec functor. Applying Spec to ρA therefore gives:
tX,W :“ SpecpρA q : X ÝÑ S
dpW {Xq,
as required. △
Construction 2.3.4 (Suslin and Voevodsky). We recall a construction of Suslin
and Voevodsky [38, Preamble to Theorem 6.8]. Let X and Y be smooth schemes
over a perfect field k with X connected, and let W be an integral closed subscheme
of X ˆ Y , finite and surjective over a component of X , so that W P CorVo{kpX, Y q.
Denote by:
ιW : W ÝÑ X ˆ Y
the associated inclusion, and write d for the degree of the natural projection pX ˝ιW :
W Ñ X . One constructs a morphism:
θWX,Y : X ÝÑ S
dpY q
as follows. Intuitively, we proceed as follows: since W Ď X ˆ Y has degree d, it
associates to every point point x in X a collection of d points y1, . . . , yd in Y . The
morphism θWX,Y sends x to the unordered d-tuple in S
dpY q determined by the yi. More
formally, consider the composite mapping:
g : X
tX,W
ÝÝÝÑSdpW {Xq
SdpιW {Xq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SdppX ˆ Y q{Xq
λX,Y
ÝÝÝÑX ˆSpecpkq S
dpY q,
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where:
λX,Y : S
dppX ˆ Y q{Xq ÝÑ X ˆSpecpkq S
dpY q
is the canonical base-change isomorphism associated to Sd, recalling that SdpY q “
SdpY {Specpkqq. Then g is a morphism of X-schemes, hence induces a morphism:
θWX,Y : X ÝÑ S
dpY q
of k-schemes. △
2.4 The induced presheaf rGtr with transfers of a
group scheme G
Construction 2.4.1 (Spie and Szamuely). Let X and Y be smooth schemes over
a perfect field k, let G be a commutative group scheme over k, and suppose that
c :“
ř
niZi P CorVo{kpX, Y q is a Voevodsky correspondence. We recall from [37,
Lemma 3.2] the construction of a morphism:
βpcq “ βX,Y,Gpcq : MorSch{kpY,Gq ÝÑ MorSch{kpX,Gq.
Firstly, suppose that c “ Z is the correspondence associated to a single closed
integral subscheme Z Ď XˆY , and let d denote the degree of the induced projection
Z Ñ X . Then for g P MorSch{kpY,Gq, we define βpcqpgq P MorSch{kpX,Gq to be the
composition:
βpcqpgq : X
θZX,Y
ÝÝÝÑ SymdpY q
Symdpgq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ SymdpGq
md
GÝÑ G,
where mdG denotes canonical morphism of group schemes induced by the d-fold sum-
mation map Gd Ñ G, as in Notation 2.2.16. Since G is a commutative group scheme,
MorSch{kpX,Gq is an abelian group, and so we can define for general c “
ř
niZi P
CorVo{kpX, Y q a general correspondence βpcq :“
ř
i ni ¨ βpZiq. Thus:
βpcqpgq “
ÿ
i
ni ¨ βpZiqpgq “
ÿ
i
ni ¨
`
mdiG ˝ Sym
dipgq ˝ θZiX,Y
˘
,
where di denotes the degree of the projection Zi Ñ X . △
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Proposition 2.4.2 (Spie and Szamuely). Let G be a commutative group scheme
over a perfect field k. Then rG :“ MorSch{kp , Gq is a sheaf with transfers on the big
e´tale site. More precisely,rGtr : SmCor{k ÝÑ Ab
Objects: X
Morphisms: c P CorVo{kpX, Y q
ÞÝÑ
rGpXq
βpcq : rGpY q Ñ rGpXq
defines a sheaf with transfers such that the diagram of functors :
pSmCor{kqop
rGtr //Ab
pSm{kqop
rG
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
pr ¨ sscqop
OO
commutes.
Proof. See [37, Lemma 3.2].
Convention 2.4.3. Let G be a commutative group scheme G over k. From now on,
we agree to denote the associated e´tale sheaf with transfers rGtr simply by rG, to ease
the notation. △
Definition 2.4.4. Let G be a commutative group scheme G over k. We say that
G is homotopy invariant if the associated e´tale sheaf with transfers rG is homotopy
invariant. △
Proposition 2.4.5 (Orgogozo). A semiabelian variety over k is a homotopy in-
variant commutative group scheme.
Proof. [32, Lemma 3.3.1].
2.5 The sheaf morphism γG : LpGq Ñ rG
Construction 2.5.1 (Spie and Szamuely). Let G be a commutative group scheme
over a perfect field k, and let X be a smooth k-scheme. We recall from [37, §3] the
morphism:
γGpXq : LpGqpXq ÝÑ rGpXq
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of abelian groups. By Construction 2.4.1, we have for all c P CorVo{kpX,Gq a mor-
phism: βX,G,GpcqpidGq P MorSch{kpX,Gq. We now define:
γGpXq : CorVo{kpX,Gq ÝÑ MorSch{kpX,Gq
c ÞÝÑ βX,G,GpcqpidGq.
We will show below in Proposition 2.5.2 that γGpXq is natural in X . △
Proposition 2.5.2. The morphism γGpXq of Construction 2.5.1 defines a mor-
phism:
γG : LpGq ÝÑ rG
of e´tale sheaves with transfers.
Proof. Suppose c P CorVo{kpX, Y q and d P CorVo{kpY,Gq. Since rG is a sheaf, we
have that rGpd ˝ cq “ rGpcq ˝ rGpdq, which means that:
βX,G,Gpd ˝ cq “ βX,Y,Gpcq ˝ βY,G,Gpdq. (2.1)
Now, to show that γG is a morphism of e´tale sheaves with transfers, we must show
that the diagram:
CorVo{kpY,Gq
γGpY q //
c˚“CorVo{kpc,Gq

MorSch{kpY,Gq
rGpcq“βX,Y,Gpcq

CorVo{kpX,Gq
γGpXq
//MorSch{kpX,Gq
commutes. Since c˚pdq “ d ˝ c P CorVo{kpX,Gq, we have:
pγGpXq ˝ c
˚qpdq “ γGpXqpd ˝ cq “ βX,G,Gpd ˝ cqpidGq. (2.2)
On the other hand,´ rGpcq ˝ γGpY q¯ pdq “ rGpcq`βY,G,GpdqpidGq˘
“ βX,Y,Gpcq
`
βY,G,GpdqpidGq
˘
. (2.3)
By the relation (2.1), we see that (2.2) and (2.3) agree.
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Proposition 2.5.3. The morphism γG is natural in G in the following sense. Let
f : GÑ H be a morphism of commutative group schemes over k. Then the diagram:
LpGq
γG //
Lpfq

rG
rf

LpHq γH
// rH
commutes.
Proof. Let X be a smooth k-scheme. We wish to show that the diagram:
CorVo{kpX,Gq
γGpXq //
LpfqpXq

MorSch{kpX,Gq
rfpXq

CorVo{kpX,Hq
γH pXq
//MorSch{kpX,Hq
commutes. We test commutativity of the square on an arbitrary element c of
CorVo{kpX,Gq. By linearity of γGpXq, we can assume that c is given by a closed
integral subscheme U Ď X ˆ G. Denoting by d the degree of the associated projec-
tion U Ñ X , we have:` rfpXq ˝ γGpXq˘pUq “ rfpXq`βX,G,GpUqpidGq˘
“ rfpXq`mdG ˝ θUX,G˘ “ f ˝mdG ˝ θUX,G. (2.4)
On the other hand: `
γHpXq ˝ Lpfq
˘
pUq “ γHpXq
`
Γpfq ˝ U
˘
“ βX,H,HpΓpfq ˝ UqpidHq
“ mdH ˝ θ
Γpfq˝U
X,H . (2.5)
Observe that d :“ dpΓpfq ˝ Uq “ dpΓpfqq ¨ dpUq “ dpUq, since dpΓpfqq “ 1. Now,
proving the right-hand side of (2.4) is equal the right-hand side of (2.5) means proving
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that the diagram:
X
θUX,G //
θ
Γpfq˝U
X,H
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ Sym
dpGq
md
G //
Symdpfq

G
f

SymdpHq
mdH
// H
commutes. But the square on the right commutes, because f is a morphism of group
schemes and mdG is d-fold summation in the groups G and H , and the triangle on the
left commutes by functoriality of the morphism θWX,Y . It follows that
rfpXq˝γGpXq “
γHpXq ˝ Lpfq.
2.6 The morphism αG : MpGq ÑM1pGq
Remark 2.6.1. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over
a perfect field k. In this section we recall the construction of Spieß/Szamuely [37,
§3] of a certain functorial morphism αG : MpGq Ñ M1pGq. We emphasise that all
definitions and results are due to Spieß and Szamuely: we merely rephrase them in
our own notation and expand upon the details. △
Notation 2.6.2. Let F P ShTe´tpk,Qq be a homotopy-invariant e´tale sheaf with
transfers. We denote by rF s0 the complex in DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq consisting of F concen-
trated in degree zero. △
Notation 2.6.3. In the special case F “ rG, with G a homotopy invariant commu-
tative group scheme over k, we denote byM1pGq the object r rGs0 in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.△
Notation 2.6.4. Let G and H be commutative group schemes over a perfect field
k, and let pG : G ˆ H Ñ G and pH : G ˆ H Ñ H denote the canonical projection
morphisms. Let us denote by:
ηG,H : M1pGˆHq ÝÑM1pGq ‘M1pHq
the morphism in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq defined by:
ηG,HpUq : MorSch{kpU,GˆHq ÝÑ MorSch{kpU,Gq ‘MorSch{kpU,Hq
f ÞÝÑ ppG ˝ f, pH ˝ fq,
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for all smooth k-schemes U . It is a canonical isomorphism, by the universal property
of the fibre product. △
Remark 2.6.5. From the definition of ηG,H in Notation 2.6.4, we note the functorial
relations pM1pGq ˝ ηG,H “M1ppGq and pM1pHq ˝ ηG,H “M1ppHq hold. Indeed, for any
f P MorSch{kpU,GˆHq “M1pGˆHqpUq,
it is immediate that:`
pM1pGqpUq ˝ ηG,HpUq
˘
pfq “ pG ˝ f “M1ppGqpUqpfq.
The same calculation with H in place of G proves the other relation. △
Notation 2.6.6. Let that F P ShTe´tpk,Qq be a homotopy invariant sheaf with
transfers. We denote by:
aF : C˚pF q ÝÑ rF s0,
the augmentation map, which is defined to be the identity morphism in degree zero
and the zero morphism elsewhere. (Note that homotopy invariance of F is necessary
here to be able to conclude that the augmentation map is a bona fide map of chain
complexes.) In the special case F “ rG, with G a homotopy invariant commutative
group scheme over k, we write:
aG : C˚p rGq ÝÑ M1pGq,
in place of a rG : C˚p rGq ÝÑ r rGs0. △
Lemma 2.6.7 (Spieß/Szamuely). Suppose that F P ShTe´tpk,Qq is homotopy
invariant sheaf with transfers. Then the augmentation map:
aF : C˚pF q ÝÑ rF s0
of Notation 2.6.6 is :
(i) A quasi-isomorphism in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
(ii) Functorial in F , in the following sense. If G P ShTe´tpk,Qq is a homotopy
invariant sheaf with transfers and f : F Ñ G is a morphism of sheaves with
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transfers, then the diagram:
C˚pF q
aF //
C˚pfq

rF s0
rfs0

C˚pG q aG
// rG s0
commutes.
Proof. Commutativity of the diagram in (ii) is immediate from the definitions. To
prove (i), we note that, as observed in [37, §2], the homotopy invariance of F ,
together with the fact that An is isomorphic to the affine n-simplex ∆n, imply that:
CnpF qpXq “ F pX ˆ∆
nq “ F pXq,
for all smooth k-schemes X and non-negative integers n. Thus CnpF q “ F for all
n, and is the constant simplicial sheaf defined by F , the cohomology of which is
equal to F in degree zero and zero otherwise.
Notation 2.6.8. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over a
perfect field k. We denote by:
αG : MpGq ÝÑM1pGq
the morphism in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq obtained by composing:
C˚pγGq : MpGq “ C˚pLpGqq ÝÑ C˚p rGq
with the augmentation map aG : C˚p rGq ÑM1pGq. △
Proposition 2.6.9 (Spieß/Szamuely). The morphism αG : MpGq Ñ M1pGq of
Notation 2.6.8 is functorial, in the sense that for any morphism f : G Ñ H of
homotopy invariant commutative group schemes over a perfect field k, the diagram:
MpGq
αG //
Mpfq

M1pGq
M1pfq

MpHq αH
//M1pHq
commutes.
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Proof. By definition of αG, the above diagram may be written in expanded form as:
C˚pLpGqq
C˚pγGq //
C˚pLpfqq

C˚p rGq a rG //
C˚p rfq

M1pGq
M1pfq

C˚pLpHqq C˚pγH q
// C˚p rHq aĂH //M1pHq.
The left-hand square commutes, since it is obtained by applying the functor C˚ to
the commutative diagram of Proposition 2.5.3 which describes the naturality of γG
in G, and the right-hand square is commutative by Lemma 2.6.7 Part (ii). Thus the
whole diagram commutes. Note that this is implicit in [37, §3].
2.7 The morphism ϕG : MpGq Ñ SympM1pGqq
Notation 2.7.1. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over k.
We denote by ∆nG : GÑ G
n the n-fold diagonal morphism, and recall the symbols:
SympM1pGqq :“
à
ně0
SymnpM1pGqq and
πnG :M1pGq
bn ÝÑ SymnpM1pGqq
of Notation 1.1.11 and Definition 1.1.7, respectively. We recall further from Notation
1.1.3 that the zeroth tensor and symmetric powers of all objects and morphisms are
equal to 1 and 11, respectively, so that in particular:
MpGqb0 “M1pGq
b0 “ Sym0pM1pGqq.
Consistent with this, we adopt the new conventions that G0 “ Specpkq and that ∆0G
is equal to the structure morphism πG : GÑ Specpkq. △
Notation 2.7.2. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over a
perfect field k and n a non-negative integer. We define ϕnG : MpGq Ñ Sym
npM1pGqq
to be the composite morphism:
ϕnG : MpGq
Mp∆n
G
q
ÝÝÝÝÑMpGqbn
αbn
GÝÝÑM1pGq
bn π
n
GÝÑ SymnpM1pGqq
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq. △
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Remark 2.7.3. From the conventions on zeroth powers in Notation 2.7.1, it follows
that ϕ0G is equal to MpπGq : MpGq Ñ 1, where πG : G Ñ Specpkq denotes the
structure morphism. Moreover, since ∆1G : G Ñ G is equal to the identity 1G, and
SympM1pGqq “M1pGq with π
1
G “ 1M1pGq, it follows that ϕ
1
G is equal to αG : MpGq Ñ
M1pGq. △
Proposition 2.7.4. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over
a perfect field k, and let n be a non-negative integer. Then the diagram:
MpGq
Mp∆n
G
q

ϕnG // SymnpM1pGqq
ιnG

MpGqbn
αbn
G
//M1pGq
bn
commutes in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
Proof. For any permutation σ P Sympnq, the diagonal morphism ∆nG : G Ñ G
n in
the category of k-schemes satisfies σGn ˝∆
n
G “ ∆
n
G. Since σMpGq “MpσGq, it follows
that σMpGqbn ˝ Mp∆
n
Gq “ Mp∆
n
Gq in the category DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq. Since moreover
clearly σM1pGqbn ˝ α
bn
G “ α
bn
G ˝ σMpGqbn , we have now:
σM1pGqbn ˝ α
bn
G ˝Mp∆
n
Gq “ α
bn
G ˝ σMpGqbn ˝Mp∆
n
Gq
“ αbnG ˝Mp∆
n
Gq.
By the universal property of the morphism ιnG in Proposition 1.1.9, this identity
implies the existence of a unique morphism ςnG : MpGq Ñ Sym
npM1pGqq such that
the diagram:
MpGq
Mp∆nGq

ςn
G // SymnpM1pGqq
ιn
G

MpGqbn
αbn
G
//M1pGq
bn
commutes, giving the relation ιnG ˝ ς
n
G “ α
bn
G ˝ Mp∆
n
Gq. In view of the identity
πnG ˝ ι
n
G “ 1SymnpM1pGqq, applying π
n
G to both sides of this relation yields:
ςnG “ π
n
G ˝ α
bn
G ˝Mp∆
n
Gq “ ϕ
n
G.
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This completes the proof.
Definition 2.7.5 (Kimura). Suppose that G is a commutative group scheme over
a perfect field k. We say that G is of finite Kimura dimension if the nth symmetric
power SymnpM1pGqq vanishes for almost all n. △
Notation 2.7.6. Suppose thatG is a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme
over a perfect field k of finite Kimura dimension. For all non-negative integers n write
inG : Sym
npM1pGqq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq for the canonical inclusion. We denote by:
ϕG : MpGq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq
the sum of morphisms MpGq
ϕnGÝÝÑ SymnpM1pGqq
inGÝÑ SympM1pGqq over all n ě 0
in the additive category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq. Note that the assumption of finite Kimura
dimensionality is necessary for the sum to be well-defined. △
Proposition 2.7.7. The morphisms ϕnG and ϕG are both functorial, in the sense that
for any morphism f : GÑ H of homotopy invariant commutative group schemes of
finite Kimura dimension over k, the diagrams :
(a) MpGq
ϕn
G //
Mpfq

SymnpM1pGqq
SymnpM1pfqq

MpHq
ϕn
H
// SymnpM1pHqq
and (b) MpGq
ϕG //
Mpfq

SympM1pGqq
SympM1pfqq

MpHq ϕH
// SympM1pHqq
commute.
Proof. To prove that Diagram (a) commutes, we note that by the definition of ϕnG,
it may be written in expanded form as:
MpGq
Mp∆n
G
q
//
Mpfq

MpGqbn
αbn
G //
Mpfqbn

M1pGq
bn
πn
G //
M1pfqbn

SymnpM1pGqq
SymnpM1pfqq

MpHq
Mp∆n
H
q
//MpHqbn
αbn
H
//M1pHq
bn
πn
H
// SymnpM1pHqq.
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The left-hand square commutes by the fact that the diagonal morphism satisfies a
universal property given by the fibre product of schemes, and the right-hand square
commutes by the universal property of the nth symmetric power. The middle square
commutes because it is the nth tensor power of the diagram in Proposition 2.6.9
describing the functoriality of αG. Therefore the whole diagram commutes.
The commutativity of Diagram (b) now follows from the commutativity of Dia-
gram (a), as follows. Firstly, observe that the diagram:
MpGq
ϕnG //
Mpfq

SymnpM1pGqq
inG //
SymnpM1pfqq

SympM1pGqq
SympM1pfqq

MpHq
ϕnH
// SymnpM1pHqq inH
// SympM1pHqq
commutes. Indeed, the square on the left is Diagram (a), which we have just shown
to be commutative. Further, since G has finite Kimura dimension, the direct sum
SympM1pGqq is finite, and is hence also a categorical product. It now follows directly
from the universal property of the product that the square on the left commutes.
We have therefore:
SympM1pfqq ˝ pi
n
G ˝ ϕ
n
Gq “ pi
n
H ˝ ϕ
n
Hq ˝Mpfq.
This relation implies that the equality (*) holds in the calculation:
SympM1pfqq ˝ ϕG “ SympM1pfqq ˝
˜ÿ
ně0
inG ˝ ϕ
n
G
¸
“
ÿ
ně0
˜
SympM1pfqq ˝ pi
n
G ˝ ϕ
n
Gq
¸
(*)
“
ÿ
ně0
˜
pinH ˝ ϕ
n
Hq ˝Mpfq
¸
“
˜ÿ
ně0
pinH ˝ ϕ
n
Hq
¸
˝Mpfq “ ϕH ˝Mpfq;
all other equalities hold either by definition of ϕG or by bilinearity of the composition
of morphisms in the additive categoryDMeff,e´tpk,Qq. Note that the sums in the above
computation are finite, since G and H have finite Kimura dimension. We conclude
that the Diagram (b) is commutative.
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2.8 Multiplicativity of ϕG
Remark 2.8.1. Let us recall some notation from Chapter 1. Let m and n be non-
negative integers with sum N , let SympNq denote the symmetric group on N letters,
and let σ P SympNq. Let further X, Y and Z be objects in a Q-linear idempotent
complete tensor category C . We have the following morphisms.
(i) The map σZ : Z
bn Ñ Zbn of Notation 1.1.4 permuting factors by σ.
(ii) The map snZ :“
1
n!
´ř
σPSympnq σZ
¯
: Zbn Ñ Zbn of Notation 1.1.5.
(iii) The morphisms:
ξX,Y : SympX ‘ Y q Ñ SympXq b SympY q,
ξ
m,n
X,Y : Sym
N pX ‘ Y q Ñ SymmpXq b SymnpY q and
ξNX,Y : Sym
N pX ‘ Y q ÝÑ
à
m`n“N
SymmpXq b SymnpY q
of Notation 1.1.16.
For us, C will be the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq. △
Remark 2.8.2. SinceDMeff,e´tpk,Qq is by construction a Q-linear category, the func-
tor M : SmCor{k Ñ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of Notation 1.3.36 factors through SmCor{k b
Q. △
Lemma 2.8.3. Let X be a smooth scheme of finite type over a perfect field k. Then
for any non-negative integer n, the morphisms :
snMpXq : MpXq
bn ÝÑMpXqbn and
MpsnXq :MpXq
bn ÝÑ MpXqbn
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq agree up to the canonical isomorphism of MpX
nq and
MpXqbn. Here, the morphism snX : X
n Ñ Xn is regarded as belonging to the Q-linear
category SmCor{k bQ, following Remark 2.8.2.
Proof. If n “ 0 then both morphisms are equal to 11 : 1Ñ 1. Suppose then that n
is positive, and let σ be a permutation in Sympnq. Then by definition of the tensor
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product in the category of motives DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, the diagram:
MpXnq
MpσXq //
»

MpXnq
»

MpXqbn σMpXq
//MpXqbn
commutes. Summing this diagram over all σ P Sympnq and multiplying by p1{n!q
thus gives a commutative diagram:
MpXnq
ř
σMpσXq //
»

MpXnq
»

MpXqbn ř
σ σMpXq
//MpXqbn.
Now by definition, snMpXq “ p1{n!q
ř
σ σMpXq, and so the above diagram implies that
snMpXq and p1{n!q
ř
σMpσXq agree up to the canonical isomorphism of MpX
nq and
MpXqbn. But since:
M : SmCor{k bQ ÝÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
is a Q-linear functor, it follows that:
1
n!
ÿ
σ
MpσXq “M
˜
1
n!
ÿ
σ
σX
¸
“MpsnXq,
completing the proof.
Proposition 2.8.4. Let G and H be homotopy invariant commutative group schemes
of finite Kimura dimension over a perfect field k. Then:
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(i) The diagram:
MpG ˆHq
»

ϕGˆH // SympM1pG ˆHqq
SympηG,H q // SympM1pGq ‘M1pHqq
ξG,H

MpGq bMpHq
ϕGbϕH
// SympM1pGqq b SympM1pHqq
commutes.
(ii) For any positive integer r, the map ϕGr is an isomorphism if and only if ϕG is
an isomorphism.
Proof. We begin by observing that since both ξG,H and ηG,H are isomorphisms, the
commutativity of the diagram in statement (i) immediately implies statement (ii).
To prove (i), it suffices to prove that the diagram:
MpG ˆHq
»

ϕN
GˆH // SymNpM1pGˆHqq
SymN pηG,H q // SymNpM1pGq ‘M1pHqq
ξ
m,n
G,H

MpGq bMpHq
ϕm
G
bϕn
H
// SymmpM1pGqq b Sym
npM1pHqq
commutes, for all non-negative integers m and n with sum N . This diagram may be
written in expanded form by glueing, from left to right, the four subdiagrams:
(a) MpGˆHq
Mp∆N
GˆH q //
»

MpG ˆHqbN
sN
MpGˆHq

MpG ˆHqbN
MppGq
bmbMppHq
bn

MpGq bMpHq
Mp∆mG qbMp∆
n
H q
//MpGqbm bMpHqbn,
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(b) MpGˆHqbN
αbN
GˆH //
sN
MpGˆHq

M1pGˆHq
bN
sN
M1pGˆHq

MpGˆHqbN
αbN
GˆH //
MppGq
bmbMppHq
bn

M1pGˆHq
bN
M1ppGq
bmbM1ppH q
bn

MpGqbm bMpHqbn
αbm
G
bαbn
H
//M1pGq
bm bM1pHq
bn,
(c) M1pGˆHq
bN
sN
M1pGˆHq

πNGˆH // SymN
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
ξ
m,n
M1pGˆHq

M1pGˆHq
bmb
M1pGˆHq
bn
pbm
M1pGq
bpbn
M1pHq

πm
M1pGˆHq
bπn
M1pGˆHq
// Sym
m
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
b
Symn
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
SymmpM1ppGqqb
SymnpM1ppH qq

M1pGq
bm bM1pHq
bn
πmGbπ
n
H
// SymmpM1pGqq b Sym
npM1pHqq,
and
(d) SymN
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
ξ
m,n
M1pGˆHq

SymN pηG,H q // SymN
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
ξ
m,n
M1pGq‘M1pHq

ξ
m,n
G,H
&&
Symm
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
b
Symn
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
SymmpM1ppGqqb
SymnpM1ppH qq

Symm
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
b
Symn
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
SymmppM1pGqqb
SymnppM1pHqq

SymmpM1pGqq b Sym
npM1pHqq Sym
mpM1pGqq b Sym
npM1pHqq.
We check in turn that each diagram commutes.
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(a) By Lemma 2.8.3, the morphisms sNMpGq and Mps
N
G q agree up to canonical iso-
morphism, and so the first subdiagram is just the application of the functor M to
the diagram of k-schemes:
GˆH
∆N
GˆH //
∆mGˆ∆
n
H
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ pGˆHq
N
sN
GˆH

pGˆHqN
pm
G
ˆpn
H

Gm ˆHn
considered in the category SmCor{k b Q, following Remark 2.8.2. We check this
commutes by considering a T -point pg, hq P pG ˆ HqpT q, where T is a k-scheme.
Observe first that:
sNGˆH
` N copieshkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj
pg, hq, . . . , pg, hq
˘
“
1
N !
¨˝ ÿ
σPSympNq
`
pg, hq, . . . , pg, hq
˘‚˛
“
1
N !
`
N ! ¨
`
pg, hq, . . . , pg, hq
˘˘
“
`
pg, hq, . . . , pg, hq
˘
.
Let us emphasize here that the summation and multiplication with N ! and 1{N ! take
place in SmCor{kbQ, and have nothing to do with the commutative group scheme
laws on G and H . From the above calculation, it follows that:
´
ppmG ˆ p
n
Hq ˝ s
N
GˆH ˝∆
N
GˆH
¯`
pg, hq
˘
“
´
ppmG ˆ p
n
Hq ˝ s
N
GˆH
¯` N copieshkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj
pg, hq, . . . , pg, hq
˘
“ ppmG ˆ p
n
Hq
`
pg, hq, . . . , pg, hq
˘
“
`
g, . . . , gloomoon
m copies
, h, . . . , hlooomooon
n copies
˘
“
`
∆mG ˆ∆
n
H
˘`
pg, hq
˘
.
Thus the first square commutes.
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(b) The top square:
MpG ˆHqbN
αbN
GˆH //
sN
MpGˆHq

M1pGˆHq
bN
sN
M1pGˆHq

MpG ˆHqbN
αbN
GˆH //M1pGˆHq
bN
of the second diagram commutes because the morphisms sNX are each a sum of per-
mutations of the factors of the respective products, and one has more generally that:
XbN
fbN //
σX

Y bN
σY

XbN
fbN
// Y bN
commutes for any objects X and Y , any morphism f : X Ñ Y in an additive Q-
linear idempotent complete tensor category C , and any permutation σ P Sympnq.
Since MpG ˆ HqbN » MpG ˆ Hqbm bMpG ˆ Hqbn, the bottom square may be
rewritten as:
MpG ˆHqbm bMpG ˆHqbn
αbN
GˆH //
MppGq
bmbMppH q
bn

M1pGˆHq
bm bM1pGˆHq
bn
M1ppGq
bmbM1ppHq
bn

MpGqbm bMpHqbn
αbm
G
bαbn
H
//M1pGq
bm bM1pHq
bn
But this is the tensor product of the two squares:
MpG ˆHqbm
αbm
GˆH //
MppXq
bm

M1pGˆHq
bm
M1ppXq
bm

MpXqbm
αbm
G
//M1pXq
bm
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where X is equal to G or H , both of which commute by the functoriality of the
morphism α? described in Proposition 2.6.9.
(c) The top square of the third diagram commutes by definition of the morphism
ξ
m,n
M1pGˆHq
(see Notation 1.1.16). The bottom square is the product of the two dia-
grams:
M1pGˆHq
bm
pbm
M1pGq

πm
M1pGˆHq // Symm
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
SymmpM1ppGqq

M1pGq
bm
πm
G
// SymmpM1pGqq
and
M1pGˆHq
bn
pbn
M1pHq

πn
M1pGˆHq // Symn
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
SymnpM1ppH qq

M1pHq
bn
πn
H
// SymnpM1pHqq,
both of which commute by Proposition 1.1.10.
(d) Firstly, the equality of morphisms:
ξ
m,n
G,H “
`
SymmppM1pGqq b Sym
nppM1pHqq
˘
˝ ξm,n
M1pGq‘M1pHq
holds by definition of the map ξm,nG,H in Notation 1.1.16. The top square is:
SymN
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
ξ
m,n
M1pGˆHq

SymN pηG,H q // SymN
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
ξ
m,n
M1pGq‘M1pHq

Symm
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
b
Symn
`
M1pGˆHq
˘
SymmpηG,H qbSym
npηG,H q
// Sym
m
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
b
Symn
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
,
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which is commutative because ηG,H is a canonical isomorphism, and the bottom
square is a product of the two diagrams:
Symm
`
M1pGˆHq
˘ SymmpηG,H q //
SymmpM1ppGqq

Symm
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
SymmppM1pGqq

SymmpM1pGqq Sym
mpM1pGqq
and
Symn
`
M1pGˆHq
˘ SymnpηG,H q //
SymnpM1ppH qq

Symn
`
M1pGq ‘M1pHq
˘
SymnppM1pHqq

SymnpM1pHqq Sym
npM1pHqq,
which commute by Remark 2.6.5. This completes the proof.
Chapter 3
The Albanese scheme
Let k be a perfect field and X a scheme over k. In this chapter we will review
the definitions and main properties of the Serre-Albanese variety A0X and Albanese
scheme AlbX{k of X . We emphasize that none of the material in this chapter is due
to the author. These concepts will be used in the next chapter to show that the
morphism:
ϕA : MpAq ÝÑ SympM1pAqq
of Notation 2.7.6 an isomorphism, when A is an abelian variety over k, by first
proving the special case A “ Alb˝C{k, where C is a smooth proper curve. We now
outline the contents of each section.
(i) In the first section of this chapter we give, in a general categorical context, a
definition of a universal morphism. The universal properties defining both the Serre-
Albanese variety and the Albanese scheme are examples of universal morphisms, so
the terminology is a convenient generalisation.
(ii) & (iii) In the second and third sections, we recall the definitions of a semi-
abelian variety and of a scheme-theoretic torsor, respectively.
(iv) In the fourth section, we review the concept of the Serre-Albanese variety
A0X of X . The Serre-Albanese variety was first defined by Serre in [35] to be a
semiabelian variety satisfying a certain universal property. It was shown to exist
when X satisfies the following condition:
Condition 3.0.5. The scheme X is reduced, separated and of finite type over the
perfect field k.
(v) In the fifth section we review the definition of the Albanese scheme AlbX{k
of X due to Ramachandran [33, §1], based on a suggestion of Serre. This definition
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is given in terms of a second universal property, and hence is logically independent
from that of the Serre-Albanese variety.
(vi) In the sixth section we construct, for a connected k-scheme X such that
AlbX{k exists, a natural morphism:
pZcs :ĄAlbX{k ÝÑ Zcs
of commutative group schemes over k, where Zcs is the constant group scheme asso-
ciated to the abelian group Z. We then show that the neutral component Alb˝X{k of
AlbX{k is equal to the kernel of pZcs , which allows us, to write down a canonical iso-
morphism between the neutral component Alb˝X{k of AlbX{k and the Serre-Albanese
variety A0X . This isomorphism exists provided AlbX{k exists and X is connected.
(vii) The seventh section lists those properties of the Albanese scheme which we
will use in subsequent chapters. In particular, we will recall in Proposition 3.7.11
the classical isomorphism:
bC : h
e´t
0 pMpCqq ÝÑ
ĄAlbC{k
proven in different forms by Lichtenbaum [22] and Suslin and Voevodsky [38, The-
orem 3.1]. The isomorphism bC will be used in the next chapter to help prove that
ϕA :MpAq Ñ SympM1pAqq is an isomorphism.
(viii) As a by-product of the construction of bC , as well as the other properties
of the Albanese scheme listed in the seventh section, we prove in the eight section
that
ϕT : MpT q Ñ SympM1pT qq
is an isomorphism for any torus T over a perfect field k (Proposition 3.8.4).
3.1 Universal morphisms
The universal properties defining both A0X and AlbX{k are both examples of the
following abstract definition, which will allow us to streamline the exposition.
Definition 3.1.1. Suppose that C is a category, D is a subcategory of C and X is
an object of C . Then a morphism uX : X Ñ Y , with Y an object of D , is said to be
a universal morphism from X into the category D if, given any morphism ϕ : X Ñ Z
in C with Z an object of D , there exists a unique morphism ψ : Y Ñ Z in D such
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that the diagram:
X
ϕ
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
uX // Y
ψ⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
Z
commutes. △
3.2 Semiabelian varieties
Definition 3.2.1. Let G be a group scheme over S. We say that G is an algebraic
group scheme over S if it is of finite type over S, and G is a locally algebraic group
scheme over S if it is locally of finite type over S. △
Definition 3.2.2. We say that an algebraic group scheme G over S is semiabelian if
it is an extension of an abelian group scheme A by a torus T . Thus we have a short
exact sequence:
1 ÝÑ rT ÝÑ rG ÝÑ rA ÝÑ 0
in the category of sheaves of abelian groups on the big e´tale site on Sch{S. Observe
that G is an algebraic group scheme. △
Definition 3.2.3. A locally algebraic group scheme G over S is a semiabelian group
scheme if its neutral component G0 is a semiabelian algebraic group scheme. Fol-
lowing Ramachandran [33, Definition 1.2], we refer to a semiabelian locally algebraic
group scheme over S as large group scheme over S. △
3.3 Torsors and pointed schemes
Definition 3.3.1. Let X be a scheme over S which is faithfully flat and locally
of finite type. Let G be a group scheme over S and let ρ : G ˆS X Ñ X be
an action of G on X . Then we call X a G-torsor if the morphism of S-schemes
ΨG,X : GˆS X Ñ X ˆS X of Notation 2.2.3 is an isomorphism. △
Definition 3.3.2. A pointed S-scheme is a pair pX, x0q consisting of an S-scheme
X and an S-valued point x0 : S ÝÑ X . A morphism pX, x0q Ñ pY, y0q of pointed
S-schemes is a morphism of S schemes compatible with x0 and y0. The pointed
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S-schemes form a category. Given a pointed S-scheme pX, x0q we define x
T
0 P XpT q
to be the composite morphism:
T
»
ÝÑ S ˆS T
x0ˆSTÝÝÝÝÑ X ˆS T
prXÝÑ X, (3.1)
for any S-scheme T . △
Remark 3.3.3. We will always consider a group scheme G over S to be pointed by
the neutral element eG : S Ñ G of GpSq. △
Remark 3.3.4. Let pX, x0q be a pointed S-scheme, and let G be a group scheme
over S acting on X . It follows from Definition 3.3.1 that the composite morphism:
ϕx0 : G
»
ÝÑ GˆS S
1Gˆx0ÝÝÝÝÑ GˆS X
Ψ
ÝÑ X ˆS X
pr1ÝÑ X
is an isomorphism of S-schemes. △
Definition 3.3.5. Let G and H be S-group schemes and let X and Y are G- and H-
torsors, respectively. A morphism of torsors pX,Gq Ñ pY,Hq consists of a morphism
ϕ : GÑ H of S-group schemes, together with a morphism f : X Ñ Y of S-schemes
such that the diagram:
GˆS X
ΨG,X

ϕˆSf // H ˆS Y
ΨH,Y

X ˆS X
fˆSf
// Y ˆS Y
commutes. △
3.4 The Serre-Albanese variety
Remark 3.4.1. From now on all schemes will be based over the spectrum of the
perfect field k. △
Definition 3.4.2. Let X be a scheme over the perfect field k. Suppose that there
exists an algebraic semiabelian group scheme A0X over k and an A
0
X -torsor A
1
X , to-
gether with a universal morphism µ1X : X ÝÑ A
1
X from X into the category of torsors
on semiabelian schemes. Then we call A0X the Serre-Albanese variety of X , and we
call A1X the Serre-Albanese torsor. △
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Remark 3.4.3. We make the following convention to ease the notation. Let X be
any k-scheme. Whenever we say that “the Serre-Albanese variety A0X exists”, we
mean “there exists a triplet pA0X , A
1
X , µ
1
Xq which satisfies Definition 3.4.2”. △
Remark 3.4.4. Unpacked, the definition means the following. Given any triplet
pG, T, ϕq with G an algebraic semiabelian group scheme, T a G-torsor and X
ϕ
ÝÑ T
a morphism of k-schemes, there exists a unique morphism
ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q : pA
0
X , A
1
Xq ÝÑ pG, T q
of G-torsors such that the diagram:
X
µ1X //
ϕ
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃ A
1
X
ψ1
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
T
commutes. △
Proposition 3.4.5. Let k be a perfect field and X a k-scheme satisfying Condi-
tion 3.0.5. Then the Serre-Albanese variety exists and is unique up to canonical
isomorphism.
Proof. The universal property defining the triplet pA0X , A
1
X , µ
1
Xq guarantees its unique-
ness. Its existence is proven in [35, §4, Theorem 5].
Proposition 3.4.6. Let pX, x0q be a pointed k-scheme such that the Serre-Albanese
variety A0X of X exists, set y0 :“ µ
1
X ˝ x0 : Specpkq Ñ A
1
X , and let ϕy0 : A
0
X Ñ A
1
X
be the morphism of Remark 3.3.4. Then the composite mapping :
µ0X :“ ϕ
´1
y0
˝ µ1X : X ÝÑ A
0
X
is a universal morphism from the object pX, x0q in the category of pointed k-schemes
into the subcategory of semiabelian varieties.
Proof. The universality of µ0X is inherited from the universality of µ
1
X .
3.5 The Albanese scheme
Remark 3.5.1. In what follows, all sheaves will be on the big e´tale site Specpkqe´t
over Specpkq. We recall (Notation 2.1.1) that rX denotes the e´tale sheaf represented
by a k-scheme X , and that Γcs denotes the constant group scheme over k associated
to an abstract group Γ (Remark 2.2.2). △
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Notation 3.5.2. We write W ÞÑ ZrW s for the functor Sets ÝÑ Ab taking a set to
the free abelian group generated by its elements. △
Notation 3.5.3. For any scheme X over Specpkq, let us denote by ZX the sheafifi-
cation of the presheaf:
ZrXs : Specpkqe´t ÝÑ Ab
T ÞÝÑ ZrXpT qs.
We write σX : ZrXs ÝÑ Z
X for the associated morphism of presheaves. △
Definition 3.5.4. Let X be a k-scheme. Suppose that there exists a large group
scheme AlbX{k, together with a universal morphism:
µX : Z
X ÝÑĄAlbX{k
in the category ShpSpecpkqe´tq of sheaves on Specpkqe´t from Z
X into the subcategory
of ShpSpecpkqe´tq consisting of sheaves represented by large group schemes (Definition
3.2.3). Then we call AlbX{k theAlbanese scheme of X and µX the universal morphism
associated with X . △
Remark 3.5.5. Let X be any k-scheme. To ease notation, we adopt the following
convention. Whenever we say “the Albanese scheme AlbX{k exists”, we mean “the
pair pAlbX{k, µXq of Definition 3.5.4 exists”. △
Proposition 3.5.6. Let X be a scheme over k satisfying Condition 3.0.5. Then the
Albanese scheme exists and is unique up to canonical isomorphism.
Proof. The universal property defining the pair pAlbX{k, µXq guarantees its unique-
ness, by the standard argument. See [33, Theorem 1.11] for a proof of the existence of
a representable sheaf ĄAlbX{k satisfying the universal property described in Definition
3.5.4, but for the flat instead of the e´tale topology; indeed this is Ramachandran’s def-
inition of the Albanese scheme. However, by Proposition 2.1.4, due to Grothendieck,
the presheaf on Sch{k associated to the scheme AlbX{k is also a sheaf for the e´tale
topology.
Remark 3.5.7. The universal property defining the Albanese scheme implies that
the assignment X ÞÑ AlbX{k of objects is in fact a functor from the category of all
k-schemes satisfying Condition 3.0.5 to the category of large group schemes. Indeed,
a map f : X Ñ Y of k-schemes induces a map on representable sheaves of setsrf : rX Ñ rY extending Z-linearly to a map of abelian presheaves Zrf s : ZrXs Ñ ZrY s.
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Sheafifying now gives a morphism Zf : ZX Ñ ZY , and the universal property of
µX : Z
X Ñ AlbX{k then induces a map Albf{k : AlbX{k Ñ AlbX{k such that the
diagram:
ZX
µX //
Zf

AlbX{k
Albf{k

ZY µY
// AlbY {k
commutes. Preservation of composition and identity maps follows from the unique-
ness of Albf{k. △
3.6 The connected components of the Albanese
scheme
We recall that for a connected scheme X over k such that AlbX{k exists, there exists
a natural morphism of commutative k-group schemes:
pZcs :ĄAlbX{k ÝÑ ĂZcs,
the fibres of which are the connected components of AlbX{k. In particular, the neutral
component Alb˝X{k of AlbX{k is equal to the kernel of pZcs . Following Ramachandran
[33], we recall in Section 3.4 that this observation implies that Alb˝X{k is canonically
isomorphic to the Serre-Albanese variety A0X .
Remark 3.6.1. Observe that the constant group scheme ĂZcs is the sheafification
ZSpecpkq of the presheaf ZrSpecpkqs. It is a large group scheme, since its neutral
component is the trivial semiabelian variety Specpkq. △
Notation 3.6.2. For any k-scheme X with structure morphism denoted by πX :
X Ñ Specpkq, let degX : Z
X Ñ ĂZcs be the morphism of sheaves induced by the
“summing coefficients” morphism:
dXpT q : ZrXspT q ÝÑ ZrSpecpkqspT qř
nixi ÞÝÑ
ř
ni,
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of presheaves, where the summation on the right-hand side represents
ř
ni copies
of the structure morphism T Ñ Specpkq. Equivalently, degX may be defined as the
morphism:
ZπX : ZX ÝÑ ZSpecpkq “ ĂZcs
obtained by applying the functor Z? to the structure map πX . In case X “ Specpkq,
we have ZSpecpkq “ ĂZcs by Remark 3.6.1, and the degree map is equal to 1ĄZcs : ĂZcs ÑĂZcs. △
Proposition 3.6.3. Let k be a perfect field. The Albanese scheme AlbSpecpkq{k of
Specpkq is canonically isomorphic to Zcs. More precisely, the unique morphism f
such that the diagram:
ĂZcs µSpecpkq //
1ĄZcs
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸
ĄAlbSpecpkq{k
f
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
ĂZcs
commutes is an isomorphism with inverse µSpecpkq.
Proof. The commutativity of the above diagram means that f is a left inverse for
µSpecpkq. To see that it is also a right-inverse, observe that the outer two triangles of
the diagram:
ĂZcs
µSpecpkq

1ĄZcs
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
µSpecpkq
&&
1ĄZcs
((ĄAlbSpecpkq{k
f
// ĂZcs µSpecpkq //ĄAlbSpecpkq{k f // ĂZcs
are identical and commute by definition of f , and the middle triangle is obviously
commutative. Thus the whole diagram commutes. Applying the universal property
of AlbSpecpkq{k to the subdiagram consisting of the left-hand and middle triangles, we
see that both µSpecpkq ˝ f and 1AlbSpecpkq{k are morphisms such that the subdiagram
commutes, hence they are equal, so f is a right inverse to µSpecpkq.
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Notation 3.6.4. Let pX, x0q be a pointed k-scheme. For all n P Z we denote by
jnx0 :
rX Ñ ZrXs the morphism given by
jnx0pT q :
rXpT q ÝÑ ZrXspT q
x ÞÝÑ x´ n ¨ xT0 ,
for all k-schemes T , with the convention jx0 :“ j
1
x0
. Further, we define ιnx0 to be the
composite morphism:
ιnx0 :
rX jnx0ÝÑ ZrXs σXÝÑ ZX µXÝÑĄAlbX{k
of sheaves of sets on Specpkqe´t, with the convention ιx0 :“ ι
1
x0
. △
Notation 3.6.5. For a locally algebraic k-scheme X , we denote by π0pXq the scheme
of connected components of X and by qX : X Ñ π0pXq the associated canonical
morphism. By [10, Chapter I, §4, Proposition 6.5], this has the following universal
property. For every k-scheme E which is e´tale over k and morphism f : X Ñ E,
there exists a unique morphism g : π0pXq Ñ E such that g ˝ qX “ f . Moreover, the
morphism qX is faithfully flat, and its fibres are the connected components of X . △
Notation 3.6.6. Let us denote by pZcs the morphism induced by the universal prop-
erty of ĄAlbX{k in the diagram:
ZX
µX //
degX
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸
ĄAlbX{k
pZcs
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
ĂZcs
In view of the functoriality of the morphism µX (Remark 3.5.7) and the fact that
degX “ Z
πX (Notation 3.6.2), we see that the morphism pZcs is equal to AlbπX{k. △
Proposition 3.6.7. Let X be a connected k-scheme such that AlbX{k exists. Then
the scheme π0pAlbX{kq of connected components of AlbX{k is canonically isomor-
phic to Zcs, and the morphism pZcs of Notation 3.6.6 coincides with the canonical
morphism:
rq :“ ČqAlbX{k :ĄAlbX{k ÝÑ Čπ0pAlbX{kq “ ĂZcs.
Therefore, the connected components of AlbX{k are indexed by the integers.
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Proof. The existence of a canonical isomorphism between π0pAlbX{kq and Z
cs is a
consequence of [33, Definition 1.5], as stated in loc. cit., Equation (4). The equality
pZcs “ rq follows from the universal property of AlbX{k and from the universal property
of Zπ0pXq discussed in [33, Lemma 1.4].
Notation 3.6.8. Given an integer n and a connected k-scheme X such that AlbX{k
exists, we denote the connected component of AlbX{k corresponding to n by Alb
n
X{k.
△
Corollary 3.6.9. Let X be a connected k-scheme such that the Albanese scheme
AlbX{k exists. Then:
(i) The neutral component Alb˝X{k and kernel Alb
0
X{k of pZcs are identical.
(ii) For any integer n, the morphism ιnx0 of Notation 3.6.4 factors through Alb
1´n
X{k.
In particular, ιx0 “ ι
1
x0
factors through the natural inclusion
iX :ĆAlb˝X{k ÑĄAlbX{k.
Proof. (i) Indeed, the map pZcs : ĄAlbX{k Ñ ĂZcs from Proposition 3.6.7 is a mor-
phism of (large) group schemes, hence preserves the neutral element.
(ii) Consider the diagram:
rX jnx0 //
ιnx0
**
γn
X
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
ZrXs
σX //
dX
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
ZX
µX //
degX

ĄAlbX{k
pZcs
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④
ĂZcs,
where γnX
def
“ dX ˝ j
n
x0
, so that the left-hand triangle commutes. Now, pZcs is the mor-
phism induced by universality of ĄAlbX{k, so the right-hand triangle also commutes.
Since the middle triangle commutes by construction of dX and degX , so too does the
large outer one. Let rns denote the connected component of the group scheme Zcs
corresponding to the integer n. By definition of the morphism jnx0 ,
γnX “ dX ˝ j
n
x0
lands in r1´ ns,
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for all n P Z, which implies that:
im ppZcs ˝ ι
n
x0
q “ im pγnXq Ď r1´ ns,
and so it follows that ιnx0 factors through Alb
1´n
X{k .
Remark 3.6.10. LetX be a connected k-scheme such that AlbX{k exists. It is shown
in [33, Corollary 1.10] that the neutral component Alb˝X{k of AlbX{k is canonically
isomorphic to the Serre-Albanese variety of X over k, and Alb1X{k is canonically
isomorphic to A1X . △
3.7 Main properties of AlbX{k
Remark 3.7.1. We recall from Chapter 1 some notation concerning motives. Let
X be a smooth scheme over k, let F P ShTe´tpk,Qq be an e´tale sheaf with transfers,
and let i be an integer. Then:
(i) LpXq denotes (Notation 1.3.24) the sheaf CorVo{kp , Xq.
(ii) C˚pF q denotes (Definition 1.3.35) the complex in D
´pShTτ pk,Qqq with n
th
entry:
CnpF qpUq :“ F pU ˆ∆
nq.
Here, ∆n denotes the spectrum of the k-algebra:
An :“ krT0, . . . , Tns
MC˜ nÿ
i“0
ti
¸
´ 1
G
,
and the nth differential of C˚pF q is Bn :“ F pidU ˆ Specpd
nqq, where dn is the
alternating sum of the maps:
δni : A
n ÝÑ An´1
tj ÞÝÑ
$&%
tj, if j ă i,
0, if j “ i,
tj´1, if j ą i,
(iii) MpXq is defined (Notation 1.3.36) to be the motive C˚pLpXqq P D
´pShTτ pk,Qqq.
(iv) he´ti pF q is defined to be (Notation 1.3.36) the cohomology sheaf H
´ipC˚pF qq P
ShTτ pk,Qq.
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Recall further that we write he´t0 pXq in place of h
e´t
0 pLpXqq. △
Remark 3.7.2. By homotopy invariance of Specpkq, it follows that he´ti p1q is equal
to ĂZcs if i “ 0, and vanishes otherwise. △
Construction 3.7.3. Let X be a smooth scheme over k. We will construct a mor-
phism hX : Z
X Ñ he´t0 pMpXqq of e´tale sheaves with transfers. Firstly, observe that
LpXqp ˆk ∆
0q “ LpXqp q, since ∆0 “ Specpkq, and so he´t0 pMpXqq is the sheafifi-
cation of the presheaf with transfers:
SmCor{k ÝÑ Ab
T ÞÝÑ LpXqpT q
L
im pdX1 pT qq.
We define now the morphism h2X :
rX Ñ he´t0 pMpXqq to be the composition:
rX ΓÝÑ LpXq pÝÑ LpXqLim pdX1 q sÝÑ he´t0 pMpXqq.
Here, Γ is the functor assigning to a morphism f : T Ñ X of k-schemes its graph,
p denotes the natural surjection and s denotes the canonical map from a presheaf
to its sheafification. The map h2 then extends Z-linearly from rX to a morphism:
h1X : ZrXs ÝÑ h
e´t
0 pMpXqq. By the universal property of the sheafification functor,
there is now a unique morphism:
hX : Z
X ÝÑ he´t0 pMpXqq
such that the diagram:
ZrXs
h1X
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
σX // ZX
hX
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
he´t0 pMpXqq
is commutative. △
Notation 3.7.4. Let X be a k-scheme. Following [19, Definition 2.2], we recall the
definition of the Picard functor PicX{k : Sch{k Ñ Ab:
PicX{kpT q :“ PicpXT q{PicpT q,
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where PicpXT q denotes the usual Picard group of isomorphism classes of line bundles
on XT . Following [19, Definition 3.6], we denote by DivX{k the abelian presheaf
Sch{k Ñ Ab defined by:
DivX{kpT q :“ teffective divisors D on XT {T u,
for all k-schemes T . Further, following [19, Definition 4.6], we denote by aX{k :
DivX{k Ñ PicX{k the Abel map of functors defined by:
aX{kpT q : DivX{kpT q ÝÑ PicX{kpT q
D ÞÝÑ OXT pDq
for all k-schemes T . △
Proposition 3.7.5. Let X be a projective k-scheme. Then the presheaves ĂPicX{k :
Sch{k Ñ Ab and ĄDivX{k : Sch{k Ñ Ab of Notation 3.7.4 are both representable,
and are hence both sheaves on the big e´tale site. Moreover, the scheme PicX{k repre-
senting ĂPicX{k is a large group scheme.
Proof. Representability ofĄDivX{k is [19, Theorem 3.7] and representability of ĂPicX{k
is [19, Theorem 4.8], where it is also shown that the representing scheme PicX{k is
locally of finite type. The neutral component Pic˝X{k is a semiabelian variety over k,
by [33, §2.1]. Hence PicX{k is a large group scheme. Sheafhood of both ĄDivX{k andĂPicX{k now follows immediately from their representability by Proposition 2.1.4.
Proposition 3.7.6. Let C be a smooth projective curve over a perfect field k and
denote by Γ1 : ZC Ñ DivC{k the morphism of e´tale sheaves induced by the morphism
Γ : ZrCs Ñ DivC{k of presheaves sending a formal
ř
ni ¨ fi of morphisms fi : T Ñ C
to the associated formal sum of the graphs Γpfiq Ď T ˆ C. Then the composite
morphism:
ZC
Γ1
ÝÑĄDivC{k ĆaX{kÝÑ ĂPicC{k
is a morphism of abelian sheaves, and the morphism ψC : AlbC{k Ñ PicC{k induced
by the universal property of the Albanese scheme is an isomorphism of large group
schemes.
Proof. [33, Theorem 6.1].
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Remark 3.7.7. LetX be any k-scheme such that AlbX{k exists. Then h
e´t
0 pM1pAlbX{kqq “ĄAlbX{k, since M1pAlbX{kq is by definition a complex concentrated in degree zero, andĄAlbX{k is an e´tale sheaf with transfers, by Proposition 2.4.2, because AlbX{k is a com-
mutative group scheme, by Proposition 3.7.5. △
Construction 3.7.8. Let pX, x0q be a pointed k-scheme. We recall the construction
of Szamuely and Spieß [37, postscript to Lemma 3.2] of a canonical morphism from
he´t0 pMpXqq to
ĄAlbX{k. Let:
αAlbX{k : MpAlbX{kq Ñ M1pAlbX{kq
be the morphism defined in 2.6.8. Observe that the composite morphism:
MpXq
Mpιx0qÝÝÝÝÑMpAlbX{kq
αAlbX{k
ÝÝÝÝÝÑM1pAlbX{kq,
factors through he´t0 pMpXqq, considered as a complex concentrated in degree zero,
since both MpXq and M1pAlbX{kq are complexes concentrated in non-positive de-
grees, and the latter is concentrated in degree zero. This yields a morphism:
bX : h
e´t
0 pMpXqq ÝÑ
ĄAlbX{k,
in ShTe´tpk,Qq such that the diagram:
he´t0 pMpXqq
bX
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
he´t0 pMpιx0 qq

he´t0 pMpAlbX{kqq
he´t0 pαAlbX{k q
//ĄAlbX{k.
is commutative. Here we have used the fact that he´t0 pM1p
ĄAlbX{kqq “ ĄAlbX{k, again
due to the fact that M1pĄAlbX{kq is a complex concentrated in degree zero. △
Proposition 3.7.9. Let pX, x0q be a pointed scheme over k. The morphism:
bX : h
e´t
0 pMpXqq ÝÑ
ĄAlbX{k
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of Construction 3.7.8 is canonical in the sense that for any k-scheme morphism
f : X Ñ Y , the diagram:
he´t0 pMpXqq
he´t0 pMpfqq

bX //ĄAlbX{k
ĄAlbf{k

he´t0 pMpY qq bY
//ĄAlbY {k
commutes.
Proof. By Construction 3.7.8, the morphism bX is equal to the composition of
he´t0 pMpιx0qq, which is canonical by the universal property of the Albanese scheme,
and he´t0 pαAlbX{kq, which is canonical by Proposition 2.6.9.
Corollary 3.7.10. Let pX, x0q be a pointed scheme over k with structure morphism
πX : X Ñ Specpkq. Then the diagram:
he´t0 pMpXqq
he´t0 pMpπXqq
❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
bX //ĄAlbX{k
pZcs
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
ĂZcs
is commutative.
Proof. By Remark 3.7.2 and Proposition 3.6.3, respectively, we have that he´t0 pMpSpecpkqqq
and AlbSpecpkq{k are both equal to ĂZcs, and it is easy to see that:
bSpecpkq “ 1ĄZcs : ĂZcs ÝÑ ĂZcs.
Recalling that pZcs is equal to ĄAlbπX{k by Notation 3.6.6, the result now follows by
applying Proposition 3.7.9 to the structure morphism πX .
Proposition 3.7.11. Let pC, x0q be a smooth connected pointed curve over k. Then
the morphism:
bC : h
e´t
0 pMpCqq ÝÑĄAlbC{k
of Construction 3.7.8 is an isomorphism of abelian e´tale sheaves with transfers.
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Proof. See [22, §3] for the construction of a canonical isomorphism:
b1C : h
e´t
0 pMpCqq Ñ ĂPicC{k.
(Note that a similar result is proven in [38, Theorem 3.1] for a smooth irreducible
affine scheme of relative dimension one over a normal affine base scheme S). One
can check that our bC is the composition of b
1
C with the map ψC : AlbC{k Ñ PicC{k
defined in Proposition 3.7.6.
Remark 3.7.12. If X is not a curve, then he´t0 pMpXqq and
ĄAlbX{k are not isomorphic
in general. Indeed, if X “ A is an abelian variety, one sees that:
he´t0 pMpAqqpkq ‰
ĄAlbA{kpkq,
as follows. Firstly, we will see in Proposition 3.7.14 below that AlbA{k “ A ˆk Z
cs,
hence Apkq “ Alb˝A{kpkq is the kernel of the degree map:
deg :ĄAlbA{kpkq ÝÑ Z
on k-points. On the other hand, in [7, §0] it is shown that if I is the kernel of the
degree map:
deg : he´t0 pMpAqqpkq “ CH0pAq ÝÑ Z,
where CH0pAq is the Chow group of zero cycles on A, then (i) I is generated by zero
cycles of the form paq ´ p0Aq, where a is a k-point of A and 0A is the identity, and
(ii) there is a short exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ I˚2 ÝÑ I
f
ÝÑ Apkq Ñ 0,
where f is the map sending paq ´ p0Aq P I to a P Apkq and I
˚2 denotes the second
Pontrjagin power of I (see Definition 4.1.1 for the Pontrjagin product). Moreover, if
k is algebraically closed and A has dimension n, then I˚n`1 “ 0, but I˚m does not
vanish in general for 1 ď m ď n. and so:
Apkq » I{I˚2 fi I,
implying that he´t0 pMpAqqpkq ‰ĄAlbA{kpkq. △
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Construction 3.7.13. Let G be a semiabelian variety over k. We construct a
canonical morphism of commutative groups schemes:
χG : AlbG{k ÝÑ Z
cs ˆG.
Denote by sumG : Z
G Ñ rG the morphism of abelian e´tale sheaves induced by the
morphism of presheaves sum1G : ZrGs Ñ rG which is defined, for all connected k-
scheme T , by:
sum1GpT q : ZrGspT q ÝÑ rGpT qÿ
i
ni ¨ filooomooon
formal sum
ÞÝÑ
ÿ
i
ni ¨ filooomooon
group law sum
.
Let pG denote the unique morphism, induced by the universal property of AlbG{k,
such that the left-hand diagram:
ZG
sumG
✶
✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
µG //ĄAlbG{k
pG
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
rG
and ZG
degG
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸
µG //ĄAlbG{k
pZcs
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
ĂZcs
commutes, and recall from Proposition 3.6.7 that pZcs is the unique morphism such
that the right-hand diagram commutes, where degG : Z
G Ñ ĂZcs is the degree mor-
phism from Notation 3.6.2. We define χG : AlbG{k Ñ ĂZcs ˆ G to be the unique
morphism, induced by the universal property of the fibre product, such that the
diagram:
AlbG{k
pZcs

χG
pG

Gˆ ĂZcs
π2
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●
π1
||①①
①①
①①
①①
①①
G ĂZcs
is commutative. △
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Proposition 3.7.14. Let G be a semiabelian variety over a perfect field k, and let :
pZcs : AlbG{k ÝÑ Z
cs, pG : AlbG{k ÝÑ G and
χG : AlbG{k ÝÑ Z
cs ˆG
be the morphisms of Construction 3.7.13. Then:
(i) The morphism χG is an isomorphism of e´tale sheaves with transfers.
(ii) The morphism pG splits the morphism ιe : GÑ AlbG{k of Notation 3.6.4.
Proof. (i) [33, Corollary 1.12, Part (v)].
(ii) The middle and right-hand triangles in the diagram:
rG
je
//
1 rG
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
ιe
,,
ZrGs σG
//
sum1G
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
ZG µG
//
sumG

ĄAlbG{k
pG
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
rG,
both commute by Construction 3.7.13, and it is clear from the definitions of the mor-
phisms je and sum
1
G that the left-hand triangle commutes also. Since the morphism
ιe : GÑ AlbG{k is equal to the composite of the three maps along the top row by its
definition in Notation 3.6.4, the whole diagram commutes.
3.8 The Voevodsky motive of a torus
Proposition 3.8.1. Let k be a perfect field and let Gm denote the multiplicative
group scheme over k. Then SymnpM1pGmqq vanishes for n ě 2, and so we have the
identities :
(i) SympM1pGmqq “ 1‘M1pGmq and
(ii) he´t0 pSympM1pGmqqq “
ĂZcs ‘ rGm
in the categories DMeff,e´tpk,Qq and ShTe´tpk,Qq, respectively.
In particular, Gm has finite Kimura dimension, implying that any torus T has
finite Kimura dimension.
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Proof. By [23, Theorem 4.1], M1pGmq is isomorphic to 1p1qr1s. It now follows from
[6, Lemma 2.5.10], together with the fact that Altnp1q vanishes for n ě 2, that:
SymnpM1pGmqq “ Sym
np1p1qr1sq “ Altnp1p1qqrns “ Altnp1qpnqrns “ 0,
which gives the first identity. The second now follows by additivity of the functor he´t0 ,
the fact that he´t0 p1q “ ĂZcs, and the definition of M1pGq as the complex concentrated
in degree zero coming from the sheaf rG.
Proposition 3.8.2. Let k be a perfect field and let Gm denote the multiplicative
group scheme over k. Then the diagram:
he´t0 pMpGmqq
he´t0 pϕGm q

bGm //ĄAlbGm{k
χGm
ĂZcs ‘ĄGm oo ηGm,Zcs ČZcs ˆGm
is commutative, hence he´t0 pϕGmq is an isomorphism since the other three maps are
isomorphisms. Here we recall that ϕGm : MpGmq Ñ SympM1pGmqq is the morphism
of Notation 2.7.6, and ηGm,Zcs : ČZcs ˆGm ÝÑ ĂZcs‘ĄGm is the canonical isomorphism
of Notation 2.6.4.
Proof. For i “ 1, 2, let us denote by pri the canonical projection of ĂZcs ‘ĄGm onto
the ith summand. Since the finite direct sum ĂZcs ‘ĄGm is a product in the category
DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, to show that the diagram commutes it suffices to prove that:
pri ˝ ηGm,Zcs ˝ χGm ˝ bGm “ pri ˝ h
e´t
0 pϕGmq, (3.2)
for i “ 1, 2. Recall the maps pZcs : AlbG{k Ñ Z
cs and pGm : AlbG{k Ñ Gm introduced
in Construction 3.7.13. It follows directly from the definitions of the morphisms χGm
and ηGm,Zcs that the diagram: ĂZcsOO
pr1ĄAlbGm{k χGm //
pZcs
//
pGm //
ČZcs ˆGm ηGm,Zcs // ĂZcs ‘ĄGm
ĄGm
pr2
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commutes. Moreover, since the morphism ϕGm is by definition the sum of ϕ
0
Gm
and
ϕ1Gm, the diagram:
he´t0 pMpGmqq
he´t0 pϕGm q

he´t0 pϕ
0
Gm
q

he´t0 pϕ
1
Gm
q
ĂZcs oo pr1 ĂZcs ‘ĄGm pr2 //ĄGm
also commutes. By the commutativity of the above two diagrams, Relation (3.2)
reduces to:
pZcs ˝ bGm “ h
e´t
0 pϕ
0
Gm
q, for i “ 0, and (3.3)
pGm ˝ bGm “ h
e´t
0 pϕ
1
Gm
q, for i “ 1. (3.4)
To see that the first of these identities holds, observe that by Remark 2.7.3, the
morphism ϕ0Gm is equal to MpπGmq : MpGmq Ñ 1, where πGm : Gm Ñ Specpkq is
the structure morphism of Gm, so h
e´t
0 pϕ
0
Gm
q “ he´t0 pMpπGmqq; hence (3.3) follows from
Corollary 3.7.10.
To verify the second identity, we note again by Remark 2.7.3 that ϕ1Gm is equal
to the morphism αGm : MpGmq Ñ M1pGmq of Notation 2.6.8, and so:
he´t0 pϕ
1
Gm
q “ he´t0 pαGmq. (3.5)
Consider now the diagram:
he´t0 pMpGmqq
he´t0 pMpιeqq //
bGm
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
he´t0 pαGm q

he´t0 pMpAlbGm{kqq
he´t0 pαAlbGm{k
q

he´t0 pM1pGmqq
he´t0 pM1pιeqq
// he´t0 pM1pAlbGm{kqq
ĄGm ιe //ĄAlbGm{k.
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The perimeter of the top square is commutative by functoriality of the morphism
αGm shown in Proposition 2.6.9, and the upper-right triangle therein by definition
of the morphism bGm . The bottom square is commutative because M1pGmq and
M1pAlbGm{kq are complexes concentrated in degree zero. Combining the commuta-
tivity of the diagram with (3.5), we see that:
bGm “ ιe ˝ h
e´t
0 pαGmq “ ιe ˝ h
e´t
0 pϕ
1
Gm
q,
which implies the identity (3.4), since pGm splits ιe by Proposition 3.7.14. This
completes the proof.
Corollary 3.8.3. Let k be a perfect field, and let Gm be the multiplicative group
scheme over k. Then the morphism:
ϕGm : MpGmq ÝÑ SympM1pGmqq
of Notation 2.7.6 is an isomorphism in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
Proof. We note first that the morphism ϕGm exists, by Proposition 3.8.1, since
Gm has finite Kimura dimension. Now, by combining [23, Lemma 2.13] with [23,
Theorem 4.1], one sees that MpGq is isomorphic to 1‘M1pGmq, and is hence coho-
mologically concentrated in degree zero, since both summands are. By Proposition
3.8.1, SympM1pGmqq is also isomorphic to 1 ‘M1pGmq hence also cohomologically
concentrated in degree zero. To see that ϕGm is an isomorphism, it therefore suf-
fices to prove that he´t0 pϕGmq is an isomorphism. But this was shown in Proposition
3.8.2.
Proposition 3.8.4. Let k be a perfect field, and let T be a torus over k. Then the
morphism:
ϕT :MpT q ÝÑ SympM1pT qq
of Notation 2.7.6 is an isomorphism in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
Proof. Observe that by Proposition 3.8.1 the morphism ϕT exists, since T has fi-
nite Kimura dimension. By Proposition 1.3.34, we may assume that the field k is
algebraically closed, and hence that the torus T is split, say isomorphic to the rth
power Grm of the multiplicative group scheme, for some positive integer r. By Propo-
sition 2.8.4, the map ϕGrm : MpG
r
mq Ñ SympM1pG
r
mqq is an isomorphism provided
ϕGm : MpGmq Ñ SympM1pGmqq is an isomorphism, but this we know from Corollary
3.8.3

Chapter 4
The Voevodsky motive of an
abelian variety
Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect field k. In this chapter we show that the
morphism:
ϕA : MpAq ÝÑ SympM1pAqq
of Notation 2.7.6 is an isomorphism in the categoryDMeff,e´tpk,Qq, by showing that it
is equal to ΦpψAq, where Φ : Chow
effpkq Ñ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq is the functor of Notation
1.4.10, and:
ψA : hpAq
»
ÝÑ Symph1pAqq
is the classical decomposition of the motive hpAq of an abelian variety in the category
Choweffpkq. Let us describe the structure of this proof in more detail.
(i) In the first section, we review the construction of an isomorphism:
ψA : hpAq
»
ÝÑ Symph1pAqq
in the category Choweffpkq. Versions of this classical result have been published by
many authors: Grothendieck, Kleiman and Lieberman [18, Appendix to §2], Deninger
and Murre [11], Ku¨nnemann [20], and Shermenev [36]. In particular, we stress that
none of the mathematical content of this section is due to the author. We simply
restate the work of the above-cited authors in our own notation.
(ii) In the second section, we use the decomposition hpCq “ h0pCq ‘ h1pCq ‘
h2pCq of Remark 1.2.24 of the Chow motive hpCq of a smooth projective curve C to
understand the objectM1pAlb
˝
C{kq inDM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq, where we recall thatM1pAlb
˝
C{kq
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denotes the complex consisting of the e´tale sheaf with transfersĆAlb˝C{k concentrated
in degree zero. More precisely, we construct an isomorphism:
he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq ÝÑĆAlb˝C{k. (4.1)
(iii) In the third section, we construct a functorial morphism:
DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq ÝÑM1pAq
in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, which we show is an isomorphism. The proof proceeds, by first
reducing to the case where A is the Serre-Albanese variety Alb˝C{k of a smooth pro-
jective curve C. To show that DpAlb˝C{kq is an isomorphism, we use the isomorphism
(4.1).
(iv) In the fourth section, we use the fact DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq Ñ MpAq is an
isomorphism to show that the morphisms:
ΦpψAq : pΦ ˝ hqpAq ÝÑ SymppΦ ˝ h
1qpAqq and
ϕA :MpAq ÝÑ SympM1pAqq
agree up to isomorphism. Since ψA : hpAq ÝÑ Symph
1pAqq is an isomorphism in
Choweffpkq, this implies that ϕA : MpAq Ñ SympM1pAqq is an isomorphism in
DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
4.1 The Chow motive of an abelian variety
Let A be an abelian variety of dimension g over a perfect field k. The aim of this
section is to recall the constructions of Ku¨nnemann [20] of a direct sum decomposition
hpAq “
À
0ďnď2g h
npAq of the Chow motive hpAq of A, together with an isomorphism:
ψnA : h
npAq ÝÑ Symnph1pAqq.
Recall that we use the covariant definition of the category Chowpkq (see Convention
1.2.2), whereas Ku¨nnemann’s Chow motives are contravariant. The two categories
are equivalent via the functor which is the identity on objects and transposes mor-
phisms, so we denote contravariant Chow motives by tChowpkq, and note that the
definition of all morphisms will be the transpose of the corresponding morphisms of
Ku¨nnemann.
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Definition 4.1.1 (Pontrjagin product). Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect
field k, and let CHpAq denote the direct sum
À
rě0CHrpAq. We recall that the
Pontrjagin product on CHpAq bQ is defined by:
´ ˚ ´ :
`
CHpAq bQ
˘
ˆ
`
CHpAq bQ
˘
ÝÑ CHpAq bQ
pα, βq ÞÝÑ pmAq˚pα ˆ βq,
where pmAq˚ : CHpA ˆ Aq b Q Ñ CHpAq b Q denotes the map induced by the
multiplication morphism mA : Aˆ AÑ A. △
Remark 4.1.2. Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect field k and let n be a
positive integer. Recall that Sympnq denotes the symmetric group on n letters. Let
σ P Sympnq. We recall from Notation 1.1.4 that:
σA : A
n ÝÑ An
denotes the morphism permuting the factors by σ. △
Remark 4.1.3. Recall the category CSmProj{k of Chow correspondences, whose
objects are smooth projective varieties over k, and whose morphisms are given by:
MorCSmProj{kpX, Y q :“
à
i
CHdXi pXi ˆ Y q bQ,
where the Xi are the connected components of X and dXi “ dimpXiq. △
Notation 4.1.4 (Ku¨nnemann). Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect field k
of dimension g. We recall the following morphisms from [20, §3]. Since Ku¨nnemann
works in tChowpkq but we work in Chowpkq, our morphisms are the transpose of
his.
(i) From [20, §3.1, Equation (8)], we have:
pn “ pn,A :“
1
p2g ´ nq!
log
`
trΓp1Aqs
˘˚p2g´nq
“
1
p2g ´ nq!
#
8ÿ
n“1
`
trΓp1Aqs ´
trΓpεAqs
˘˚n+
,
where εA : A Ñ A denotes the constant morphism sending all points to the
neutral element eA. Note that [20, Theorem 1.4.1] implies the terms in this
expansion vanish for large enough n, and so this logarithm gives a well-defined
element of CHgpAˆ Aq bQ. We use the notation pn instead of Ku¨nnemann’s
πn, to avoid confusion with the canonical projector π
n
X : X
bn Ñ SymnpXq
associated to the nth symmetric power.
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(ii) From [20, §2.6], we have:
sn :“
1
n!
ÿ
σAPSympnq
rΓpσAqs,
which is an element of CHngpA
n ˆ Anq bQ.
(iii) For elements a1, . . . , an of the multiplicative abelian group µ2 with two ele-
ments, let χpa1, . . . , anq P t1,´1u be the “sign” of the product a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ an,
considered as a rational number, and denote by:
multa1,...,an : A
n ÝÑ An
the morphism restricting to multiplication by ai in the i
th factor. We recall
[20, §2.6]:
λn :“
1
2n
ÿ
pa1,...,anqPµn2
χpa1, . . . , anqrΓpmulta1,...,anqs,
which is again an element of CHngpA
n ˆ Anq bQ.
The above morphisms are defined for all 0 ď n ď 2g. Note that for any non-negative
integer n:
CHngpA
n ˆ Anq bQ “ MorCSmProj{kpA
n, Anq
“ MorChoweffpkqphpA
nq, hpAnqq,
and so the above morphisms may be regarded either as elements of CSmProj{k or
Choweffpkq. △
Proposition 4.1.5 (Deninger and Murre,Ku¨nnemann). Let A be a g-dimensional
abelian variety over a perfect field k. Then the morphisms pn of Notation 4.1.4 give
a decomposition:
2gÿ
n“0
pn “ rΓp1Aqs P CHgpAˆ Aq bQ,
and satisfy the following relations.
(i) For all 0 ď m ‰ n ď 2g, we have p2n “ pn and pn ˝ pm “ 0.
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(ii) For any homomorphism f : AÑ B of abelian varieties over k,
Γpfq ˝ pn,A “ pn,B ˝ Γpfq.
Therefore f induces a morphism hnpfq : hnpAq Ñ hnpBq.
(iii) For all 0 ď n ď 2g, we have tpn “ p2g´n.
Proof. The decomposition
ř2g
n“0 pn “ rΓp1Aqs as well as Relation (i) were first proved
in [11, Theorem 3.1]. Relation (ii) is [11, Proposition 3.3], and Relation (iii) is
shown in [20, Theorem 3.1.1]. Although both these sources work in the contravariant
category tChoweffpkq, one sees immediately that the results still hold in Choweffpkq.
Indeed, since transposition is additive and rtΓp1Aqs “ rΓp1Aqs, the decomposition is
also valid in Choweffpkq, and the relations (i), (ii) and (iii) are visibly the transposes
of the ones written down in [20, Theorem 3.1.1].
Notation 4.1.6. Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over a perfect field k. We
denote by hnpAq the effective Chow motive pA, pn, 0q, for all 0 ď n ď 2g. Note that
since pn is a projector by Proposition 4.1.5 Part (i), the diagram:
A
rΓp1Aqs

pn // A
pn

A pn
// A
commutes, and so pn defines a morphism from hpAq to h
npAq, which we denote by
pnpAq : hpAq Ñ h
npAq. A similar diagram shows that pn defines a morphism from
hnpAq to hpAq, which we write as jnpAq : h
npAq Ñ hpAq. Further, we use the symbol:
ιhnpAq : h
npAq ÝÑ
2gà
n
hnpAq
for the canonical inclusion. △
Proposition 4.1.7. The assignment A ÞÑ hnpAq on objects naturally extends to an
additive functor :
hn : AbVar{k ÝÑ Choweffpkq.
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The canonical embedding jnpAq and projection pnpAq of Notation 4.1.6 may be re-
garded as morphisms of functors jn : h
n Ñ h and pn : h Ñ h
n. Moreover, one has
the additivity property :
h1pA ˆBq » h1pAq ‘ h1pBq
for n “ 1.
Proof. Let f : A Ñ B be a morphism of abelian varieties. Then by Proposition
4.1.5 Part (ii), the diagram:
A
pn,A

f // B
pn,B

A
f
// B
commutes. This implies, firstly, that f can naturally be considered as a morphism
from hnpAq to hnpBq, which we denote by hnpfq : hnpAq Ñ hnpBq. It is easy to
check that hn respects compositions and preserves the identity, and hence defines a
functor:
hn : AbVar{k ÝÑ Choweffpkq.
Secondly, recalling that jnpAq is by definition pn,A, the commutativity of this diagram
also implies that the morphism jnpAq : h
npAq Ñ hpAq of Notation 4.1.6 is functorial,
i.e. that jn : h
n Ñ h is a morphism of functors. For the same reason, pnpAq : hpAq Ñ
hnpAq is also a functor. The additivity property h1pAˆBq » h1pAq ‘ h1pBq follows
from the motivic Ku¨nneth formula discussed in the proof of [20, Lemma 3.2.1].
Proposition 4.1.8 (Murre). Let pC, x0q be a smooth, proper and connected curve
over a field k. Then:
h1pιx0q : h
1pCq ÝÑ h1pAlb˝C{kq
is a functorial isomorphism in Choweffpkq.
Proof. [30, Theorem 3.1].
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Proposition 4.1.9 (Classical decomposition of hpAq). Let A be a g-dimensional
abelian variety over a perfect field k. Then the morphism:
fpAq :“
˜
2gÿ
n“0
ιhnpAq ˝ pn
¸
: hpAq ÝÑ
2gà
n“0
hnpAq
is an isomorphism of effective Chow motives.
Proof. As noted in the introduction, this result is classical and has been published
in various forms by many authors: Grothendieck, Kleiman and Lieberman [18, Ap-
pendix to §2], Deninger and Murre [11], Ku¨nnemann [20], and Shermenev [36]. Let
us simply note that the result follows immediately from Proposition 4.1.5, which
gives a decomposition rΓp1Aqs “
ř2g
n“0 pn in:
CHgpA ˆ Aq bQ “ MorChoweffpkqpA,Aq
into mutually orthogonal idempotents.
Proposition 4.1.10 (Ku¨nnemann). Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over
a perfect field k. Then the morphisms pn, sn and λn of Notation 4.1.4 satisfy the
following relations.
(i) s2n “ sn, λ
2
n “ λn and λn ˝ sn “ sn ˝ λn.
(ii) pn,An ˝ sn “ sn ˝ pn,An and pn,An ˝ λn “ λn ˝ pn,An.
(iii) λn ˝ pn,An “ p
bn
1,A.
(iv) sn ˝ hp∆
n
Aq “ hp∆
n
Aq.
(v) pn,An ˝ hp∆
n
Aq “ hp∆
n
Aq ˝ pn,A.
Proof. Relations (i), (ii) and (iii) are proved in [20, Lemma 3.2.1] for contravariant
Chow motives, but one sees immediately that our relations are the transposes of
the ones given there. Relation (iv) is obvious, and Relation (v) follows by applying
Proposition 4.1.5, Part (ii) to the morphism ∆nA : AÑ A
n.
Remark 4.1.11. Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over a perfect field k.
Observe that the morphism sn : A
n Ñ An of Notation 4.1.4 agrees with the morphism
snX of Notation 1.1.5. Now by Remark 1.2.29, we have:
Symnph1pAqq “ SymnppA, p1,A, 0qq “ pA
n, sn ˝ p
bn
1,A, 0q,
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and further that:
sn “ π
n
h1pAq : h
1pAqbn ÝÑ Symnph1pAqq
is the canonical projection. Moreover, as remarked in [20, Lemma 3.2.1] Part (iv),
one can use the first three relations of Proposition 4.1.10 to rewrite sn ˝ p
bn
1,A as
λn ˝ sn ˝ pn,An, and hence:
Symnph1pAqq “ Symn
`
pA, p1,A, 0q
˘
“ pAn, λn ˝ sn ˝ pn,An, 0q,
for all 0 ď n ď 2g. △
Notation 4.1.12. Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over a perfect field k.
For an integer 0 ď n ď 2g, we set:
PnpAq :“ pn,An ˝ λn ˝ rΓp∆
n
Aqs P CHgpA ˆ A
nq bQ.
Note that this is nothing but the transpose of the Chow cycle denoted by Φn in [20,
Theorem 3.3.1]. △
Proposition 4.1.13 (Ku¨nnemann). Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over
a perfect field k and let 0 ď n ď 2g be an integer. The Chow cycle:
PnpAq “ pn,An ˝ λn ˝ rΓp∆
n
Aqs P CHgpAˆ A
nq bQ.
of Notation 4.1.12 defines an isomorphism PnpAq : h
npAq Ñ Symnph1pAqq of effective
Chow motives.
Proof. It is shown in [20, Theorem 3.3.1] that the morphism denoted there by Φn,
which in our notation is tPn, is an isomorphism in the category
tChoweffpkq. Hence
PnpAq is an isomorphism in Chow
effpkq.
Proposition 4.1.14. Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over a perfect field
k. Then the diagram:
hpAq
hp∆nAq //
pn

hpAqbn
p1pAqbn // h1pAqbn
sn

hnpAq
PnpAq
// Symnph1pAqq
of morphisms in Choweffpkq is commutative for all integers 0 ď n ď 2g.
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Proof. All steps in the calculation below follow either from relations (i) – (v) of
Proposition 4.1.10, or the idempotency relation:
p2n,An “ pn,An (4.2)
shown in Proposition 4.1.5. Recalling that p1pAq “ p1,A, we have along the upper-
right path:
sn ˝ p
bn
1,A ˝ hp∆
n
Aq
(iii)
““ sn ˝ λn ˝ pn,An ˝ hp∆
n
Aq
(i)
“ λn ˝ sn ˝ pn,An ˝ hp∆
n
Aq
(ii)
“ λn ˝ pn,An ˝ sn ˝ hp∆
n
Aq
(iv)
““ λn ˝ pn,An ˝ hp∆
n
Aq.
Along the lower-left path:
PnpAq ˝ pn,A “ pn,An ˝ λn ˝ hp∆
n
Aq ˝ pn,A
(v)
“ pn,An ˝ λn ˝ pn,An ˝ hp∆
n
Aq
(ii)
“ pn,An ˝ pn,An ˝ λn ˝ hp∆
n
Aq
(4.2)
“““ pn,An ˝ λn ˝ hp∆
n
Aq
(ii)
“ λn ˝ pn,An ˝ hp∆
n
Aq.
This completes the proof.
Notation 4.1.15. Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over a perfect field k,
and write:
inh1pAq : Sym
nph1pAqq Ñ
2gà
n“0
Symnph1pAqq
for the canonical inclusion. We define ψnA : hpAq Ñ Sym
nph1pAqq to be the composite
morphism:
ψnA : hpAq
hp∆n
A
q
ÝÝÝÝÑ hpAqbn
p1pAqbn
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ h1pAqbn
snÝÑ Symnph1pAqq,
and denote the sum over 0 ď n ď 2g of all composite morphisms:
hpAq
ψnAÝÝÑ Symnph1pAqq
in
h1pAq
ÝÝÝÑ
2gà
n“0
Symnph1pAqq
by ψA : hpAq Ñ
À2g
n“0 Sym
nph1pAqq. △
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Proposition 4.1.16 (Classical decomposition of hpAq, constructive). Let A
be a g-dimensional abelian variety over a perfect field k. Then the morphism:
ψA : hpAq ÝÑ
2gà
n“0
Symnph1pAqq
of Notation 4.1.15 is an isomorphism of effective Chow motives.
Proof. As noted in the proof of Proposition 4.1.9, this result has been published in
various forms by many authors. The proof below is simply a paraphrasing of this
work using our notation. By Proposition 4.1.14, we have:
ψnA “ i
n
h1pAq ˝ sn ˝ p1pAq
bn ˝ hp∆nAq
“ inh1pAq ˝ PnpAq ˝ pn. (4.3)
Let 0 ď n ď 2g, set P pAq :“
À2g
n“0 PnpAq, and consider the diagram:
hnpAq
PnpAq //
ιhnpAq

Symnph1pAqq
ι
Symnph1pAqq
À2g
n“0 h
npAq
P pAq
//
À2g
n“0 Sym
nph1pAqq,
in which the maps ιhnpAq and ιSymnph1pAqq are the canonical inclusions. By definition,
the direct sum P pAq is the unique morphism such that the diagram commutes.
Moreover P pAq is an isomorphism, since PnpAq is an isomorphism, by Proposition
4.1.13. By the relation (4.3) and the commutativity of the above diagram, we see:
ψA “
2gÿ
n“0
´
ιSymnph1pAqq ˝ PnpAq ˝ pn
¯
“
2gÿ
n“0
´
P pAq ˝ ιhnpAq ˝ pn
¯
“ P pAq ˝
2gÿ
n“0
´
ιhnpAq ˝ pn
¯
“ P pAq ˝ fpAq,
where the last equality follows by definition of the isomorphism:
fpAq : hpAq Ñ ‘hnpAq
of Proposition 4.1.9. Both P pAq and fpAq are isomorphisms, and so it follows that
ψA is an isomorphism.
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4.2 The Voevodsky motive of a curve
Convention 4.2.1. In keeping with Chapter 1, all motivic complexes will be con-
sidered in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of e´tale motives with Q-coefficients. △
Remark 4.2.2. We review some notation, definitions and results from previous
chapters which will be used below.
(i) From Chapter 1, we recall the functors:
(a) h : SmProj{k Ñ Choweffpkq of Definition 1.2.20,
(b) Φ : Choweffpkq Ñ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of Notation 1.4.10, and
(c) M : Sm{k Ñ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of Notation 1.3.36 and Proposition 1.3.37.
By Proposition 1.4.11 Φ is an additive tensor functor, and there is a natural isomor-
phism of functors F : Φ ˝ hÑM .
(ii) From Chapter 2, we have in Notation 2.6.3 the object M1pGq in DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq
attached to any homotopy invariant commutative k-group scheme G. In particular,
M1pAq is defined for any abelian variety A over k, since abelian varieties (even semi-
abelian varieties) are homotopy invariant, by Proposition 2.4.5. Thus we may regard
M1 as a functor:
M1 : AbVar{k ÝÑ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq.
(iii) From Proposition 3.7.11 in Chapter 3, we have attached to any pointed curve
C over a field k an isomorphism:
bC : h
e´t
0 pMpCqq Ñ
ĄAlbC{k
of e´tale sheaves with transfers. △
Proposition 4.2.3. Let C be a smooth, proper and connected curve over a field k.
Then we have:
he´ti ppΦ ˝ h
0qpCqq “
"
Zcs, if i “ 0,
0, if i ‰ 0,
and
he´ti ppΦ ˝ h
2qpCqq “
" rGm, if i “ 1,
0, if i ‰ 1.
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Proof. By Proposition 1.2.23 part (iii) we have a decomposition hpP1q “ 1Ch‘L of
effective Chow motives. Since Φ˝h andM are isomorphic functors and Φ is additive,
this yields:
1Vo ‘ 1Vop1qr2s “MpP
1q “ pΦ ˝ hqpP1q “ Φp1Chq ‘ ΦpLq,
where we use temporarily subscripts to distinguish between 1Ch “ hpSpecpkqq in the
categoryChoweffpkq and 1Vo “MpSpecpkqq in the categoryDM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq. Since Φ is
also monoidal, the identity object for the tensor product is preserved: Φp1Chq “ 1Vo,
which implies that ΦpLq “ 1Vop1qr2s. On the other hand, by Proposition 1.2.23 we
have h0pCq “ 1Ch and h
2pCq “ L, and so:
(i) pΦ ˝ h0qpCq “ 1Vo and
(ii) pΦ ˝ h2qpCq “ 1Vop1qr2s.
From (i), it now follows that:
he´ti ppΦ ˝ h
0qpCqq “ he´ti p1Voq “
"
Zcs, if i “ 0,
0, if i ‰ 0,
as required. To verify the computation for he´ti ppΦ ˝ h
2qpCqq, observe that since
1Vop1qr1s is isomorphic to Gm, by [23, Theorem 4.1], we have:
he´ti ppΦ ˝ h
2qpCqq “ he´ti p1Vop1qr2sq “ h
e´t
i pGmr1sq “
" rGm, if i “ 1,
0, if i ‰ 1,
where the last equality follows since Gmr1s is a complex concentrated in degree minus
one.
Corollary 4.2.4. Let pC, x0q be a smooth connected pointed curve over an alge-
braically closed field k, and denote by πC : C Ñ Specpkq the structure morphism.
Then:
0 ÝÑ he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝j
1qpCqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpCqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝hqpπC qqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Zcs ÝÑ 0
is a short exact sequence of abelian e´tale sheaves with transfers.
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Proof. By Proposition 1.2.26, the kernel and image of the idempotent morphism:
p :“ x0 ˝ πC : hpCq ÝÑ hpCq
of effective Chow motives are given by the morphisms in the sequence:
h1pCq ‘ h2pCq
j1C‘j
2
CÝÝÝÝÑ hpCq
hpπCq
ÝÝÝÑ 1Ch. (4.4)
We now apply the (additive) composition of functors he´t0 ˝ Φ to the above sequence.
Since he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
2qqpCq “ 0 by Proposition 4.2.3, this kills the direct summand h2pCq
in (4.4), and we obtain the required short exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝j
1qpCqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpCqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝hqpπC qqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Zcs ÝÑ 0
in the abelian category ShTe´tpk,Qq.
Construction 4.2.5. Let pC, x0q be a smooth connected pointed curve over an
algebraically closed field k. By Corollary 3.6.9, the sheafĆAlb˝C{k associated to Alb˝C{k
is the kernel of the degree map pZcs : ĄAlbC{k Ñ Zcs of Notation 3.6.6. We therefore
have a short exact sequence:
0 ÝÑĆAlb˝C{k iCÝÑĄAlbC{k δCÝÑ Zcs ÝÑ 0
of abelian e´tale sheaves with transfers. We construct a morphism:
pC : AlbC{k ÝÑ Alb
˝
C{k
splitting iC , as follows. Denote by πC : C Ñ Specpkq the structure morphism. Then
δC is the same as:
ĄAlbπC{k :ĄAlbC{k ÝÑĄAlbSpecpkq{k “ Zcs,
which is split by the morphism ĄAlbx0{k : Zcs ÝÑ ĄAlbC{k. This splitting induces a
direct sum decomposition ĄAlbC{k “ ĆAlb˝C{k ‘ Zcs and hence also the desired mor-
phism pC :ĄAlbC{k ÑĆAlb˝C{k splitting iC . △
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Notation 4.2.6. Let pC, x0q be a smooth connected pointed curve over an alge-
braically closed field k. We define the composite morphism:
b˝C : h
e´t
0 pMpCqq
bCÝÑĄAlbC{k pCÝÑĆAlb˝C{k,
where bC is the morphism from Construction 3.7.8 and pC is the morphism from
Construction 4.2.5. We define also:
aC :ĆAlb˝C{k iCÝÑĄAlbC{k b´1CÝÑ he´t0 pMpCqq,
and observe that b˝C ˝ aC is the identity on Alb
˝
C{k by definition. △
Proposition 4.2.7. Let pC, x0q be a smooth projective pointed curve over an alge-
braically closed field k. Then the composite morphism:
he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq
he´t0 pΦ˝j1qpCqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpCqq
he´t0 pF pCqqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ he´t0 pMpCqq
b˝CÝÑĆAlb˝C{k
is an isomorphism of e´tale sheaves with transfers.
Proof. By Corollary 3.6.9,ĆAlb˝C{k is the kernel of the morphism pZcs : AlbC{k Ñ Zcs
of Notation 3.6.6. Thus the bottom row of the diagram:
0 //ĆAlb˝C{k aC // he´t0 pMpCqq
bC

he´t0 pMpπCqq // Zcs // 0
0 //ĆAlb˝C{k iC //ĄAlbC{k pZcs // Zcs // 0
is a short exact sequence of e´tale sheaves with transfers, and by definition of the
morphism aC in Notation 4.2.6, the left-hand square commutes. By Corollary 3.7.10,
the right-hand square is also commutative. Hence the whole diagram commutes, and
so the top row is also a short exact sequence. Combining this with Corollary 4.2.4,
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it follows that both rows in the diagram:
0 // he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq
he´t0 pΦpj
1pCqqq //
»f
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpCqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝h
1qpπCqq //
he´t0 pF pCqq»

Zcs // 0
0 //ĆAlb˝C{k aC //rr
b˝
C
he´t0 pMpCqq
he´t0 pMpπCqq
// Zcs // 0
are short exact sequences. Since F : Φ ˝ h Ñ M is an isomorphism of functors,
the vertical map in the centre is an isomorphism and the right-hand square of the
diagram is commutative, inducing an isomorphism:
f : he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq ÝÑĆAlb˝C{k
on the kernels such that the left-hand square also commutes, as indicated. But as
remarked in Notation 4.2.6, the morphism b˝C splits aC , and so it follows that the
isomorphism f is equal to the composition of morphisms b˝C ˝ h
e´t
0 pF pCqq ˝ h
e´t
0 ppΦ ˝
j1qpCqq, completing the proof.
4.3 The morphism DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq ÑM1pAq
Notation 4.3.1. Let A be an abelian variety over k. We define the morphism
DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq ÑM1pAq in DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq to be the composition:
DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq
Φpj1pAqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ pΦ ˝ hqpAq
F pAq
ÝÝÝÑ MpAq
αAÝÑM1pAq.
We recall that j1pAq : h
1pAq Ñ hpAq is the direct summand embedding of Notation
4.1.6, the symbol F denotes the natural isomorphism F : Φ ˝ h Ñ M of functors
SmProj{k Ñ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq of Proposition 1.4.11, and the morphism αA : MpAq Ñ
M1pAq is defined in Notation 2.6.8. △
Proposition 4.3.2. The morphism DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq Ñ M1pAq of Notation 4.3.1
is functorial in the following sense. If f : AÑ B is a morphism of abelian varieties,
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then the diagram:
pΦ ˝ h1qpAq
pΦ˝h1qpfq

DpAq //M1pAq
M1pfq

pΦ ˝ h1qpBq
DpBq
//M1pBq
commutes.
Proof. The morphism DpAq is the composition of the three morphisms (i) Φpj1pAqq,
(ii) F pAq and (iii) αA. The first of these is functorial since Φ is a functor and jipAq
is functorial, by Proposition 4.1.7, the second because F is a natural transformation,
and the third by Proposition 2.6.9.
Definition 4.3.3. Recall that a homomorphism f : A Ñ B of abelian varieties is
an isogeny if it is surjective, and its kernel is a finite group scheme. △
Remark 4.3.4. Since tensoration with Q kills torsion, all morphisms in the Q-linear
category pAbVar{kq b Q (see Definition 1.0.1) coming from isogenies in AbVar{k
are isomorphisms. △
Lemma 4.3.5 (Classical result). Let A be an abelian variety over an infinite field
k. Then there exists a smooth, proper curve C over k and a second abelian variety
B such that Alb˝C{k is isogenous to the product AˆB.
Proof. By [27, Theorem 10.1], there exists a smooth proper curve C over k such
that A is a quotient of JacpCq, where JacpCq is the Jacobian variety of C. By [27,
§6], the Jacobian is canonically isomorphic to Alb˝C{k, and so we have a surjective
homomorphism:
q : Alb˝C{k ÝÑ A
of abelian varieties. Since pAbVar{kq b Q is an abelian category, the morphism q
has a kernel B :“ kerpqq Ď Alb˝C{k. Since pAbVar{kq bQ is moreover a semisimple
category by the Poincare´-Weil reducibility theorem (see [26, Theorem 12.1]), there is
a product decomposition A1ˆB “ Alb˝C{k, where A is isogenous to A
1. Hence AˆB
is isogenous to Alb˝C{k.
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Proposition 4.3.6. Suppose that for every smooth, proper curve C over an alge-
braically closed field k, the morphism:
DpAlb˝C{kq : pΦ ˝ h
1qpAlb˝C{kq ÝÑM1pAlb
˝
C{kq
of motives is an isomorphism. Then DpAq is an isomorphism for all abelian varieties
A over k.
Proof. Let A be an abelian variety over k. Since k is algebraically closed it is infinite,
so we may invoke Lemma 4.3.5 and choose a smooth proper curve C, a second abelian
variety B over k and an isogeny:
f : A ˆB ÝÑ Alb˝C{k.
By Remark 4.3.4, f is an isomorphism in the category pAbVar{kq b Q. Now, the
functor M1 : AbVar{k Ñ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq plainly factors via pAbVar{kq b Q. We
have then two functors:
M1 : pAbVar{kq bQ ÝÑ DM
eff
gmpkq b Q
Φ : Choweffpkq ÝÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
which are both additive, by Notation 2.6.4 and Proposition 1.4.11, respectively. Since
moreover the functor h1 : pAbVar{kq bQ Ñ Choweffpkq bQ is additive by Propo-
sition 4.1.7, the composite functor Φ ˝ h1 is also additive. This implies that the
left-most morphisms in both rows of the commutative diagram:
M1pAq ‘M1pBqOO
DpAq‘DpBq
» //M1pAˆBq »
M1pfq //M1pAlb
˝
C{kqOO
» DpAlb˝C{kq
pΦ ˝ h1qpAq ‘ pΦ ˝ h1qpBq »
// pΦ ˝ h1qpAˆk Bq
pΦ˝h1qpfq
// pΦ ˝ h1qpAlb˝C{kq.
are isomorphisms, as indicated. Moreover, the isogeny f : AˆB Ñ Alb˝C{k becomes
an isomorphism in pAbVar{kq b Q, and so M1pfq and pΦ ˝ h
1qpfq are also isomor-
phisms. Since DpAlb˝C{kq “ DpAˆBq is an isomorphism, it follows thatDpAq‘DpBq
is an isomorphism, and hence that DpAq and DpBq are isomorphisms.
Proposition 4.3.7. Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect field k. Then the
morphism:
DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq ÝÑM1pAq
of Notation 4.3.1 is an isomorphism in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
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Proof. By the e´tale reduction result Proposition 1.3.34, we may assume that k is
an algebraically closed field, and by Proposition 4.3.6, it suffices to prove the result
for the Serre-Albanese variety Alb˝C{k of a smooth proper curve C over k. Since k is
algebraically closed, we may fix a k-rational point x0 of C. The objects M1pAq and
pΦ ˝ h1qpAq of DMeff,e´tpk,Qq are both complexes concentrated in degree zero, the
former by definition and the latter because h1pAq “ pA, p1, 0q is an effective Chow
motive, which is sent to a complex concentrated in degree zero by definition of the
functor Φ in Notation 1.4.10. Recalling from Remark 3.7.7 that he´t0 pM1pAlb
˝
C{kqq “ĆAlb˝C{k, it therefore suffices to prove that:
he´t0 pDpAlb
˝
C{kqq : h
e´t
0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpAlb˝C{kqq ÝÑ h
e´t
0 pM1pAlb
˝
C{kqq “
ĆAlb˝C{k
is an isomorphism in the category ShTe´tpk,Qq. Consider now the diagrams:
(a) he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝j
1qpCqq //
he´t0 ppΦ˝h
1qpιx0 qq

he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpCqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝hqpιx0 qq

he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpAlb˝C{kqq
he´t0 ppΦ˝j
1qpAlb˝
C{kqq
// he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpAlb
˝
C{kqq
and
(b) he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpCqq
he´t0 pF pCqq //
he´t0 ppΦ˝hqpιx0 qq

he´t0 pMpCqq
he´t0 pMpιx0 qq

he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpAlb
˝
C{kqq
he´t0 pF pAlb
˝
C{kqq
// he´t0 pMpAlb
˝
C{kqq
and
(c) he´t0 pMpCqq
b˝C
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
he´t0 pMpιx0 qq

he´t0 pMpAlb
˝
C{kqq
he´t0 pαAlb˝
C{k
q
//ĆAlb˝C{k.
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Diagram (a) is commutative, by the functoriality of ιx0 from Proposition 4.1.8. Di-
agram (b) is commutative because F : Φ ˝ h Ñ M is a morphism of functors, and
Diagram (c) is commutative by definition of the natural transformation bC of Con-
struction 3.7.8. Thus the large diagram obtained by glueing Diagrams (a), (b) and
(c) together, from left to right, is commutative. Moreover, the composition:
b˝C ˝ h
e´t
0 pF pCqq ˝ h
e´t
0 pΦ ˝ j1qpCq : h
e´t
0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq ÝÑ Alb˝C{k
along the top of this large diagram is an isomorphism, by Proposition 4.2.7, as is the
left-most edge:
he´t0 ppΦ ˝ hqpιx0qq : h
e´t
0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpCqq ÝÑ he´t0 ppΦ ˝ h
1qpAlb˝C{kqq
by Proposition 4.1.8. The commutativity of the diagram now implies that the com-
position:
he´t0 pDpAqq “ h
e´t
0 pαAlb˝C{kq ˝ h
e´t
0 pF pAlb
˝
C{kqq ˝ h
e´t
0 ppΦ ˝ j
1qpAlb˝C{kqq
along the bottom is also an isomorphism. This completes the proof.
4.4 The isomorphism ϕA : MpAq Ñ SympM1pAqq
Lemma 4.4.1. Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect field k. Then the diagram:
pΦ ˝ hqpAq
F pAq

Φpp1pAqq // pΦ ˝ h1qpAq
DpAq

MpAq αA
//M1pAq
is commutative. Here, p1pAq : hpAq Ñ h
1pAq is the morphism defined in Notation
4.1.6.
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of DpAq as the composite morphism:
DpAq : pΦ ˝ h1qpAq
Φpj1pAqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ pΦ ˝ hqpAq
F pAq
ÝÝÝÑ MpAq
αAÝÑM1pAq,
of Notation 4.3.1, together with the fact that p1pAq splits j1pAq.
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Remark 4.4.2. Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over a perfect field k, and
let n be an integer larger than 2g. By [20, Theorem 3.1.1], we have Symnph1pAqq “ 0
and by Proposition 4.3.7, pΦ ˝ h1qpAq is isomorphic to M1pAq. Since Φ commutes
with Symn, we see:
SymnpM1pAqq » Sym
nppΦ ˝ h1qpAqq » Φ
`
Symnph1pAqq
˘
“ 0.
Thus M1pAq has finite Kimura dimension (see Definition 2.7.5). △
Proposition 4.4.3. Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect field k. Then the
morphism:
ϕA :MpAq ÝÑ Sym
npM1pAqq
of Notation 2.7.6 is an isomorphism in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
Proof. Recall that the morphism ϕA : MpAq Ñ SympM1pAqq of Notation 2.7.6 is
defined to be the sum ϕA :“
ř
n i
n
M1pAq
˝ ϕnA, where ϕ
n
A is the composite morphism
πnA ˝ α
bn
A ˝Mp∆
n
Aq, and:
inM1pAq : Sym
npM1pAqq ÝÑ
à
n
SymnpM1pAqq
is the canonical inclusion. Note that ϕA is well-defined, sinceM1pAq has finite Kimura
dimension, by Remark 4.4.2. Moreover, the direct sum:
SympM1pAqq “
à
ně0
SymnpM1pAqq
is finite, and is hence a categorical product. Now, observe that he composition of
the morphisms along the bottom row in the diagram:
pΦ ˝ hqpAq
F pAq

pΦ˝hqp∆nAq
//
Φpψn
A
q
--
pΦ ˝ hqpAqbn
F pAqbn

Φpp1pAqqbn
// pΦ ˝ h1qpAqbn
DpAqbn

Φpsnq
// SymnppΦ ˝ h1qpAqq
SymnpDpAqq

MpAq
Mp∆n
A
q
//
ϕnA
22MpAq
bn
αbn
A //M1pAq
bn
πn
A // SymnpM1pAqq
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is equal to ϕnA by definition, and the composition along the top row is equal to
ΦpψnAq, by the definition of the morphism ψ
n
A in Notation 4.1.15. The left-hand
square commutes by the fact that F : Φ ˝ h Ñ M is a morphism of tensor functors.
By Remark 4.1.11, the canonical projection:
πnh1pAq : h
1pAqbn ÝÑ Symnph1pAqq
in Choweffpkq is equal to sn. Applying the monoidal functor:
Φ : Choweffpkq Ñ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
to sn, and recalling that Sym
n commutes with Φ by Corollary 1.4.11, it follows that
Φpsnq is equal to the canonical projection:
πnpΦ˝h1qpAq : pΦ ˝ h
1qpAqbn ÝÑ SymnppΦ ˝ h1qpAqq.
Therefore the right-hand square commutes, by functoriality of πnX : X
bn Ñ SymnpXq.
The middle square is the nth tensor power of the commutative diagram of Lemma
4.4.1, and hence is itself commutative. Hence the whole diagram commutes. Since
F : Φ˝hÑM is an isomorphism of functors, the two left-most vertical maps are iso-
morphisms. Since DpAq is an isomorphism by Proposition 4.3.7, the two right-most
vertical maps are also isomorphisms. Furthermore, setting ΣpAq :“ ‘nSym
npDpAqq
to ease the notation, the diagram:
SymnppΦ ˝ h1qpAqq
SymnpDpAqq

in
pΦ˝h1pAqq //
À
n Sym
nppΦ ˝ h1qpAqq
ΣpAq

SymnpM1pAqq in
M1pAq
//
À
n Sym
npM1pAqq
commutes by the universal property of the direct sum, and the vertical maps are
isomorphisms, because DpAq is an isomorphism. Glueing together the above dia-
grams produces a larger diagram consisting of four squares, whose commutativity is
expressed by the relation:
inM1pAq ˝ ϕ
n
A ˝ F pAq “ ΣpAq ˝ i
n
pΦ˝h1pAqq ˝ Φpψ
n
Aq.
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Using bilinearity of composition of morphisms and the fact that neither F pAq nor
ΣpAq depends on n, it follows from this relation that:
ϕA ˝ F pAq “
˜ÿ
n
inM1pAq ˝ ϕ
n
A
¸
˝ F pAq “
ÿ
n
`
inM1pAq ˝ ϕ
n
A ˝ F pAq
˘
“
ÿ
n
´
ΣpAq ˝ inpΦ˝h1pAqq ˝ Φpψ
n
Aq
¯
“ ΣpAq ˝
ÿ
n
´
inpΦ˝h1pAqq ˝ Φpψ
n
Aq
¯
“ ΣpAq ˝ ΦpψAq.
We have already seen that ΣpAq and F pAq are isomorphisms, and it was shown
in Proposition 4.1.16 that ψA is also an isomorphism. It follows that ϕA is an
isomorphism.
Chapter 5
The motive of a semiabelian
variety
Let k be a perfect field, and let G be a semiabelian variety over k of rank r, by which
we mean that G is an extension of an abelian variety A by a rank r torus T . The
main result of this chapter, and of the thesis as a whole, is Theorem 5.7.4, in which
it is proved that if G has rank one, then there exists an isomorphism:
MpGq » SympM1pGqq (5.1)
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq. The author was unable to prove, even in the rank
one case, that the morphism ϕG : MpGq Ñ SympM1pGqq of Notation 2.7.6 is an
isomorphism. However, for a general semiabelian variety G of arbitrary rank r we
have the following two partial results.
(a) It is shown in Proposition 5.1.1 in the first section that ϕG is an isomorphism
if G is the trivial extension AˆT of A by T . Indeed, this a direct consequence
of the isomorphy of ϕT and ϕA and multiplicativity of ϕG, all of which were
shown in previous chapters.
(b) Secondly, we have the following conditional result. Under the (unproven!)
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assumption that a certain square:
MpHqp1qr2s
ϕHp1qr2s

BApGq,H˝Mps0q //MpGqr1s
ϕGr1s

SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
´f‚r1s
// SympM1pGqqr1s
(5.2)
in the categoryDMeff,e´tpk,Qq commutes, it is shown that forG of arbitrary rank
r, the morphism ϕG is an isomorphism. Let us emphasize however that since
the author is unable to prove that (5.2) commutes, the only unconditional result
we have is the much weaker statement (5.1), that there exists an isomorphism
in the rank one case.
The square (5.2) arises as the rightmost portion of a larger diagram:
MpGq
Mpgq //
ϕG

MpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq //
ϕH

MpHqp1qr2s
ϕH p1qr2s

BApGq,H˝Mps0q //MpGqr1s
ϕGr1s

SympM1pGqq
g‚
// SympM1pHqq
h‚
// SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
´f‚r1s
// SympM1pGqqr1s
(5.3)
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, the rows of which are both exact triangles. A brief
explanation of the construction of the diagram (5.3), will allow us both to appreciate
why the unknown commutativity of the square (5.2) is the obstruction to ϕG being an
isomorphism, and will also provide a convenient framework to outline the structure
of this chapter.
(i) In the first section, we show that ϕG is an isomorphism in the case where G
is the trivial extension A ˆ T of A by T .
(ii) The object H in Diagram (5.3) is a semiabelian variety of rank r´ 1, sitting
in a short exact sequence:
1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0. (5.4)
That such a short exact sequence always exists is shown in the second section.
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(iii) In the third section, we construct, given a short exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
in a general Q-linear tensor abelian category A , an exact triangle:
SympH q bF
f‚
ÝÑ SympG q
g‚
ÝÑ SympH q
h‚
ÝÑ F b SympH qr1s
in the derived category D´pA q.
(iv) In the fourth section, we specialise this to the case where A “ ShTe´tpk,Qq
and where the short exact sequence is (5.4), to obtain an exact triangle:
SympM1pHqqp1qr1s
f‚
ÝÑ SympM1pGqq
g‚
ÝÑ SympM1pHqq
h‚
ÝÑ SympM1pHqqp1qr2s (5.5)
in the derived category D´pShTe´tpk,Qqq, and hence also in its localisationDM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq.
Note that the bottom row of (5.3) is the exact triangle obtained by left-shifting (5.5).
(v) The fifth section recalls the construction of the Euler triangle:
MpGq
Mpgq
ÝÝÝÑMpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑMpHqp1qr2s
BApGq,H˝Mps0q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑMpGqr1s
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, which forms the top row of (5.3). This construction
was given initially by to Huber/Kahn [16, §7] in the line bundle case, and was
subsequently written down for arbitrary vector bundles by De´glise [9, §1.2]. For a
general vector bundle p : E Ñ X in the category of k-schemes, the Euler triangle is
the special case of the Gysin triangle construction associated to the closed immersion
given by the zero section. In our case, the vector bundle in question is the associated
line bundle g : ApGq Ñ H obtained by viewing the short exact sequence (5.4) as a
Gm-bundle over H .
(vi) We begin the sixth section by recalling, given a smooth k-scheme X , the
definition of the canonical isomorphism:
c1 :“ c
X
1 : PicpXq ÝÑ MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpXq,1p1qr2sq,
via which one obtains the first Chern class c1pL q P MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpXq,1p1qr2sq
of a line bundle L on X . The case of interest to us is the first Chern class:
c1pApGqq P MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpHq,1p1qr2sq,
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attached to the associated line bundle g : ApGq Ñ H of the Gm-bundle G over H
defined by the short exact sequence (5.4). The remainder of the section is devoted
to proving that c1pApGqq satisfies certain commutative diagrams, working towards a
proof that the middle square in (5.3) is commutative.
(vii) In the seventh section, we use what we know about the diagram (5.3)
to prove the conditional result labelled (b) above, as well as the existence of the
isomorphism (5.1). Using the results of the first six sections, we show that the left-
hand and middle squares commute, and since the rank of H is one less than the rank
of G, we can use induction to assume that ϕH and ϕHp1qr2s are isomorphisms (in
the base case r “ 1, then H has rank zero and is thus an abelian variety, so ϕH is an
isomorphism by the main result of Chapter 4). If the right-hand square of Diagram
(5.3) also commutes, then ϕG is also an isomorphism, by an elementary property of
triangulated categories. In the base case of the induction, where H is an abelian
variety and G a rank one extension of H , isomorphy of ϕH and ϕHp1qr2s allows us
to conclude that there exists an isomorphism (5.1), not necessarily ϕG, even if we do
not know that the third square commutes.
(viii) The final section is an appendix, in which it is shown that the symmetric
power sheaf SymnpF q is equal to the sheafification of the presheaf SymnprepF q defined
by:
SymnprepF qpUq :“ im
¨˝
1
n!
ÿ
σPSympnq
σF pUq : F pUq
bn ÝÑ F pUqbn‚˛,
which by definition is the nth symmetric power SymnpF pUqq of the Q-vector space
F pUq. This observation is useful because it allows us to use element notation
to define morphisms of sheaves of Q-vector spaces with transfers of the form ϕ :
SymnpF q Ñ G or ϕ : F Ñ SymnpG q in a meaningful way.
5.1 The product of a torus and an abelian variety
Proposition 5.1.1. Let k be a perfect field, let A and T be an abelian variety and
a torus over k, respectively, and let G be the product Aˆ T . Then the morphism:
ϕG : MpGq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq
of Notation 2.7.6 is an isomorphism in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
Proof. Since G “ AˆT , it follows from Proposition 2.8.4 that ϕG is an isomorphism
in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq if and only if ϕA and ϕT are isomorphisms. But this was shown in
Theorem 4.4.3 and Theorem 3.8.4, respectively.
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5.2 An auxiliary short exact sequence of
semiabelian varieties
Definition 5.2.1. Let G be a semiabelian variety over a perfect field k. Then the
rank of G is defined to be the rank of the torus T in the short exact sequence:
1 ÝÑ T ÝÑ G ÝÑ A ÝÑ 0
of e´tale sheaves in She´tpk,Zq defining G. We adopt the convention that the rank of
the trivial torus T “ Specpkq is zero. Thus G is an abelian variety if and only if it
has rank zero. △
Construction 5.2.2. Let G be a semiabelian variety of rank r over an algebraically
closed field k “ k, sitting in a short exact sequence 1 ÝÑ Grm
j
ÝÑ G
p
ÝÑ A ÝÑ 0 in
the category She´tpk,Zq of sheaves on the big e´tale site over Specpkq, where A is an
abelian variety. We construct a second short exact sequence:
1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0, (5.6)
in She´tpk,Zq, as follows, by defining f to be the composite of the morphism j with
the embedding Gm,k Ñ G
r
m,k
into the first factor, and letting g : G Ñ H be the
cokernel of f . Observe that since Q-vector spaces are flat modules, the natural
functor She´tpk,Zq Ñ She´tpk,Qq is exact, and so we can also view (5.6) as a short
exact sequence in the category ShTe´tpk,Qq. △
Lemma 5.2.3. Let G be a semiabelian variety of rank r over an algebraically closed
field k “ k, sitting in a short exact sequence 1 Ñ Grm
j
Ñ G
p
Ñ A Ñ 0. Then the
commutative group scheme H in the associated short exact sequence:
1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
of Construction 5.2.2 is a semiabelian variety of rank r ´ 1.
Proof. As in Construction 5.2.2, let i1 : Gm Ñ G
r
m denote the first factor embedding
morphism. We define also i1 : Gr´1m Ñ G
r
m to be the embedding into the last r ´ 1
factors, and denote by f 1 : Gr´1m Ñ H the composite morphism g ˝ j ˝ i
1. By the
Yoneda Lemma, since we are working with sheaves of Q-vector spaces, we may use
element notation to discuss morphisms. In particular, we have:
i1 : Gm ÝÑ G
r
m
x ÞÝÑ px, 0, . . . , 0q
and
i1 : Gr´1m ÝÑ G
r
m
px1, . . . , xr´1q ÞÝÑ p0, x1, . . . , xr´1q,
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(Note that although we are working with the multiplicative group Gm, we use the
additive notation “0” instead of the multiplicative notation “1” to keep the notation
readable in the coset calculations below). Since the morphism g : G Ñ H in Con-
struction 5.2.2 is defined to be the cokernel of f , we may write G{fpGmq in place
of H , and think of g as the canonical projection G Ñ G{fpGmq. Denote by g
1 the
morphism:
g1 : G{fpGmq ÝÑ A
y ` fpGmq ÞÝÑ ppyq.
This is well-defined, for if y “ fpxq P fpGmq, then:
ppyq “ pp ˝ fqpxq “ pp ˝ j ˝ i1qpxq “ 0,
recalling that f “ j ˝ i1. Consider the diagram:
1 // Grm
j //
OO
i1
G
p //
g

A // 0
1 // Gr´1m f 1
// G{fpGmq
g1
// A // 0.
It suffices to show the bottom row is a short exact sequence. By the definitions of f 1
and g1, we have:
im pf 1q “ tjp0, x1, . . . , xrq ` fpGmq | xi P G
r
mu and
kerpg1q “ ty ` fpGmq | y P G and ppyq “ 0u.
Since p˝j “ 0, we have that ppjp0, x1, . . . , xrqq vanishes for all xi P Gm, and so im pf
1q
is contained in kerpg1q. Suppose then that y ` fpGmq P kerpg
1q, so that ppyq “ 0.
Then exactness of the top row means that y “ jpx1, . . . , xrq, for xi P Gm. Since:
y “ jpx1, . . . , xrq “ jpx1, 0, . . . , 0qlooooooomooooooon
PfpGmq
`jp0, x2, . . . , xrq,
it follows that:
y ` fpGmq “ jp0, x2, . . . , xrq ` fpGmq.
Thus im pf 1q “ kerpg1q, and the proof is complete.
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5.3 An exact triangle associated to SympG q
Notation 5.3.1. To ease the notation we denote throughout this section, we make
the following assignments. The Q-linear abelian tensor category ShTe´tpk,Qq will be
written A , and T will be the thick triangulated subcategory of the derived category
D´pA q described in Proposition 1.3.38. Further, Q will denote the quotient category
D´pA q{T . Further, we will write:
Q : D´pA q ÝÑ Q
for the natural quotient functor. Abusing notation, we will often use the same symbol
to denote both an object in A and the associated complex, concentrated in degree
zero, in the derived category D´pA q. △
Remark 5.3.2. Recall that D´pA q and Q are tensor categories, and that both the
functor Q, as well as the “concentrated in degree zero” functor A Ñ D´pA q are
tensor-preserving functors. As a result, we have the following observations, valid for
any objects F and G in A and any non-negative integer n:
(i) rF s0 b rG s0 and rF b G s0 are isomorphic objects of D
´pA q and
(ii) QpF b G q and QpF q bQpG q are isomorphic objects of Q.
As a result,
(iii) rSymnpF qs0 and Sym
nprF s0q are isomorphic objects of D
´pA q and
(iv) SymnpQpF qq and QpSymnpF qq are isomorphic objects of Q,
by Proposition 1.1.20. △
Notation 5.3.3. Let i and n be non-negative integers, and let f : F Ñ G be a
monomorphism in A . For 0 ď i ď n, let us denote by tn,i
G
the morphism:
t
n,i
G
:“ fbi b 1
bpn´iq
G
: Fbi b G bpn´iq ÝÑ G bn.
We now define:
Symni pG q :“
"
im
`
sn
G
˝ tn,i
G
˘
, for 0 ď i ď n,
0, for i ą n.
Here, sn
G
: G bn Ñ G bn is the morphism of Notation 1.1.5. △
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Construction 5.3.4. Let the situation be as in Notation 5.3.3, and suppose i is an
integer 0 ď i ď n. Observe that the triangle:
Fbpi`1q b G bpn´i´1q
1bi
F
bfb1
bpn´i´1q
G //
t
n,i`1
G
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
● F
bi b G bpn´iq
t
n,i
G
yyttt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
G bn
commutes. Thus tn,i`1
G
factors through tn,i
G
, implying that: Symni`1pG q “ im
`
sn
G
˝ tn,i`1
G
˘
is a subobject of Symni pG q “ im
`
sn
G
˝ tn,i
G
˘
. Let us denote the resulting morphism
by:
f
n,i
G
: Symni`1pG q ÝÑ Sym
n
i pG q.
In view of the identities tn,0
G
“ 1G and t
n,n
G
“ fbn, it follows that Symn0 pG q “ Sym
npG q
and SymnnpG q “ Sym
npF q, and so we have a descending filtration:
SymnpG q “ Symn0 pG q Ě Sym
n
1 pG q Ě Sym
n
2 pG q Ě ¨ ¨ ¨
Ě SymnnpG q “ Sym
npF q Ě Symnn`1pG q “ 0
of the nth symmetric power SymnpG q of G . △
Notation 5.3.5. Let the situation be as in Notation 5.3.3. For 0 ď i ď n, we
denote by G ni the preimage of Sym
n
i pG q under the canonical projection π
n
G
: G bn Ñ
SymnpG q. If i ą n, then we define G ni to be equal to zero. The filtration on Sym
npG q
of Construction 5.3.4 therefore induces a filtration:
G
bn “ G bn0 Ě G
bn
1 Ě G
bn
2 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨
Ě G bnn “ F
bn Ě G bnn`1 “ 0
of the nth tensor power G bn of G . We denote by Ąfn,iG : G ni`1 Ñ G ni the successive
inclusion morphisms, and by πn,i
G
: G ni Ñ Sym
n
i pG q the restriction of π
n
G
to the
subobject G ni of G
bn. It is immediate that the diagram:
G ni`1
π
n,i`1
G

Ąfn,i // G ni
π
n,i
G

Symni`1pG q
fn,i
// Symni pG q
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is commutative. △
Notation 5.3.6. LetX be a Q-vector space. We associate to any n-tuple of elements
x1, . . . , xn P X the element:
x1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚xn :“
ÿ
σPSympnq
xσp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xσpnq P X
bn.
Thus the canonical projection morphism πnX : X
bn Ñ SymnpXq of Definition 1.1.7
is given by:
πnX : X
bn ÝÑ SymnpXq
x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn ÞÝÑ
1
n!
px1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚xnq,
and the x1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚xn generate Sym
npXq. △
Remark 5.3.7. We often define a morphism ϕ : G Ñ H of presheaves of Q-vector
spaces with transfers using element notation:
ϕ : G ÝÑ H
x ÞÝÑ fpxq,
(5.7)
as if it were a morphism of vector spaces. By convention, this notation means that
ϕpUqpxq is defined to be fpxq for all sections U , and we tacitly assert that the family
of maps ϕpUq satisfies the condition to form a map of presheaves. Denote by G : the
sheafification of G . We will also take the notation (5.7) as a means of defining the
unique morphism ϕ: : G : Ñ H induced by the universal property of sheafification.
We use this convention in two settings – in both instances, F and G are sheaves in
A , and n is a non-negative integer:
(i) Since Fbn is the sheafification of the presheaf Fb
n
pre : U ÞÑ F pUqbn, the above
convention tells us to take the notation:
ϕ : Fbn ÝÑ G
x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn ÞÝÑ fpx1, . . . , xnq
to mean the unique sheaf morphism ϕ : Fbn Ñ G induced by the morphism of
presheaves defined by:
ϕpUq : F pUqbn ÝÑ G pUq
x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn ÞÝÑ fpx1, . . . , xnq,
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for all sections U . In a similar manner, one can use element notation to define sheaf
morphisms of the form ϕ : F Ñ G bn
(ii) By Proposition 5.A.4, the nth symmetric power SymnpF q is the sheafification of
the presheaf SymnprepF q defined by:
SymnprepF qpUq :“ im
¨˝
1
n!
ÿ
σPSympnq
σF pUq : F pUq
bn ÝÑ F pUqbn‚˛,
which by definition is the nth symmetric power SymnpF pUqq of the Q-vector space
F pUq. The above convention therefore tells us to take the notation:
ϕ : SymnpF q ÝÑ G
x1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚xn ÞÝÑ fpx1, . . . , xnq
to mean the unique sheaf morphism ϕ : SymnpF q Ñ G induced by the morphism of
presheaves defined by:
ϕpUq : SymnpF pUqq ÝÑ G pUq
x1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚xn ÞÝÑ fpx1, . . . , xnq,
for all sections U . In a similar manner, one can use element notation to define sheaf
morphisms of the form ϕ : F Ñ SymnpG q. △
Construction 5.3.8. Let i and n be non-negative integers with 0 ď i ď n, and let:
0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
be a short exact sequence in A . We define a morphism:
q
n,i
G
: SymipF q b Symn´ipH q ÝÑ Symni pG q{Sym
n
i`1pG q
using element notation, as follows:
q
n,i
G
: SymipF q b Symn´ipH q ÝÑ Symni pG q{Sym
n
i`1pG q
px1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚xiq b pzi`1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚znq ÞÝÑ rfpx1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚fpxiq‚yi`1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yns .
We re-emphasize, following Remark 5.3.7, that the element notation in fact describes
q
n,i
G
on an arbitrary section U . Here, the xk are elements of F , the zk are elements
of H , and the yk are arbitrarily chosen preimages of the zk in G . The definition of
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q
n,i
G
does not depend on the choice of preimage yk of zk, for if gpykq “ zk “ gpy
1
kq,
then yk ´ y
1
k is an element fpxkq of kerpgq “ im pfq, and it follows that:
fpx1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚fpxiq‚yi`1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yk‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn ´ fpx1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚fpxiq‚yi`1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚y
1
k‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn
“ fpx1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚fpxiq‚yi`1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚pyk ´ y
1
kq‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn
“ fpx1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚fpxiq‚yi`1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚fpxkq‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn P Sym
n
i`1pG q.
Thus qn,i
G
is well-defined on sections. From this it follows that it is functorial, hence
constitutes a morphism of sheaves. △
Proposition 5.3.9. Let 0 Ñ F
f
Ñ G
g
Ñ H Ñ 0 be a short exact sequence in A ,
and let i and n be non-negative integers with 0 ď i ď n. The morphism:
q
n,i
G
: SymipF q b Symn´ipH q ÝÑ Symni pG q{Sym
n
i`1pG q
of Construction 5.3.8 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Recalling Remark 5.3.7, it suffices to prove the statement in the category
of Q-vector spaces. This is proved for alternating powers in [21, Chapter XIX,
Proposition 1.3]. The proof for symmetric powers is similar.
Notation 5.3.10. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence in
A , and let i and n be non-negative integers with 0 ď i ď n. For all non-negative
integers n and i with 0 ď i ď n, let us denote by:
gn,i : Symni pG q ÝÑ Sym
ipF q b Symn´ipH q
the composition of the natural projection:
Symni pG q ÝÑ Sym
n
i pG q{Sym
n
i`1pG q
with the inverse pqn,i
G
q´1 of the isomorphism qn,i
G
of Construction 5.3.8. We therefore
have a short exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ Symni`1pG q
fn,i
ÝÑ Symni pG q
gn,i
ÝÑ SymipF q b Symn´ipH q ÝÑ 0
in the abelian category A . △
Remark 5.3.11. From the definition of the morphism qn,i
G
in Construction 5.3.8, we
see that the morphism gn,i of Notation 5.3.10 is given by:
gn,i : Symni pG q ÝÑ Sym
ipF q b Symn´ipH q
fpx1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚fpxiq‚yi`1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn ÞÝÑ x1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚xi b gpyi`1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynq,
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where the xk are in F and the yk are in G . In particular, in the case i “ 0 we have:
gn,0 : SymnpG q ÝÑ SymnpH q
y1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn ÞÝÑ gpy1q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynq,
which is nothing but the morphism:
Symnpgq : SymnpG q ÝÑ SymnpH q
induced by the projection g : G Ñ H . △
Remark 5.3.12. Let G be an object in A , and let n be a non-negative integer. Let
us recall the canonical embedding ιn
G
: SymnpG q Ñ G bn of Definition 1.1.7. This is
nothing but the inclusion of the image SymnpG q of the morphism sn
G
: G bn Ñ G bn
into G bn, and so concretely:
ιn
G
: SymnpG q ÝÑ G bn
y1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn ÞÝÑ y1‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn.
Moreover, by the universal property of the categorical image, any morphism g : G Ñ
H in A induces a diagram:
SymnpG q
Symnpgq //
ιn
G

SymnpH q
ιn
H

G bn
gbn
//H bn,
which is commutative. △
Lemma 5.3.13. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence in A ,
and let n be a non-negative integer. Then the diagram:
0 // Symn1 pG q
fn,0 //
gn,1

SymnpG q
gn //
ιn
G

SymnpH q
ιn
H

// 0
F b Symn´1pH q
1Fbι
n´1
H

G bn
1Gbg
bn´1

0 //F bH bn´1
fb1
H bn´1
// G bH bn´1
gb1
H bn´1
//H bn // 0
describes a morphism of short exact sequences in the category A .
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Proof. (i) Noting that gn “ Symnpgq, the commutativity of the square on the right
is equivalent to the identity gbn ˝ ιn
G
“ ιn
H
˝ Symnpgq, which is nothing but the
functoriality of the morphism ιnX : Sym
npXq Ñ Xbn expressed by the commutative
diagram in Remark 5.3.12.
(ii) To see that the left-hand square commutes, consider a typical generator
fpx1q‚yn‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn of Sym
n
1 pG q Ď Sym
npG q. We compute first along the the bottom
left-hand path of the left-hand square. Recall first from Remark 5.3.11 that gn,1 is
given by:
gn,1 : Symn1 pG q ÝÑ F b Sym
n´1pH q
fpx1q‚y2‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn ÞÝÑ x1 b gpy2q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynq.
Along the bottom left-hand path, we therefore have:``
f b 1H bn´1
˘
˝
`
1F b ι
n´1
H
˘
˝ gn,1
˘´
fpx1q‚y2‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn
¯
“
``
f b 1H bn´1
˘
˝
`
1F b ι
n´1
H
˘˘ ´
x1 b rgpy2q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynqs
¯
“
`
f b 1H bn´1
˘´
x1 b rgpy2q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynqs
¯
“ fpx1q b rgpy2q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynqs . (5.8)
To compute along the the top right-hand path of the left-hand square, we begin
with a small calculation. Writing y1 :“ fpx1q for convenience, observe that if σ is
a permutation in Sympnq with σp1q ‰ 1, then y1 “ yσpkq for 2 ď k ď n, and so
gpyσpkqq “ gpy1q “ gpfpx1qq “ 0. This observation justifies the equality (*) in the
computation:ÿ
σPSympnq
yσp1qbgpyσp2qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gpyσpnqq
(*)
“
ÿ
σPSympnq
σp1q“1
y1 b gpyσp2qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gpyσpnqq
“
ÿ
σPSympn´1q
fpx1q b gpyσp2qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gpyσpnqq
“ fpx1q b
¨˝ ÿ
σPSympn´1q
gpyσp2qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gpyσpnqq‚˛
“ fpx1q b rgpy2q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynqs ; (5.9)
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the other equalities being plain. Along the top-right of the left-hand square we
therefore have:
``
1G b g
bn´1
˘
˝ ιnG ˝ f
n,0
˘´
fpx1q‚y2‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn
¯
“
``
1G b g
bn´1
˘
˝ ιnG
˘ ´
fpx1q‚y2‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn
¯
“
``
1G b g
bn´1
˘˘ ´
fpx1q‚y2‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚yn
¯
“
``
1G b g
bn´1
˘˘ ¨˝ ÿ
σPSympnq
yσp1q b yσp2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b yσpnq‚˛
“
ÿ
σPSympnq
yσp1q b gpyσp2qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gpyσpnqq
“ fpx1q b rgpy2q‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚gpynqs , (5.10)
where the last equality follows from Relation (5.9). Comparing (5.8) with (5.10), we
see that the left-hand square commutes. This completes the proof.
Construction 5.3.14. Let E :“ 0 Ñ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H Ñ 0 be a short exact
sequence in the category A . We recall that the connecting morphism h : H Ñ F r1s
in the derived category D´pA q associated to E is the morphism given by the roof:
”
F
f
ÝÑ G
ı
r1F s´1
❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
❀❀
rgs0
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
H F r1s,
where rgs0 denotes the morphism which is equal to g in degree zero and zero in all
other degrees, and r1F s´1 is defined analogously. Then the sequence of morphisms:
F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H
h
ÝÑ F r1s
in D´pA q forms an exact triangle, and by [40, Corollary 10.7.5] the connecting
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morphism is functorial in the following sense. If the diagram:
0 //F
f //
ϕ

G
g //
ψ

H
ξ

// 0
0 //F 1
f 1
// G 1
g1
//H 1 // 0
is a morphism of short exact sequences, then the diagram:
F
f //
ϕ

G
g //
ψ

H
ξ

h //F r1s
ϕr1s

F 1
f 1
// G 1
g1
//H 1
h1
//F 1r1s
is a morphism of exact triangles. △
Notation 5.3.15. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence in
A , and let i and n be integers with 0 ď i ď n. We denote by Xni the two-term
complex:
Xni :“
„
Symni`1pG q
fn,i
ÝÝÑ Symni pG q

in D´pA q, concentrated in degrees minus one and zero. △
Remark 5.3.16. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence in
A , and let i and n be non-negative integers with 0 ď i ď n. Then by Construction
5.3.14, the short exact sequence of Notation 5.3.10 in the abelian category A induces
a connection morphism:
hn,i : SymipF q b Symn´ipH q ÝÑ Symni`1pG qr1s
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in the derived category D´pA q, which is represented by the roof:
Xni
r1Symn
i`1
pG qs´1
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
rgn,is0
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
SymipF q b Symn´ipH q Symni`1pG qr1s,
where Xni is defined in Notation 5.3.15, r1Symni`1pG qs´1 denotes the morphism X
n
i Ñ
Symni`1pG qr1s which is the identity in degree minus one and zero elsewhere, and the
morphism rgn,is0 is similarly defined. We therefore have an exact triangle:
Symni`1pG q
fn,i
ÝÑ Symni pG q
gn,i
ÝÑ SymipF q b Symn´ipH q
hn,i
ÝÑ Symni`1pG qr1s
in the derived category D´pA q, and hence also an exact triangle:
QpSymni`1pG qq
Qpfn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymni pG qq
Qpgn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ SymipQpF qq b Symn´ipQpH qq
Qphn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymni`1pG qqr1s
in the quotient category Q. △
Proposition 5.3.17. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence
in A , let n be a positive integer, assume that the functor Q : A Ñ Q of Notation
5.3.1 is a tensor functor, and suppose SymnpQpF qq vanishes for all n ě 2. Then
QpSymn2 pG qq also vanishes, and the morphism:
Qpgn,1q : QpSymn1 pG qq ÝÑ QpF q b Sym
n´1pQpH qq,
coming from the morphism gn,1 of Notation 5.3.10, is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider in the quotient category Q the exact triangle:
QpSymni`1pG qq
Qpfn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymni pG qq
Qpgn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ SymipQpF qq b Symn´ipQpH qq
Qphn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymni`1pG qqr1s (5.11)
from Remark 5.3.16, defined for all integers i and n satisfying 0 ď i ď n. If n “ i “ 1,
then QpSymni`1pG qq “ QpSym
1
2pG qq “ 0, and the second and third terms are both
equal to QpF q. The exact triangle therefore reads:
0
Qpf1,1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpF q
Qpg1,1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpF q
Qph1,1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0,
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implying that Qpg1,1q is an isomorphism (indeed, it is the identity on F , by Remark
5.3.11). Suppose now that 2 ď i ď n. Then SymipQpF qq “ 0, by assumption, and
so the third term in the exact triangle (5.11) vanishes. The triangle therefore reads:
QpSymni`1pG qq
Qpfn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymni pG qq
Qpgn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0
Qphn,iq
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymni`1pG qqr1s,
implying that Qpfn,iq is an isomorphism for all 2 ď i ď n. This gives a chain of
isomorphisms:
SymnpQpF qq “ QpSymnnpG qq
Qpfn,n´1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymnn´1pG qq
Qpfn,n´2q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
Qpfn,2q
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymn2 pG qq.
But since n is at least two, SymnpQpF qq vanishes by assumption, and soQpSymn2 pF qq
also vanishes. It follows that for n ě 2 and i “ 1, the exact triangle (5.11) looks like:
0
Qpfn,1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymn1 pG qq
Qpgn,1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpF q b Symn´1pQpH qq
Qphn,1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.
Therefore Qpgn,1q is an isomorphism.
Notation 5.3.18. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence
in A , let n be a non-negative integer, and suppose that SymnpQpF qq “ 0, for all
n ě 2. To aid in defining the following notation, observe that in the case i “ 0, the
exact triangle in Q of Remark 5.3.16 looks like:
QpSymn1 pG qq
Qpfn,0q
ÝÝÝÝÑ SymnpQpG qq
Qpgn,0q
ÝÝÝÝÑ SymnpQpH qq
Qphn,0q
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymn1 pG qqr1s.
(5.12)
(i) We denote by fn the composite morphism:
fn : QpF q b Symn´1pQpH qq
pQpgn,1qq´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymn1 pG qq
fn,0
ÝÝÑ SymnpQpG qq,
where Qpgn,1q is the isomorphism of Proposition 5.3.17. (ii) To simplify the notation,
let us denote the morphism Qpgn,0q by:
gn : SymnpQpG qq ÝÑ SymnpQpH qq.
(iii) We denote by hn the composite morphism:
hn : SymnpQpH qq
Qphn,0q
ÝÝÝÝÑ QpSymn1 pG qqr1s
Qpgn,1qr1s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ QpF q b Symn´1pQpH qqr1s.
Note that fn, gn and hn are all morphisms in the category Q, and further that
h1 “ Qph1,0q “ Qphq, since g1,1 is the identity F Ñ F . △
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Notation 5.3.19. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence in
A , let n be a non-negative integer, and suppose that SymnpQpF qq “ 0, for all n ě 2.
Since the triangle (5.12) in Notation 5.3.18 is exact, and Qpgn,1q is an isomorphism
by Proposition 5.3.17, it follows that:
Symn´1pQpH qq bQpF q
fn
ÝÑ SymnpQpG qq
gn
ÝÑ SymnpQpH qq
hn
ÝÑ F b Symn´1pQpH qqr1s
is also an exact triangle in Q. Since exactness is preserved by direct summation, the
triangle:
SympQpH qq bQpF q
f‚
ÝÑ SympQpG qq
g‚
ÝÑ SymnpQpH qq
h‚
ÝÑ QpF q b SympQpH qqr1s
is also exact. Here, f ‚ denotes the direct sum of fn over all non-negative integers n,
and the morphisms g‚ and h‚ are defined similarly. △
Proposition 5.3.20. Let 0 ÝÑ F
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be a short exact sequence
in A , let n be a positive integer, and suppose that SymnpQpF qq “ 0, for all n ě 2.
Then the diagram:
SymnpQpH qq h
n
//
ιn
QpH q

QpF q b Symn´1pQpH qqr1s
ιn´1
QpH q
b1QpFqr1s

QpH qbn
h1b1
QpH qbn´1
// QpF q bQpH qbn´1r1s
commutes in the category Q. Here, h1 and hn are the morphisms of Notation 5.3.18.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3.13, the diagram:
0 // Symn1 pG q
fn,0 //
gn,1

SymnpG q
gn //
ιn
G

SymnpH q
ιn
H

// 0
F b Symn´1pH q
1Fbι
n´1
H

G bn
1Gbg
bn´1

0 //F bH bn´1
fb1
H bn´1
// G bH bn´1
gb1
H bn´1
//H bn // 0
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commutes. The connecting homomorphisms (c.f. Construction 5.3.14) of the top
and bottom rows, respectively, are given by hn,0 and h b 1H bn´1 , respectively, and
so it follows by the functoriality of connecting homomorphisms that the diagram:
SymnpH q h
n,0
//
ιn
H

Symn1 pG qr1s
gn,1r1s

F b Symn´1pH qr1s
1Fbι
n´1
H
r1s

H bn
hb1
H bn´1
//F bH bn´1r1s
commutes in the category D´pA q. Applying the functor Q to this diagram gives a
diagram in the category Q:
SymnpQpH qq
Qphn,0q //
ιn
QpH q

QpSymn1 pG qqr1s
Qpgn,1qr1s

QpF q b Symn´1pQpH qqr1s
1QpFqbι
n´1
QpH q
r1s

QpH qbn
Qphqb1
QpH qbn´1
// QpF q bQpH qbn´1r1s.
Recalling from Notation 5.3.18 that hn is by definition the composition Qpgn,1qr1s ˝
Qphn,0q, and that h1 “ Qphq, we see that this is the desired commutative square.
5.4 An exact triangle associated to SympM1pGqq
Remark 5.4.1. Let k be a perfect field, and let G be a homotopy invariant com-
mutative group scheme (Definition 2.4.4). Recall from Notation 2.6.3 that M1pGq
denotes the complex in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, concentrated in degree zero, consisting of the
e´tale sheaf with transfers associated to G. △
Convention 5.4.2. Since we work exclusively we sheaves of Q-vectors spaces, we
employ from now on the following conventions.
(i) All commutative group schemes G will be regarded as representable ordinary
e´tale sheaf of Q-vector spaces.
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(ii) We will write simply PicpXq in place of PicpXq b Q for the Q-vector space
associated to the Picard group.
△
Notation 5.4.3. Let k “ k be an algebraically closed field, let n be a positive
integer, and recall the following assignments from Notation 5.3.1:
(i) A :“ ShTe´tpk,Qq, so
(ii) D´pA q “ D´pShTe´tpk,Qqq and
(iii) Q :“ D´pShTe´tpk,Qqq{T “ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq, where T is the minimal thick
subcategory of D´pShTe´tpk,Qqq described in Proposition 1.3.38.
Recall also the convention that an object of A and the associated complex in D´pA q
concentrated in degree zero are denoted by the same symbol. Then we have QpF q “
M1pF q for any e´tale sheaf F with transfers. Now, by Proposition 3.8.1,
SymnpM1pGmqq “ 0 in the category DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq,
for all n ě 2. Recalling also that M1pGmq “ 1p1qr1s, by [23, Theorem 4.1], we see
that the short exact sequence 1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 from Construction 5.2.2
induces, in the manner described in Notation 5.3.19, exact triangles:
Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr1s
fn
ÝÑ SymnpM1pGqq
gn
ÝÑ SymnpM1pHqq
hn
ÝÑ Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr2s
and
SympM1pHqqp1qr1s
f‚
ÝÑ SympM1pGqq
g‚
ÝÑ SympM1pHqq
h‚
ÝÑ SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq. △
Proposition 5.4.4. Let 1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be the short exact sequence of
semiabelian varieties of Construction 5.2.2 over an algebraically closed field k “ k,
and let n be a positive integer. Then the square:
SymnpM1pHqq
hn //
ιn
M1pHq

Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr2s
ιn´1
M1pHq
p1qr2s

M1pHq
bn
1
M1pHq
bn´1bh1
//M1pHq
bn´1p1qr2s
commutes. Here, h1 and hn are the morphisms of Notation 5.4.3.
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Proof. Noting that SymnpM1pGmqq “ 0 for all n ě 2 in the category DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq,
by Proposition 3.8.1, the result follows directly from Proposition 5.3.20.
5.5 The Euler exact triangle
Notation 5.5.1 (Ext groups, classical). Let i be a non-negative integer and let
Z be an object in an abelian category A with enough injectives. Then we denote as
usual by ExtiA pZ, q the i
th right derived functor RiHomA pZ, q of the covariant
functor HomA pZ, q. Now suppose
ε :“ 0Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence in A . Then for any object W in A , we have by [15, §6.4]
a long exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ HomA pZ,W q ÝÑ HomA pY,W q ÝÑ HomA pX,W q
δεWÝÑ Ext1A pZ,W q ÝÑ Ext
1
A pY,W q ÝÑ Ext
1
A pX,W q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
In particular, if W :“ X , we have a group homomorphism:
δεX : HomA pX,Xq ÝÑ Ext
1
A pZ,Xq.
Denote further by YnExtA pZ,Xq the set of all isomorphisms classes of short exact
sequences of the form 0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0. Such a short exact sequence is called
an extension of Z by X . By [40, Theorem 3.4.3], the map:
YnExtA pZ,Xq ÝÑ Ext
1
A pZ,Xq
ε :“ p0Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0q ÞÝÑ δεXp1Xq
is an isomorphism of abelian groups, functorial in both variables. In light of this
canonical identification, we will use exclusively the notation Ext1A pZ,Xq instead of
YnExtA pZ,Xq. △
Notation 5.5.2. As in Notation 5.3.1, let A denote the category ShTe´tpk,Qq, and
let X and Z be objects in A . Given an extension:
ε :“ 0 ÝÑ X
f
ÝÑ Y
g
ÝÑ Z ÝÑ 0
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of Z by X , let us define λZ,Xpεq to be the connection morphism h : Z Ñ Xr1s of
Construction 5.3.14 in the derived category D´pA q. By [40, Corollary 10.7.5], the
map:
λZ,X : Ext
1
A pZ,Xq Ñ MorD´pA qpZ,Xr1sq
is a bijection, functorial in both arguments. In particular, Ext1A pZ,Xq has a canoni-
cal abelian group structure and λZ,X is an isomorphism of abelian groups. We denote
by:
κZ,X : MorD´pA qpZ,Xr1sq ÝÑ Ext
1
A pZ,Xq
the inverse of the isomorphism λZ,X . △
Remark 5.5.3 (Functoriality of Ext groups, classical). Let A be an abelian
category, let 0Ñ X Ñ AÑ Z Ñ 0 be an element of Ext1A pZ,Xq, and let f : W Ñ Z
be a morphism in A . By [28, Corollary 20.3], this induces in a canonical way an
extension 0 Ñ X Ñ B Ñ W Ñ 0 in Ext1A pW,Xq and morphism g : A Ñ B such
that the diagram:
0 // X // B
g

//W //
f

0
0 // X // A // Z // 0
commutes, and the right-hand square is a pullback. Thus the morphism f : W Ñ Z
induces a map:
f˚ : Ext1A pZ,Xq ÝÑ Ext
1
A pW,Xq.
It is a homomorphism of abelian groups. △
Notation 5.5.4. Let F P PShTpk,Qq be a presheaf with transfers. We denote by:
zF : rF s0 ÝÑ C˚pF q
The morphism in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq which is the identity map 1F in PShTpk,Qq in
degree zero and zero in all other degrees. For a scheme X over k, we write zX :
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LpXq Ñ MpXq in place of zLpXq : rLpXqs0 Ñ C˚pLpXqq. Observe that the induced
homomorphism of abelian groups:
z˚X : MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpMpXq,1p1qr2sq ÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpLpXq,1p1qr2sq
is an isomorphism, since the right derived functorRC˚ : D
´pShTe´tpk,Qqq Ñ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq
is left adjoint to the inclusion DMeff,e´tpk,Qq Ñ D
´pShTe´tpk,Qqq. △
Notation 5.5.5. For any objectM inDMeff,e´tpk,Qq, we define aM to be the natural
identity morphism:
aM : MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM,1p1qr2sq ÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpM,1p1qr2sq
arising from the definition of DMeff,e´tpk,Qq as the full subcategory of the derived
category D´pShTe´tpk,Qqq with consisting of complexes with homotopy invariant
cohomology sheaves. Plainly, aM is functorial in M. Note that for any smooth
k-scheme X , the map aMpXq is an isomorphism, by [23, Lemma 9.19]. △
Notation 5.5.6. Let X be a scheme over a perfect field k. We denote by:
ψX : Ext
1
ShTe´tpk,Qq
pLpXq,Gmq ÝÑ H
1
e´tpX,Gmq
the canonical isomorphism of [23, Lemma 6.23] induced by the Yoneda isomorphism
MorShTe´tpk,QqpLpXq,Gmq Ñ ΓpX,Gmq. Let us write ηX for the composite map:
ηX : H
1
e´tpX,Gmq
pψXq
´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpLpXq,Gmq
λLpXq,GmÝÝÝÝÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpLpXq,1p1qr2sq,
where λLpXq,Gm is defined in Notation 5.5.2. Note that ηX is precisely the canonical
identification of [39, Proposition 3.3.1]. △
Notation 5.5.7. Let X be a smooth scheme over a perfect field k. We denote by:
b1 : H
1
e´tpX,Gmq ÝÑ MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpXq,1p1qr2sq
the composition:
H1e´tpX,Gmq
ηXÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpLpXq,1p1qr2sq
pz˚
X
q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpMpXq,1p1qr2sq
paMpXqq
´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpXq,1p1qr2sq,
where z˚X is the morphism of Notation 5.5.4, aMpXq that of Notation 5.5.5, and ηX
that of Notation 5.5.6. Note that b1 is an isomorphism, by [23, Theorem 14.27]. △
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Notation 5.5.8 (De´glise). Let X be a smooth scheme over a perfect field k, let
M and N be objects in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, and let f : MpXq ÑM and g : MpXq Ñ N
be morphisms in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq. Following [9, §1.2], we denote by f Y g : MpXq Ñ
MbN the composite morphism:
f Y g :MpXq
Mp∆Xq
ÝÝÝÝÑ MpXq bMpXq
fbg
ÝÝÑMbN ,
where ∆X : X Ñ X ˆ X denotes the diagonal morphism. Note that we use the
notation “Y” instead of De´glise’s “b”, to avoid confusion with the concept of the
idempotent completion C b Q of the category C bQ, defined in Notation 1.0.1. △
Construction 5.5.9 (Classical, after Huber/Kahn and De´glise). Let k be a
perfect field, and let p : E Ñ X be a vector bundle of rank n in the category of
k-schemes, with zero section s0. Denote by E
ˆ the complement of the zero section,
and by j0 : E
ˆ Ñ E the associated natural embedding. Via the zero section s0, we
regard X as a closed subscheme of E. This induces a Gysin triangle, that may, by
[9, Example 1.25], be written as:
MpEˆq
Mpp˝j0q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑMpXq
1MpXqYcnpEq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑMpXqpnqr2ns
BE,X˝Mps0q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑMpEˆqr1s. (5.13)
We have also use the fact, shown in [23, Corollary 13.16], that the induced morphism:
Mppq : MpEq ÝÑ MpXq
is an isomorphism in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, to replace the second term MpEq
with MpXq. Note that whereas De´glise’s construction takes place in the category
DMeffgmpkq, we shall consider this triangle as being in the category DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq, by
applying the composition of functors:
DMeffgmpkq
a
ÝÑ DMeffgmpkq bQ
c
ÝÑ DMeffgmpkq b Q
j
ÝÑ DMeff,e´tpk,Qq
of Notation 1.4.3 and Construction 1.4.4. △
Notation 5.5.10. Let G be a semiabelian variety over an algebraically closed field
k “ k, sitting in a short exact sequence 1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 of the kind
described in Construction 5.2.2. Then we may view G as a Gm-torsor over H , and
so we have an associated line bundle over H , which we write as:
g : ApGq ÝÑ H.
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Let j0 : GÑ ApGq denote the natural embedding. Then the diagram:
G
j0 //
g
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇ ApGq
g

H
(5.14)
commutes. Since the Gm-torsor structure of G over H is determined by the extension
E , we will also write ApEq to denote the line bundle associated. △
Notation 5.5.11 (Chern classes after Huber/Kahn and De´glise). Let X be
a smooth scheme over a perfect field k. Write:
ϑX : H
1
e´tpX,Gmq ÝÑ PicpXq
for the canonical isomorphism of [24, Proposition 4.9], which attaches to the coho-
mology class of a Gm-torsor T over X the associated line bundle ApT q of Notation
5.5.10, and recall from Convention 5.4.2 that both the source and target of ϑX are
to be regarded as Q-vector spaces. We now denote by:
cX1 : PicpXq ÝÑ MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpXq,1p1qr2sq
the concatenation b1 ˝ pϑXq
´1, where b1 is the morphism of Notation 5.5.7. △
Notation 5.5.12. Consider the line bundle g : ApGq Ñ H of Notation 5.5.10. Since
the fibre is A1, we have ApGqˆ “ G. The Euler triangle (5.13) of Construction 5.5.9
for g : ApGq Ñ H therefore looks like:
MpGq
Mpgq
ÝÝÝÑMpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑMpHqp1qr2s
BApGq,H˝Mps0q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑMpGqr1s,
where we have used the identity Mpg ˝ j0q “ Mpgq of the commutative diagram
(5.14) of Notation 5.5.10 to rewrite the first morphism. △
5.6 Calculations with the first Chern class
Construction 5.6.1. Let G be a commutative group scheme over a perfect field k.
We construct isomorphisms:
ζM1pGq :MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq ÝÑ Ext
1
ShTe´tpk,Qq
pG,Gmq
ζMpGq :MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq ÝÑ Ext
1
ShTe´tpk,Qq
pLpGq,Gmq
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as follows. Recall that Gm is canonically isomorphic to 1p1qr1s in the category
DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, by [23, Theorem 4.1]. We define ζM1pGq to be the composition:
ζM1pGq : MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq
aM1pGqÝÝÝÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq
κG,GmÝÝÝÝÑ Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpG,Gmq,
where aM1pGq is the isomorphism of Notation 5.5.5, and κG,Gm is the isomorphism of
Notation 5.5.2. We define ζMpGq to be the composition:
ζMpGq : MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq
aMpGq
ÝÝÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq
z˚
GÝÑ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpLpGq,1p1qr2sq
κLpGq,GmÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpLpGq,Gmq,
where the map:
z˚G : MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq Ñ MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpLpGq,1p1qr2sq
is the group homomorphism induced by the map zG : LpGq ÑMpGq in the category
DMeff,e´tpk,Qq defined in Notation 5.5.4. It is an isomorphism, since the right derived
functor RC˚ : D
´pShTe´tpk,Qqq Ñ DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq is left adjoint to the inclusion
DMeff,e´tpk,Qq Ñ D
´pShTe´tpk,Qqq. △
Notation 5.6.2. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over a
perfect field k. The morphism αG : MpGq Ñ M1pGq from Notation 2.6.8 induces a
morphism:
α˚G : MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq ÝÑ MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq
f ÞÝÑ f ˝ αG
of abelian groups. △
Notation 5.6.3. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over a
perfect field k. We define βG to be the composite morphism:
βG : LpGq
zGÝÑ MpGq
αGÝÑ M1pGq
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq. Recalling that αG is defined in Notation 2.6.8 to be
the composition aG ˝ C˚pγGq, it follows that βG “ aG ˝ C˚pγGq ˝ zG. △
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Remark 5.6.4. Recall the morphism γG : LpGq ÝÑ rG in the category ShTe´tpk,Qq
of Construction 2.5.1. Treating the e´tale sheaves with transfers LpGq and rG as
complexes concentrated in degree zero, we may regard γG as a morphism LpGq Ñ
M1pGq in the category DM
eff
,e´tpk,Qq. We claim that γG is equal to the morphism
βG of Notation 5.6.3, i.e. that the diagram:
LpGq
zG //
γG

MpGq
C˚pγGq

M1pGq oo aG C˚p
rGq
of complexes in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq commutes. Since LpGq and M1pGq are complexes
concentrated in degree zero, this diagram commutes trivially in non-zero degrees,
while in degree zero, it looks like:
LpGq
1LpGq //
γG

LpGq
γG

M1pGq oo 1M1pGq
M1pGq,
which plainly commutes. We will therefore regard βG : LpGq ÑM1pGq interchange-
ably as a morphism in DMeff,e´tpk,Qq or in ShTe´tpk,Qq. △
Proposition 5.6.5. Let G be a homotopy invariant commutative group scheme over
a perfect field k. Then the diagram:
MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq
α˚
G //
ζM1pGq

MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq
ζMpGq

Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpG,Gmq β˚
G
// Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpLpGq,Gmq
is commutative. Here, ζM1pGq and ζMpGq are the morphisms of Construction 5.6.1,
βH is the morphism of Notation 5.6.3, and αG is the morphism of Notation 2.6.8.
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Proof. By definition of the morphisms ζM1pGq and ζMpGq in Construction 5.6.1, the
given diagram may be expanded as:
MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq
α˚
G //
aM1pGq

ζM1pGq
&&
MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq
aMpGq

ζMpGq
xx
MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq
α˚
G //MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq
z˚
G

MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpM1pGq,1p1qr2sq
β˚
G //
κM1pGq,Gm

MorD´pShTe´tpk,QqqpLpGq,1p1qr2sq
κLpGq,Gm

Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpG,Gmq β˚
G
// Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpLpGq,Gmq.
The top square of this diagram commutes by the functoriality of the morphism aM
of Notation 5.5.5, the middle square commutes because the morphism βG is equal to
αG ˝ zG, by its definition in Notation 5.6.3, and the bottom square commutes by the
functoriality of the morphism κZ,X of Notation 5.5.2.
Notation 5.6.6. Let H be a commutative group scheme over a perfect field k. We
denote by:
ςH : Ext
1
ShTe´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq ÝÑ Ext
1
She´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq and
ωH : Ext
1
She´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq ÝÑ H
1
e´tpH,Gmq
respectively, the morphism induced by the “forget transfers” functor:
fgt : ShTe´tpk,Qq Ñ She´tpk,Qq,
and the canonical isomorphism which considers an extension E of H by Gm as a Gm-
torsor over H . Using the canonical isomorphy of the first derived functor and Cech
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cohomology groups, we describe ωH as a map Ext
1
She´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq ÝÑ qH1e´tpH,Gmq,
explicitly in terms of cocycles, as follows (c.f. [25, §4] or [24, §11]). Let:
E : 1 ÝÑ Gm
α
ÝÑ G
β
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
be an element of Ext1She´tpk,QqpH,Gmq, giving G the structure of a Gm-torsor over
H . Choose a cover U “ tUi Ñ HuiPI trivialising this torsor, meaning that for all
si P GpUiq, the map ϕsi : Gm|Ui Ñ G|Ui given on all sections V by:
ϕsipV q : Gm|UipV q ÝÑ G|UipV q
g ÞÝÑ si|V ¨ g
is an isomorphism of sheaves. Fixing any such set tsi P GpUiq | i P Iu, it follows from
the isomorphy of the ϕsi that for all i, j P I there are unique gij P GmpUijq satisfying
the equation:
sj |Uij “ si|Uij ¨ gij P GpUijq.
In particular, for all i, j and k P I, we have (omitting restriction notation for easy
reading):
sij ¨ gik “ sik “ sjgjk “ si ¨ gij ¨ gjk,
implying that gik “ gij ¨gjk, so that g “ pgijqi,jPI represents a class rgs in qH1e´tpU ,Gmq,
hence in qH1e´tpH,Gmq. A different choice of the elements s1i P GpUiq yields different
g1ij P GmpUijq, but the 1-cocycles g “ pgijqi,jPI and g
1 “ pg1ijqi,jPI are cohomologous
([25, §4]). Similarly, an extension E 1 of H by Gm isomorphic to E yields via this
procedure a 1-cocycle cohomologous to g. Thus E ÞÑ rgs is a well-defined morphism
ωH : Ext
1
She´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq Ñ qH1e´tpH,Gmq. △
Construction 5.6.7. Let H be a commutative group scheme over a perfect field k
and denote by YH : MorShe´tpk,QqpH, q Ñ ΓpH, q the Yoneda transformation. We
give here an explicit description of the morphism:
pR1YHqpGmq : Ext
1
She´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq ÝÑ qH1e´tpH,Gmq.
In the following, we denote pR1YHqpGmq by R for brevity. To begin, let:
E : 1 ÝÑ Gm
α
ÝÑ G
β
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
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be an element of Ext1She´tpk,QqpH,Gmq. By definition of the first right-derived functor,
the last square in the diagram:
MorpH,Gmq //
YH pGmq

MorpH,Gq //
YH pGq

MorpH,Hq
δ1 //
YHpHq

Ext1She´tpk,QqpH,Gmq
pR1YH qpGmq

ΓpH,Gmq // ΓpH,Gq // ΓpH,Hq
δ2
// qH1e´tpH,Gmq
(5.15)
commutes. Here, the top and bottom rows are the come from the long exact sequences
associated to Ext groups and Cech cohomology groups, respectively, all morphism
sets are in the category She´tpk,Qq, and the underline notation for the group schemes
emphasizes their roles as sheaves. Now, the boundary map δ1 takes any morphism
ϕ : H Ñ H to the extension of H by Gm defined by the top row of the diagram:
0 // Gm
α1 // G1
β1 //
γ

H //
ϕ

0
0 // Gm α
// G
β
// H // 0.
(5.16)
In this diagram, the right-hand square is the pushout of the morphisms β and ϕ, so
in particular G1 is given by the fibre product GˆH,ϕH , where H is considered as an
H-scheme via ϕ, and β 1 and γ are the associated projections. In particular:
δ1p1Hq “ E . (5.17)
The boundary map δ2 is defined as follows (c.f. [25, Proof of Proposition 4.5]). Given
a morphism h P HpHq, let U “ tUi Ñ HuiPI be a cover on which βpHq is locally
surjective, and choose for each i P I elements gi P GpUiq such that βpUiqpgiq “ h|Ui .
Then:
β
`
pgi|Uijq
´1pgj|Uijq
˘
“ ph|Uij q
´1h|Uij “ 1,
so pgi|Uijq
´1pgj|Uijq P kerpβq “ im pαq, and we may define:
cij :“ α
´1
`
pgi|Uij q
´1pgj |Uijq
˘
.
Then cphq “ pcijqi,jPI is a 1-cocycle, hence defines a cohomology class rcphqs inqH1e´tpU ,Gmq and consequently also in qH1e´tpH,Gmq. The commutativity of the last
square of (5.15) and the (5.17) imply that:
RpEq “ rcp1Hqs
defining the morphism R explicitly. △
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Proposition 5.6.8. Let H be a commutative group scheme over a perfect field k.
Then the morphisms :
ωH :Ext
1
She´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq ÝÑ H
1
e´tpH,Gmq and
R :Ext1She´tpk,QqpH,Gmq ÝÑ H
1
e´tpH,Gmq
from Notation 5.6.6 and Construction 5.6.7 agree.
Proof. Let E : 1 Ñ Gm
α
Ñ G
β
Ñ H Ñ 0 be an element of Ext1She´tpk,QqpH,Gmq. By
Construction 5.6.7, we have RpEq “ rcp1Hqs, where:
(i) cp1Hq “ pcijqi,jPI , for cij defined by:
(ii) cij :“ α
´1
`
pgi|Uij q
´1pgj|Uij q
˘
, where:
(iii) gi P GpUiq are chosen such that βpUiqpgiq “ 1H |Ui , where:
(iv) U “ tUi Ñ HuiPI is a cover on which βpHq is locally surjective.
Since the cover U permits local sections gi to the identity 1H , it also trivialises the
Gm-torsor E . We may therefore use U as outlined in Notation 5.6.6 to construct
a 1-cocycle g “ pgijqi,jPI yielding a cohomology class ωHpEq “ rgs P qH1e´tpH,Gmq.
The only choice this involves is the set of si P GpUiq. We set the si equal to the gi
from (iii) above, so that the gij P GmpUijq are uniquely determined by the relation
gj|Uij “ gi|Uij ¨ gij. Recalling that Gm acts on G by the morphism α, this implies:
gij “ α
´1ppgi|Uij q
´1gj|Uij q “ cij ,
and so g “ pgijq “ pcijq “ cp1Hq, meaning that ωH and R agree.
Proposition 5.6.9. Let G be a commutative group scheme over a perfect field k.
Then:
ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ ζMpGq : MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq ÝÑ PicpGq and
c1 :“ c
G
1 : PicpGq ÝÑ MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq
are mutually inverse isomorphisms. Here, cG1 is the Chern class morphism defined
in Notation 5.5.11.
Proof. We will show that composing the maps in either order gives the appropriate
identity. We only need to unpack the definitions. Indeed:
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(i) By Notation 5.5.11, cG1 “ b1 ˝ pϑGq
´1.
(ii) Denote by d1 the composition ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ ζMpGq, for clarity.
(iii) By Construction 5.6.1, ζMpGq “ κLpGq,Gm ˝ z
˚
G ˝ aMpGq.
(iv) By Notation 5.5.7, b1 “ paMpGqq
´1 ˝ pz˚Gq
´1 ˝ ηG.
(v) By Notation 5.5.6, ηG “ λLpGq,Gm ˝ pψGq
´1.
(vi) Recall from Notation 5.5.2 that κLpGq,Gm and λLpGq,Gm are mutually inverse
isomorphisms by definition.
We therefore have:
c1 ˝ d1
(i) and (ii)
“““““““ b1 ˝ pϑGq
´1 ˝ ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ ζMpGq
“ b1 ˝ ψG ˝ ζMpGq
(iii)
““ b1 ˝ ψG ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ z
˚
G ˝ aMpGq
(iv)
““ paMpGqq
´1 ˝ pz˚Gq
´1 ˝ ηG ˝ ψG ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ z
˚
G ˝ aMpGq
(v)
“ paMpGqq
´1 ˝ pz˚Gq
´1 ˝ λLpGq,Gm ˝ pψGq
´1 ˝ ψG ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ z
˚
G ˝ aMpGq
“ paMpGqq
´1 ˝ pz˚Gq
´1 ˝ λLpGq,Gm ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ z
˚
G ˝ aMpGq
(vi)
““ paMpGqq
´1 ˝ pz˚Gq
´1 ˝ z˚G ˝ aMpGq
“ 1 P MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpGq,1p1qr2sq.
Composition the other way round yields:
d1 ˝ c1
(i) and (ii)
“““““““ ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ ζMpGq ˝ b1 ˝ pϑGq
´1
(iii)
““ ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ z
˚
G ˝ aMpGq ˝ b1 ˝ pϑGq
´1
(iv)
““ ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ z
˚
G ˝ aMpGq ˝ paMpGqq
´1 ˝ pz˚Gq
´1 ˝ ηG ˝ pϑGq
´1
“ ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ ηG ˝ pϑGq
´1
(v)
“ ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ κLpGq,Gm ˝ λLpGq,Gm ˝ pψGq
´1 ˝ pϑGq
´1
(vi)
““ ϑG ˝ ψG ˝ pψGq
´1 ˝ pϑGq
´1
“ 1 P PicpGq.
This completes the proof.
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Proposition 5.6.10. Let H be a commutative group scheme over a perfect field k.
Then the diagram:
Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpH,Gmq
β˚
H
pGmq //
ςH

Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq,Gmq
ψH

Ext1She´tpk,QqpH,Gmq ωH
//H1e´tpH,Gmq
(5.18)
is commutative. Here, β˚HpGmq is the map on Ext
1 groups induced by the morphism
βH of Notation 5.6.3, ψH is the morphism of Notation 5.5.6, and ςH and ωH are the
morphisms of Notation 5.6.6.
Proof. Let us denote by β˚H : MorShTe´tpk,QqpH, q Ñ MorShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq, q the
natural transformation of functors defined for sheaf F in ShTe´tpk,Qq by:
β˚HpF q : MorShTe´tpk,QqpH,F q ÝÑ MorShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq,F q
ϕ ÞÝÑ ϕ ˝ βH ,
which is induced by the morphism βH : LpHq Ñ M1pHq of e´tale sheaves with
transfers. Observe here the abuse of Notation, in that we also use in Diagram (5.18)
the symbol β˚H in the induced homomorphism:
β˚HpGmq : Ext
1
ShTe´tpk,Qq
pH,Gmq ÝÑ Ext
1
ShTe´tpk,Qq
pLpHq,Gmq.
Further, we write
F1 : MorShe´tpk,QqpH, q ÝÑ ΓpH, q and
F2 : MorShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq, q ÝÑ ΓpH, q
for the natural transformations defined, for any sheaf F in ShTe´tpk,Qq, by:
F1pF q : MorShe´tpk,QqpH,F q ÝÑ ΓpH,F q
pϕ : H Ñ F q ÞÝÑ ϕpHqp1Hq
and
F2pF q : MorShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq,F q ÝÑ ΓpH,F q
pϕ : LpHq Ñ F q ÞÝÑ ϕpHqp11Hq.
Here, 1H and 1
1
H denote the identities H Ñ H in the categories Sm{k and SmCor{k,
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respectively. Consider now the diagram:
MorShTe´tpk,QqpH, q
β˚
H //
fgt

MorShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq, q
F2

MorShe´tpk,QqpH, q F1
// ΓpH, q.
(5.19)
We check that (5.19) is a commutative diagram of natural transformations by letting
F be any sheaf in ShTe´tpk,Qq and examining:
MorShTe´tpk,QqpH,F q
β˚
h
pF q
//
fgtpF q

MorShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq,F q
F2pF q

MorShe´tpk,QqpH,F q F1pF q
// ΓpH,F q.
(5.20)
Let ϕ : H Ñ F be an element of MorShTe´tpk,QqpH,F q and observe that βHpHqp1
1
Hq “
1H , simply because βHpHq : MorSmCor{kpH,Hq Ñ MorSm{kpH,Hq is a group homo-
morphism. We compute the image of ϕ along the top right path of Diagram (5.20).
For ease of reading, we omit the notation “F pF q” from the morphisms F :
pF2 ˝ β
˚
Hqpϕq “ F2pβ
˚
Hpϕqq “ F2pϕ ˝ βHq
“ pϕ ˝ βHqpHqp1
1
Hq “
`
ϕpHq ˝ βHpHq
˘´
11H
¯
“ ϕpHq
´
βHpHq
`
11H
˘¯
“ ϕpHqp1Hq.
But along the bottom left of the diagram, we have:
pF1 ˝ fgtqpϕq “ F1pϕq “ ϕpHqp1Hq,
proving that (5.20) commutes, hence also the Diagram (5.19). Recalling that ωH “
pR1YHqpGmq by Proposition 5.6.8, we see that Diagram (5.18) is nothing but the
application of the first right-derived functor R1 to diagram (5.19), evaluated over
the section Gm. This completes the proof.
Proposition 5.6.11. Let 1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be the short exact sequence
of semiabelian varieties of Construction 5.2.2 over an algebraically closed field k “ k,
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and let g : ApGq Ñ H be the associated line bundle of Notation 5.5.10. Then the
diagram:
MpHq
c1pApGqq
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
αH

M1pHq
h1
// 1p1qr2s
(5.21)
is commutative. Here, h1 is the morphism defined in Notation 5.3.18.
Proof. The commutativity of the diagram (5.21) is precisely the statement that
α˚Hph
1q “ c1pApGqq. To check this equality, consider the commutative diagram:
MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM1pHq,1p1qr2sq
α˚
H //
ζM1pHq

MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpMpHq,1p1qr2sq
ζMpHq

Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpH,Gmq
β˚
H //
ςH

Ext1ShTe´tpk,QqpLpHq,Gmq
ψH

Ext1She´tpk,QqpH,Gmq ωH
// H1e´tpH,Gmq
obtained by glueing the lower edge of the square from Proposition 5.6.5 to the upper
edge of the square from Proposition 5.6.10. Let E denote the extension:
1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
in the category ShTe´tpk,Qq. By definition of the morphism ζM1pHq in Construction
5.6.1, we have ζM1pHqph
1q “ E . Since the morphism ς of Notation 5.6.6 is just “forget
transfers”, one has ςpEq “ E , and so it follows from the commutativity of the diagram
that:
pψH ˝ ζMpHq ˝ α
˚
Hqph
1q “ pωH ˝ ς ˝ ζM1pHqqph
1q
“ pωH ˝ ςqpEq “ ωHpEq. (5.22)
Now, since ωHpEq is the cohomology class of the Gm-torsor G over H defined by E ,
we have ϑHpωHpEqq “ ApEq, by definition of the morphism ϑH in Notation 5.5.11.
It therefore follows from relation (5.22) that:
pϑH ˝ ψH ˝ ζMpHq ˝ α
˚
Hqph
1q “ ϑHpωHpEqq “ ApEq. (5.23)
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By Proposition 5.6.9, the first Chern class morphism:
c1 : PicpHq ÝÑ MorDMeff,e´tpk,QqpM1pHq,1p1qr2sq
is inverse to the composition ϑH ˝ ψH ˝ ζMpHq, and so it follows from relation (5.23)
that α˚Hph
1q “ c1pApEqq. This completes the proof.
Proposition 5.6.12. Let 1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be the short exact sequence
of semiabelian varieties of Construction 5.2.2 over an algebraically closed field k “ k,
and let g : ApGq Ñ H be the associated line bundle of Notation 5.5.10. Then the
diagram:
MpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq //
Mp∆nH q

MpHqp1qr2s
Mp∆n´1
H
qp1qr2s

MpHqbn
1
MpHqbn´1bc1pApGqq
//MpHqbn´1p1qr2s
(5.24)
is commutative.
Proof. By the definition of the symbol “Y” in Notation 5.5.8,
1MpHq Y c1pApGq “
´
1MpHq b c1pApGqq
¯
˝Mp∆2Hq.
Since moreover Mp∆n´1H qp1qr2s “Mp∆
n´1
H qb 11p1qr2s, the composition along the top-
right path of (5.24) is given by:
Mp∆n´1H qp1qr2s ˝
´
1MpHq Y c1pApGqq
¯
“
´
Mp∆n´1H q b 11p1qr2s
¯
˝
´
1MpHq b c1pApGqq
¯
˝Mp∆2Hq
“
´
Mp∆n´1H q ˝ 1MpHq
¯
b
´
11p1qr2s ˝ c1pApGqq
¯
˝Mp∆2Hq
“
´
Mp∆n´1H q b c1pApGqq
¯
˝Mp∆2Hq,
where the second equality follows from the fact that the composition of two tensor
products of morphisms can be computed factorwise. The commutativity of (5.24) is
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therefore equivalent to the commutativity of the perimeter of the diagram:
MpHq
Mp∆2Hq //
Mp∆nH q

MpHqb2
Mp∆n´1
H
qbc1pApGqq

MpHqbn
p1MpHqbn´1qbc1pApGqq
//
tt
Mp∆n´1
H
q b 1MpHq
❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
MpHqbn´1p1qr2s
The upper triangle in this diagram is the application of the functorM to the evidently
commutative diagram of k-group schemes:
H
∆2
H //
∆nH

H2
Hn,
yy
∆n´1
H
ˆ 1H
sssssssssssssssssssss
and the commutativity of the lower triangle is clear.
5.7 The motive of a semiabelian variety
Proposition 5.7.1. Let 1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0 be the short exact sequence
of Construction 5.2.2 over an algebraically closed field k “ k. Then the diagrams :
MpGq
Mpgq //
ϕG

MpHq
ϕH

SympM1pGqq
g‚
// SympM1pHqq
and MpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq //
ϕH

MpHqp1qr2s
ϕHp1qr2s

SympM1pHqq
h‚
// SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
(5.25)
are both commutative in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
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Proof. (i) Let n be a positive integer. Then gn : SymnpM1pGqq Ñ Sym
npM1pHqq is
equal to Symnpgq, as observed in Remark 5.3.11, and so the direct sum g‚ is equal
to to Sympgq. It follows from the functoriality of the morphism ϕG shown in Propo-
sition 2.7.7 that the left-hand square commutes.
(ii) To see that the right-hand square commutes, we consider the following diagram:
MpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq //
Mp∆n
H
q

1.
ϕnH

MpHqp1qr2s
Mp∆n´1
H
qp1qr2s

ϕn´1
H
p1qr2s

MpHqbn
1
MpHqbn´1Yc1pApGqq
//
2.αbnH4.

MpHqbn´1p1qr2s
αbn´1
H
p1qr2s 5.

M1pHq
bn
1
M1pHq
bn´1bh1
//
OO
ιnH 3.
M1pHq
bn´1p1qr2s
OO
ιn´1
H
p1qr2s
SymnpM1pHqq
hn
// Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr2s.
(5.26)
Squares 1 and 3 commute by Propositions 5.6.12 and 5.4.4, respectively. Square 2 is
the tensor product of the two diagrams:
MpHqbn´1
1
MpHqbn´1 //
αbn´1
H

MpHqbn´1
αbn´1
H

M1pHq
bn´1
1
M1pHq
bn´1
//M1pHq
bn´1
and MpHq
c1pApGqq //
αH

1p1qr2s
id

M1pHq
h1
// 1p1qr2s.
The square on the left is trivially commutative, and the one on the right commutes
by Proposition 5.6.11. Since moreover Squares 4 and 5 commute by Proposition
2.7.4, it follows that the whole of Diagram (5.26) is commutative. By considering
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the perimeter of the subdiagram of (5.26) consisting of all except the third square,
we obtain the relation:
ιn´1H p1qr2s ˝ ϕ
n´1
H p1qr2s ˝
`
1MpHq Y c1pApGqq
˘
“
`
1M1pHqbn´1 b h
1
˘
˝ ιnH ˝ ϕ
n
H . (5.27)
In view of the identity:
πn´1H ˝ ι
n´1
H “ 1Symn´1pM1pHqq, (5.28)
composing Relation (5.27) on the left with πn´1H p1qr2s yields the first and last equal-
ities in calculation:
ϕn´1H p1qr2s ˝
`
1MpHq Y c1pApGqq
˘
“ πn´1H p1qr2s ˝
`
1M1pHqbn´1 b h
1
˘
˝ ιnH ˝ ϕ
n
H
“ πn´1H p1qr2s ˝ ι
n´1
H p1qr2s ˝ h
n ˝ ϕnH
“ hn ˝ ϕnH .
The middle equality follows from the commutativity of Square 3 in the diagram
(5.26). Thus we have shown that the square:
MpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq //
ϕn
H

MpHqp1qr2s
ϕn´1
H
p1qr2s

SymnpM1pHqq
hn
// Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr2s
(5.29)
is commutative. Recalling that inM1pHq : Sym
npM1pHqq Ñ SympM1pHqq “ ‘nSym
npM1pHqq
denotes the canonical inclusion, we observe that the diagram:
SymnpM1pHqq
hn //
in
M1pHq

Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr2s
in´1
M1pHq
p1qr2s

SympM1pHqq
h‚
// SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
(5.30)
is commutative, by the universal property of the direct sum. Glueing (5.30) along
the bottom of (5.29) produces a large diagram whose commutativity is expressed by
the relation:
in´1
M1pHq
p1qr2s ˝ ϕn´1H p1qr2s ˝
`
1MpHq Y c1pApGqq
˘
“ h‚ ˝ inM1pHq ˝ ϕ
n
H . (5.31)
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Now, the morphism ϕH : MpHq Ñ SympM1pHqq is defined in Notation 2.7.6 to be
the sum ϕH :“
ř
n i
n
M1pHq
˝ ϕnH . Consequently:
ϕHp1qr2s “
ÿ
n
´
in´1
M1pHq
˝ ϕn´1H
¯
p1qr2s
“
ÿ
n
´
in´1
M1pHq
p1qr2s ˝ ϕn´1H p1qr2s
¯
. (5.32)
Using bilinearity of composition of morphisms and the fact that neither 1MpHq Y
c1pApGqq nor h
‚ “ ‘nh
n depends on n, and it follows from Relations (5.31) and
(5.32) that:
ϕHp1qr2s ˝
`
1MpHq Y c1pApGqq
˘
“
#ÿ
n
´
in´1
M1pHq
p1qr2s ˝ ϕn´1H p1qr2s
¯+
˝
`
1MpHq Y c1pApGqq
˘
“
ÿ
n
!´
in´1
M1pHq
p1qr2s ˝ ϕn´1H p1qr2s
¯
˝
`
1MpHq Y c1pApGqq
˘)
“
ÿ
n
`
h‚ ˝ inM1pHq ˝ ϕ
n
H
˘
“ h‚ ˝
#ÿ
n
`
inM1pHq ˝ ϕ
n
H
˘+
“ h‚ ˝ ϕH ,
and so the right-hand square in (5.25) commutes.
Proposition 5.7.2 (Classical). Let T be a triangulated category, and suppose that :
A //
ϕ

B //
ψ

C //
ξ

Ar1s
ϕr1s

X // Y // Z // Xr1s
is a commutative diagram, the rows of which are both exact triangles in T . Then if
two of the three maps ϕ, ψ and ξ are isomorphisms, the remaining map is also.
Proof. If ϕ and ψ are isomorphisms, it follows by [31, Proposition 1.1.20] that ξ is
also an isomorphism. The other two cases follow by shifting the triangles.
Lemma 5.7.3. A semiabelian variety G over a perfect field k has finite Kimura
dimension (see Definition 2.7.5).
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Proof. To say that G has finite Kimura dimension is to say that SymnpGq is isomor-
phic to the zero object for large enough n. By Proposition1.3.34, this can be checked
over an algebraic closure field k of k. We now proceed by induction on the rank r of
G. In the base case where r is zero, G is an abelian variety, which has finite Kimura
dimension by Remark 4.4.2. Assume now that r is positive, and consider the short
exact sequence:
1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ G
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
from Construction 5.2.2, in which H is a semiabelian variety of rank r ´ 1. As
observed in Notation 5.4.3, this short exact sequence induces an exact triangle:
Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr1s
fn
ÝÑ SymnpM1pGqq
gn
ÝÑ SymnpM1pHqq
hn
ÝÑ Symn´1pM1pHqqp1qr2s
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, for any positive integer n. Since H has rank r ´ 1, it
has finite Kimura dimension, by the inductive hypothesis. Thus for sufficiently large
n, the exact triangle above reads:
0
fn
ÝÑ SymnpM1pGqq
gn
ÝÑ 0
hn
ÝÑ 0,
implying that SymnpM1pGqq vanishes.
Theorem 5.7.4. Let G be a semiabelian variety over a perfect field k. Let k be a
fixed algebraic closure of k, write Gk for the base extension Gˆk k, and denote by :
1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ Gk
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0
the short exact sequence in ShTe´tpk,Qq of Construction 5.2.2. Then:
(i) Suppose that the diagram:
MpHqp1qr2s
ϕHp1qr2s

BApGq,H˝Mps0q //MpGqr1s
ϕGr1s

SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
´f‚r1s
// SympM1pGqqr1s
is commutative. Then the morphism:
ϕG : MpGq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq
of Notation 2.7.6 is an isomorphism in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq.
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(ii) If G has rank one, then there exists an isomorphism MpGq » SympM1pGqq
in the category DMeff,e´tpk,Qq, irrespective of whether the square in Part (i)
commutes.
Proof. (i) Letting r denote the rank of the semiabelian variety G, we note that by
Lemma 5.2.3, the object H in the short exact sequence:
1 ÝÑ Gm
f
ÝÑ Gk
g
ÝÑ H ÝÑ 0,
is a semiabelian variety of rank r ´ 1. By Proposition 1.3.34, it suffices to prove
that the morphism ϕG is an isomorphism after extension to the designated algebraic
closure k of k. For the remainder of the proof, we will therefore work exclusively over
k. Abusing notation for ease of reading, we will write G in place of Gk. Consider
now the diagram:
MpGkq
Mpgq //
ϕG

MpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq //
ϕH

MpHqp1qr2s
ϕH p1qr2s

BApGq,H˝Mps0q //MpGqr1s
ϕGr1s

SympM1pGqq
g‚
// SympM1pHqq
h‚
// SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
´f‚r1s
// SympM1pGqqr1s,
in which the top row is Euler triangle of Notation 5.5.12, and the bottom row is
obtained by left-shifting the exact triangle of Notation 5.4.3 once. The left-hand
square and middle squares in this diagram commute, by Proposition 5.7.1, and the
right-hand square commutes by hypothesis. We prove by induction on the rank r of
G that ϕG is an isomorphism. If r “ 0, then G has rank zero, and is therefore an
abelian variety. It follows that ϕG is an isomorphism, by Proposition 4.4.3. Assume
then that r is strictly positive. Then ϕH , and hence also ϕHp1qr2s, is an isomor-
phism by the inductive hypothesis, since H is a semiabelian variety of rank r ´ 1.
By Proposition 5.7.2, this implies that ϕG is an isomorphism.
(ii) If G has rank one, then H has rank zero, and is therefore an abelian vari-
ety. It follows that ϕH , and hence also ϕHp1qr2s, is an isomorphism, by Proposition
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4.4.3. Consider the diagram:
MpGq
Mpgq //
ξG
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
MpHq
1MpHqYc1pApGqq //
ϕH»

MpHqp1qr2s
ϕH p1qr2s»

BApGq,H˝Mps0q //MpGqr1s
ξGr1s
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
SympM1pGqq
g‚
// SympM1pHqq
h‚
// SympM1pHqqp1qr2s
´f‚r1s
// SympM1pGqqr1s.
Shifting this diagram to the left, we may apply the triangulated category axiom
labelled (TR3) in [31, Definition 1.1.2] to conclude that there exists, as indicated by
the dotted arrow, a morphism:
ξG : MpGq ÝÑ SympM1pGqq
such that the diagram commutes. The isomorphy of ϕH and ϕHp1qr2s now imply
that ξG is an isomorphism, by Proposition 5.7.2.
5.A Alternative description of SymnpF q
We show in Proposition 5.A.4 of this section that SymnpF q is the sheafification
SymnprepF q
: of a certain presheaf SymnprepF q.
Notation 5.A.1. Let F be a sheaf in the category A and n a non-negative integer.
We denote by:
(i) Fb
n
pre the nth tensor power presheaf defined by Fb
n
prepUq :“ F pUqbn for any
section U . Thus Fbn is the sheafification of Fb
n
pre.
(ii) SymnprepF q the presheaf defined by:
SymnprepF qpUq :“ im
¨˝
1
n!
ÿ
σPSympnq
σF pUq : F pUq
bn ÝÑ F pUqbn‚˛,
for any section U . Note that the image is in the category of Q-vector spaces.
Equivalently, one could define:
SymnprepF q :“ im
¨˝
1
n!
ÿ
σPSympnq
σF ,pre : F
bnpre ÝÑ Fb
n
pre‚˛.
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Here, the image is in the category of presheaves of Q-vector spaces with trans-
fers.
Thus SymnprepF q is the n
th symmetric power of F in the category of presheaves with
transfers, and hence is equipped with a canonical projection:
π
n,pre
F
: Fb
n
pre ÝÑ SymnprepF q
satisfying the universal property described in Proposition 1.1.9. △
Remark 5.A.2. Let F be a sheaf in the category A , let n be a non-negative integer,
let σ be an element of the symmetric group Sympnq, and denote by θ : Fb
n
pre Ñ Fbn
the sheafification morphism. Denote by:
σ
F ,pre : F
bnpre ÝÑ Fb
n
pre and σF : F
bn ÝÑ Fbn
respectively, the rearrangement of factors endomorphisms of Fb
n
pre and Fbn associ-
ated to the permutation σ. Explicitly σ
F ,pre is given on a any section U by:
σ
F ,prepUq : F pUq
bn ÝÑ F pUqbn
x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn ÞÝÑ xσp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xσpnq,
and σ : Fbn Ñ Fbn is defined to be the unique morphism induced by the universal
property of sheafification, rendering the diagram:
Fb
n
pre
σF,pre //
θ

Fb
n
pre
θ

Fbn σ
//Fbn
(5.33)
commutative. △
Construction 5.A.3. Let F be a sheaf in the category A , let n be a non-negative
integer, and denote by θ : Fb
n
pre Ñ Fbn the sheafification morphism. We construct
as follows morphisms:
a : Fbn ÝÑ SymnprepF q and b : F
bnpre ÝÑ SymnpF q
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such that a ˝ σF “ a and b ˝ σF ,pre “ b, for all permutations Sympnq. Consider the
diagram:
Fb
n
pre
θ //
σF,pre

πn
F,pre
((
Fbn
σF

Fb
n
pre
θ //
πn
F,pre
❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁ F
bn
a
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
SymnprepF q.
We define a to be the unique map, induced by the universal property of the sheafifi-
cation morphism θ, such that the lower triangle commutes. In Remark 5.A.2 we saw
that the top rectangle commutes, the left-hand triangle commutes by permutation
invariance of the canonical projection πn
F ,pre. Thus the whole diagram commutes,
implying that both a and a ˝ σF satisfy ? ˝ θ “ π
n
F ,pre, hence must be equal, again
by the universal property of θ. Define now b to be the composite morphism:
b : Fb
n
pre
θ
ÝÑ Fbn
πn
FÝÑ SymnpF q.
The commutativity of the square (5.33) in Remark 5.A.2 says that θ˝σF ,pre “ σF ˝θ,
justifying the equality (ii) in the chain:
b ˝ σF ,pre
(i)
“ πnF ˝ θ ˝ σF ,pre
(ii)
“ πnF ˝ σF ˝ θ
(iii)
““ πnF ˝ θ
(iv)
““ b.
Equalities (i) and (iv) are the definition of b, and equality (iii) follows from the
permutation invariance of πn
F
. △
Proposition 5.A.4. For any sheaf F in the category A and non-negative integer
n, the sheaf SymnpF q is the sheafification SymnprepF q
:of the presheaf SymnprepF q.
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Proof. Preserving the notation of Construction 5.A.3, consider the diagram:
Fbn
a

πn
F // SymnpF q
ϕ

Fb
n
pre
b
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
θ

θ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
πn
F,pre
// SymnprepF q
ξ //
ψ1

SymnprepF q
:
ψ
yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
Fbn
πn
F
// SymnpF q,
(5.34)
in which:
(i) ξ : SymnprepF q Ñ Sym
n
prepF q
: is the sheafification morphism.
(ii) The morphism a is defined in Construction 5.A.3, and renders the top-left
triangle commutative.
(iii) ϕ : SymnpF q Ñ SymnprepF q
: is the unique morphism rendering the top-right
square commutative, induced by the universal property of SymnpF q. We note
here that the composite morphism ξ ˝ a is invariant under right composition of
factor permutation morphisms σF : F
bn Ñ Fbn, seeing as a has this property,
as observed in Construction 5.A.3.
(iv) b is the composite morphism πn
F
defined in Construction 5.A.3.
(v) ψ1 : SymnprepF q Ñ Sym
npF q is the unique morphism rendering the top-right
triangle in the lower-left square commutative, induced by the universal property
of the presheaf SymnprepF q. Note we observed in Construction 5.A.3 that b is
invariant under right composition of the factor permutation morphisms
σF ,pre : F
bnpre Ñ Fb
n
pre.
(vi) ψ : SymnprepF q
: Ñ SymnpF q is the unique morphism, induced by the universal
property of the sheafification morphism ξ, rendering the bottom-right triangle
commutative.
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Thus the whole diagram commutes. In particular, both of the subtriangles:
Fb
n
pre
θ //
b
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
Fbn
ψ1˝a

SymnpF q
and Fb
n
pre
θ //
b
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
Fbn
πn
F

SymnpF q
of (5.34) commute, implying that ψ1 ˝ a “ πn
F
, by the universal property of the
sheafification morphism θ. The right half of the diagram (5.34) can therefore be
rewritten:
Fbn
πn
F //
πn
F
✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹ Sym
npF q
ϕ

SymnprepF q
:
ψ

SymnpF q,
and so the composite morphism ψ ˝ ϕ satisfies ? ˝ πn
F
“ πn
F
. But since we also have
obviously 1SymnpF q ˝ π
n
F
“ πn
F
, it follows that ψ ˝ ϕ “ 1SymnpF q, by the universal
property of SymnpF q. One can show similarly that ϕ˝ψ “ 1SymnprepF q: . Hence ϕ and
ψ are mutually inverse isomorphisms.
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